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The pups of this msarch was to produce a USAF base-level primer

for un as a guide to requ-mMents, standards, and procedures concerning the

presrvation of cultural reource. ne specific conc rn which initiated this

research is that Air Force personnel charged with culural resources

management amr not being effectively trained; therfore, basic leal

requiremets may go unfulfilled. The im uediate need for the product of this

research was to condense, into a single document, the information needed by

novice personnel charged with satisfying USAF cultural resource obligations.

Information for this study was drawn from several sources including, an

exploratory esearch, specialized training, and interviews. An immense amount

of information was examined and several of the issues continue to evolve.

However, we feel we were sucmcsful in condensing several of the key issues of

concern into a single document The "Expert Panel" review supported our view

of the success of the research. Several of the Expert Panel members suggested

specific uses for the research product

While conducting this research and writing this thesis, we had a great deal

of help from others. We mre greatly indebted to our faculty advisor, Capt M.K.

Eisert, for her professional assistance and patience during this undertaking. We

also wish to thank our committee member, Capt J.C. McDernnon, for his

assistance and collaboration during the actual development of the primer. A

word of appreciation is also due to our Expert Panel, especially M . Jan

Ferguson. Finally, we wish to thank our wives, Jackie and Liz, for their patience

during those never ending nights of computer-work and printer discord.

Steven R. Becker and Russell IL Hula
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Abg=~

"The purpose of this study was to produce a USAF base-level primer for

use as a guide to requirements, standards, and procedures concerning the

preservation of cultural resources. Cultural resources include buildings, sites,

districts, structures, and objects that have significant scientific, historic, or

cultural value. The research had two major objectives: (1) Identify existing

sources of cultural resource information through a review of legal requirements,

regulations, USAF policy documents, and other sources such as data bases. (2)

Produce a "cultural resources management primer" after identifying the

appropriate characteristics of a primer. This product could then be used by

novice personnel charged with satisfying USAF cultural resource obligations.

The study found that there is an immense amount of evolving information

available concerning cultural resources. Information from an exploratory

research, specialized training, and interviews was integrated into the document.

The information compiled in the primer is a very amall fraction of the

knowledge that is needed to successfully manage a cultural resources program

at an Air Force installation. The primer does, however, provide a starting point

from which new personnel can gather the knowledge and skills to do the job.

The "Cultural Resources Management Primer," produced from this

research, is a stand-alone document. Issues covered in the primer include an

overview of cultural resources management, compliance requirements.

manuagement/planning processes, and references to technical data. Based upon

an "Expert Panel" validation as a training tool, the authors recommend the

primer be disseminated by USAF MAJCOMs and training courses.

vii



CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN THE

UNITqED STATES AIR FORCE: DEVELOPMENT OF A PLANNING PRIMER

Until recently, "historic preservation" was rarely a controversial issue in

private and federal real estate development Prior to the 1960s, support for

historic preservation was limited to a few individuals. The renovation,

restoration, and protection of our country's historic heritage were actions taken

only when it made economic and functional sense. Societal awareness

intensified during the 1960s as people started to question this premise. The

American people realized that in many cases, irreplaceable cultural assets were

disappearing forever (Lewis, 1986:180).

Congressional legislation has been enacted in reaction to this heightened

awareness. With this legislation came several actions required of federal

facilities. The Air Force, being a federal facility, is required to follow this

legislation. The specific concern of this thesis is that Air Force personnel are not

being effectively trained for the challenges of historic preservation; therefore,

basic legal requirements may go unfulfilled (Neumann and others, 1991:8).

Although AFR 126-7 and other government documents cover these laws and

requirements, no single condensed information source contains the material

needed by novice personnel charged with satisfying Air Force obligations.



Historic Preservation and Culftud &esources Defined

"The American preservation movement is nearly as old as the country

itself.. ." (Hosmer, 1965:29). Historic preservation is defined in AFR 126-7 as

the preservation of "historic resources of the Nation [which] includels]

buildings, sites, districts, structures, and objects that have significant scientific,

historic, or cultural value" (Dept. USAF, 1987:1). Other sources of preservation

information use the term "cultural resource" (Neumann and others, 1991:44;

DOD, 1991:156). This term broadens the first definition. The Deputy Assistant

Secretary of Defense for the Environment stated in the September 1991 Legacy

Report to Congress:

Cultural resources are archeological and architectural resources.
For archeology, it includes, but is not limited to, traditions, lifeways,
cultural and religious practices, and other institutions to which a
community, neighborhood, Native American tribe, or other group
ascribes cultural significance, together with any artifacts and real property
associated with such elements. For architecture, it includes, but is not
limited to, buildings, sites, districts, structures, or objects, landscapes, and
vistas. In addition, the term encompasses historic documents and relics.
(DOD, 1991:156)

"Historic preservation" is the term used in the National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA) and encompasses those historic properties

that are eligible for the National Register according to Section 106 of NHPA.

Cultural resources is the term of choice currently used by both the Department

of Defense and the Air Force to encompass all resources in which a federal

agency holds public trust according to all laws such as NHPA as well as the

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act. A resource does not

necessarily need to be eligible for the National Register to be a cultural resource

although the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation feels the real meaning

of NHPA is all inclusive of these other cultural resouces (Ramirez, 1992c; Fink,
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"1992). "Cultural Resources Management" (CRM) is defined as any "action

taken which environmental and human factors are altered or managed. Such

action is taken to reach planned goals, provide continued public benefits, and

protect [cultural] resources" (Dept. USAF, 1992b). For the purposes of this

thesis, the definition stated by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for the

Environment was used and the terms "historic" and "cultural" resource were

used concurrently.

Sionificance of Issue

In 1966, Congress realized that "historic properties significant to the

Nation's heritage [were] being lost or substantially altered, often inadvertently,

with increasing frequency" (ACIP and GSA, 199 lb:I-1). The signing of NHPA

in 1966 required national, state, and city governments to adopt new policies

affecting preservation (Lewis, 1986:185).

Legisation and Directives. Recent Congressional legislation and HQ

USAF directives have emphasized the importance of developing cultural

resource management preservation plans. Congressional enactment of the

"Legacy Law," in November 1990, required the Secretary of Defense to

establish a strategy, plan, and priority list for identifying and managing all
significant biological, geophysical, cultural, and historical resources
existing on, or involving, all Department of Defense land, facilities, and
property. (DOD, 1991:43)

General McPeak, USAF Chief of Staff, recently stated that we must "proteat and

enhance our national resources including wetlands, historic sites, and

endangered species through sound stewardship and management" (McPeak,

1991). Major General Ahearn, the USAF CO-il Engineer, echoed the importance
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of cultural resource protection by identifying it as one of his tratec goals

(USAF Civil Engineer, 1991:6).

M•aagn~ lErMbItgm& In November 199 1, the Department of LDfense

(DOD) requested working groups, from the National Council of Suate listori

Preservation Officers (NCSHPO), to address the management problem fuing

DODYs cultural resource program in November 1991. These working gioups

found several recurring problems. Most noticeabty among these problems were

outdated DOD procedures. The working groups also found tha,

Service staff responsible for environmental management, history,
historic preservation, documents management, and museums do not
relate to one another in a predictable, systematic way even within a singke
service, and inter-service coordination occurs even more rarely.
(Neumann and others, 1991:8)

Everyday management of cultural resources is dependent on the

knowledge and interest of the personnel in the multi-disciplinazy environment of

the Base Comprehensive Planning (BCP) process. According to the working

group's findings, "mechanisms need to be developed to ensure that all kinds of

cultural resources are considered in planning" (Neumann and others, 1991:10).

The most significant conclusion was the fact that cultural resources are often

considered so late in the planning process that the resolution to a conflict is

extremely expensive (Neumann and others, 1991:9). The working groups

stated, "In most cases such conflicts could be avoided, at little or low cost, if

they were identified at early, conceptual stages in the planning process"

(Neumann and others, 1991:9).

Air Forei i,. The Air Force's Chief of Natural Resources, Dr.

Ludlow Clark stated, "Budget is not the cause of Air Force compliance

problems, it is often ignorance or neglect" (Clark, 1992e). Several installations
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have completed the initial stage of complying with the NHPA by performing

surveys of their historic resources. Table I shows the status, as of December

1991, of the number of surveys and plans completed and/or required by AFR

126-7 (Akers, 1992c). This status indicates that several installations have not

completed an inventory of cultural resources and/or a Cultural Resources

Management Plan (CRMP).

Table I

Status of Cultural Resource Management Requirements
(Completed/Required)

Archeological Architectural

M&KOM Suvy &rML

ATC 4/13 4/13 0/13

AU 2/2 2/2 2/2

AFSC 9/15 10/15 0/15

AFLC 5/7 7/7 0/7

MAC 5/13 5/13 0/13

PACAF 5/8 5/8 1/4

SAC 8/22 14/22 1/22

SPACE 2/12 2/12 1/12

TAC 11/17 10/17 2/17

(Akers, 1992b)
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The NCSHPO working groups often found that having a CRMP does not mean

it is effective. Some of these plans are often left on the shelves and others do

not work because they are not effectively integrated with environmental or

installation master planning; others are misinterpreted by poorly trained staff or

are forgotten during staff rotations (Neumann and others, 1991:10).

Benefit of PlAnning Primer. Exploratory research clearly suggested a

need for guidance in the historic preservation planning process. During the

initial research, the authors interviewed several key historic preservation

personnel and asked them if a primer, which would summarize the

requirements, standards, procedures, and techniques of cultural resource

protection would be helpful.

Each person interviewed responded very favorably to the topic. Dr. Clark

eagerly supported thie topic and stated, "It is an excellent area to work on, and

will have a real function in the Air Force" (Clark, 1992e). John Cullinane,

Senior Architect for the Advisory Council, stated "They [The Council] are

always looking at how existing DOD programs can be expanded or new

programs should be implemented" (Cullinane, 1992c). He felt this project

would be an excellent avenue toward that goal. Dr. Constance Ramirez, Chief

of Army Natural Resources, endorsed the research saying the Air Force needs to

decide what they need and provide support (Ramirez, 1992d). Lorretta

Neumann, President of Consultant and Environmental Historic Preservation

Incorporated and principal author of DefendingAOur Heragt , enthusiastically

supported the research. Ms. Neumann said she was pleased the Air Force was

taking a positive approach to historic preservation (Neumann, 1992).

Base-level historic preservation officers were also interviewed. Bill Metz,

Chief Environmental Branch, F.E. Warren AFB, said that installation personnel
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could definitely benefit from this research (Metz, 1992e). Larry Spanne,

Supervising Archaeologist, Vandenberg AFB, confirmed the statement made by

the NCSHPO working groups that our people need clear guidance (Spanne,

1992e). These preliminary interviews verified there was a need for a Cultural

Resources Management Primer.

Soeifuc Problem

The purpose of this research was to produce a USAF base-level primer

for use as a guide to requirements, standards, and procedures concerning the

preservation of cultural resources (see Appendix A).

Research Objectives

Objective One: Identify existing sources of cultural rsource' informatin.

la. Identify the legal requirements for protection of cultural resources.

lb. Identify the Air Force policies, regulations, and other guidance that

impact the protection of cultural and historic resources.

ic. Identify the manuals of procedures, data bases, and other guidance

currently in use or programmed for use by the Air force and non-Air Force

organizations to ensure full compliance with legal requirements.

ld. Determine how the Air Force addresses, identifies, and plans for the

protection of cultural resources.

Objective Two: Identify the applviate chwaractistics of a primer

2a. Identify the target audience which will use the primer.

2b. Determine what kind of information is needed in the primer.

2c. Determine the appropriate format for the primer.

2d. Produce a "Cultural Resources Management Primer."

7



The HQ USAF Office of Natural Resources is responsible for

implementing requirements relating to cultural and historic resource protection.

It is also responsible for forest management, aicul l out-leasing, flood plain

and wetland management, soil and water conservation, fish and wildlife

conservation, urban forestry, and vegetation/pest management (Akers, 1992c).

This research project included the development of a primer for cultural and

historic resources only. Other responsibilities that fall under the domain of the

HQ USAF Office of Natural Resources were not addressed. This research also

did not attempt to justify the legal or regulatory requirements of cultural

resource protection and historic preservation.

The focus of this primer was broad in scope and was intended for

application at all CONUS Air Force installations. As such, any issue specific to

a single MAJCOM, base, state, or geographic location was not covered in the

primer. A primer covers the basic elements of a subject and is not intended to

provide explicit technical details. However, a primer includes references to

additional information with more detailed data (Morris and others, 1985-984).

This chapter introduced the fundamental concepts of historic preservation

and cultural resources management, along with their relation to this research.

Chapter II reviews the background of historic preservation and the current status

of cultural resources management in the USAF. Chapter 1I identifies and

describes the methodology used to achieve the research objectives. In Chapter

IV, the results of the research endeavor are presented and analyzed. Chapter V

summarizes the research and presents recommendations for future action.

8
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ILBackgwound

The passage of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966 is

one of the most significant events in the protection of cultural and historic

rtsounes in the United States. This chapter chronicles the historic preservation

movement and the passage of related legislation. The first portion of this

chapter reviews events prior to the passage of NHPA. The remainder is an

examination of NHPA, subsequent legislation, and Air Force cultural resource

preservation activities.

-Ntion -•rP l emrvAtion Act

The preservation movement in the United States is, intemstingly enough,

older than the movement in the United Kingdom (Winks, 1976:141). As with

many cultural movements in the United States, the very beginnings of the

preservation movement were established by the private sector (Hosmer,

1965:21).

The Em'st Paraion Move= The American preservation

movement was a grass-roots endeavor. Its beginnings were purely amateur, but

an emerging national awareness "caused some individuals to look upon the

preservation of historic sites as a sign of cultural maturity" (Hosmer, 1965:22).

Prior to 1920's, the movement was generally not well-organized (Hosmer,

1965:21-22).

Early preservation movements focused on national public figures or

military events. The most notable beginning of America's preservation

movement began where the country had its start. Americans of the nineteenth
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century considered George Washington more of a divine leader than simply a

man. These strong feelings aided in the development of the belief that

Washington's home (Mount Vernon) ought to be the property of the nation. By

1850, several individuals had petitioned Congress to purchase Mount Vernon.

During 1853, rumors persisted that private businessmen were about to purchase

the farm in hopes of developing a park or a resort hotel. These rumors

undoubtedly triggered the initial preservation movement (Carnett, 1991:1;

Hosmer, 1965:41-42).

In 1856, the Virginia State Legislature chartered the Mount Vernon

Ladies' Association for the Union to accept the title of the property. Miss Ann

Pamela Cunninh was the leader of the Ladies' Association and has since

become to be known as the founder of the preservation movement. Two years

later the State of Virginia issued bonds to collect the S200,000 required to

purchase Mount Vernon (Hosmer, 1965:45).

Th1 next important event in the background of preservation was the

Arlington Mansion, Virginia. Shortly after Robert E. Lee joined the forces of

the South, federal troops occupied the property of Lee's Mansion (Arlington) in

1861. The mansion was then the residence for Union officers and their families

during the remainder of the Civil War. Charles Hosmer descnibes the words of

noted Arlington Mansion historian Murray Nelligan. Nelligan believed the

Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton [was] determined that the Lee family
should never occupy their home again. He placed a hospital on the
grounds, along with a freemen's village for Negro refugees from the
South. Not stopping there, he had a tax levied on the property. (Hosmer,
1965:63)
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After the Civil War, a relative of Lee offered to pay the taxes. The

authorities; however, did not believe that would be allowed by law. The

property was then placed for sale at a public auction (Hosmer, 1965:63).

Because of many uncertainties held by the public on the legality of the

confiscation and sale of the mansion, the government was the high bidder. The

property was purchased for $26,800. Through the urging of Secretary Stanton, a

national cemetery was established on the grounds. Many felt that to keep anyone

from inhabiting the house, graves were purposely placed near the house itself

(Hosmer, 1965:63).

Several years later, General George W.C. Lee, son of Robert E. Lee,

petitioned the government for fair payment for the property since he felt he was

the rightful owner of the Arlington Mansion. Congress appropriated funds for

the payment, and twenty-two years after the Union had captured the grounds,

the government acquired the legal title to Arlington. The actual restoration of

the mansion did not occur until 1924 when Congress passed a bill authorizing

the restoration to its original condition in hopes of healing the wounds of the

Civil War (Hosmer, 1965:64-65). "Thus, largely by accident, and for an

unsavory purpose, the federal government came to own its first historic house"

(Hosmer, 1965:65).

The preservation of Monticello, Thomas Jefferson's home, spans nearly a

hundred years. Several people attempted to purchase Monticello for the purpose

of making it public property. The home was successfully purchased by a Navy

lieutenant named Uriah Levy in 1836. However, the actual preservation did not

occur until 1926. "The Monticello movement marked a transition in the

thinking of some Americans toward preservation" (Hosmer, 1965:192). For a

majority of the ninety years it took to preserve Monticello, those who attempted

11



to restore it, dwelled on "its sacredness as a historic shrine" (Hosmer, 1965:192).

The people who preserved Monticello, used tactics that are still in use today.

They appealed either to innate values of the architecture or the historical

sinificace (Hosmer, 1965:153,190,192).

After the Civil War, the Association for the Preservation of Virginia

Antiquities (APVA) was the first private preservation group to organize in the

South. Historians feel the APVA was founded due to the collapse of a brick ruin

called the "Powhatan's Chimney." In 1889, the Virginia legislature chartered the

APVA, thus allowing the group to own property in the state. The APVA spent

the majority of its time attempting to preserve Jamestown Island. Other

important APVA projects included the May Washington cottage, the Old Stone

House in Richmond, and several Confederate antiquities (Hosmer, 1965.:65-70).

The effort to preserve archeological sites and Native American antiquities

was different from that involving structures. There was very little involvement

by the Federal government prior to the end of the 19th century. The first

scientific excavation of an archeological site in the United States is attributed to

Thomas Jefferson, who systematically excavated a mound in eastern Virginia in

order to answer questions about the manner in which Indians were buried in

mounds (Woodward and McDonald, 1986:30).

As white settlement spread inland from the coast, many ancient

earthworks were discovered. The presence of many of the works did not

become evident until after trees were cleared from the land. Some of the

earthworks were very large and exlhibited lots of geometric precision. Most

people did not believe that the Indians had the technology or organizational

skills to construct such vast undertakings. There were lots of theories in the

early 1800Ys as to the origin of the earthworks. There was a widespread feeling

12



during the 19th century that the mounds and earthworks had been built by a lost

race of civilized people, but there was no consensus among the advocates of the

lost race idea as to the identity of the people responsible. "Vikings, Greeks,

Israelites, Persians, Phoenicians, and emigrants from Atlantis were all put forth

as candidates" (Woodward and McDonald, 1986:28).

The Grave Creek Mound in West Virginia became a tourist attraction in

the late 170W&s. However, most of the mounds and earthworks were destroyed

or altered by development. Curiosity seekers excavated many of the sites.

Some of the mounds and earthworks received almost inadvertent protection.

The mounds were known to be burial features. Cemeteries were sometimes

established around the mounds. In a few cases, public parks which were

established included earthworks (Woodward and McDonald, 1986:25-27).

In 1888 the State of Ohio passed the first law in the United States

designed to protect archeological resources. This legislation was passed in

response to the threat to Serpent Mound in Adams County. Serpent Mound is an

effigy of a snake approximately one quarter of a mile long. "At one time this

effigy mound was considered to be a mark of God that indicated the location of

the Garden of Eden" (Woodward and McDonald, 1986:90). Frederick Ward

Putman of Harvard University's Peabody Museum did a scientific study of the

site, and lead efforts to raise $5,880 for purchase of the of the site and protected

it from destruction. "Ohio's antiquity legislation and the creation of Serpent

Mound Park amused nationwide interest in passing antiquities legislation and in

preserving archeological sites for the enjoyment and enlightenment of the

public" (Woodward and McDonald, 1986:30).

The first stride on the part of the Federal government toward preserving

ths types of historical treasures occurred in 1889. At that time Congress

13



authorized the President to preserve a region in Arizona containing the

prehistoric Can Grande ruin (Mackintosh:l). Federal policy to preserve

archeological sites was first put into law with the passage of the Antiquities Act

of 1906. This law gave the President the authority to "establish national

monuments on Federal lands for the purpose of protecting historic landmarks,

historic and prehistoric structures, and other objects of historic or scientific

interest" (Carnett, 1991:2). Prior to passage of the Antiquities Act, specific

legislative action was required for each site. The law also required authorization

for any investigation of archeological sites. However, the Antiquities Act only

protected sites which were located on Federal or Indian land (Carnett, 1991:2).

The Preservation Movement GrowI The purpose and description of an

antiquity no longer had a single meaning by the late 1800's. By this time,

numerous preservation groups had been created for as many reasons. The

Hollywood Memorial Association was formed in order to decorate the graves of

fallen Confederate soldiers. The Confederate Memorial Literary Society was

formed with the intention of preserving the White House of the Confederacy.

The Ladies' Hermitage Association appeared in Nashville, Tennessee. The

Hermitage was formed in 1888 to create an Andrew Jackson memorial museum

(Hosmer, 1965:69-72).

The figure of Abraham Lincoln also became a focal point for preservation

efforts. His homestead, in Springfield, Illinois, became the first historical

antiquity associated with Lincoln to be saved. His home was rehabilitated and

opened as a museum. The Memorial Association of the District of Columbia

was chartered in 1892 to save the residences made historic by Lincoln. The first

tuncture to be preserved by the Memorial Association was the Peterson house,

which was the "House Where Lincoln Died." The Memorial Association found

14



it difficult to raise the funds required to preserve the Peterson house. They

needed a method to create a social preservation conscience. The Memorial

Association developed a technique that is still used to this day. They printed a

booklet entitled Words fm MM Souts.The booklet included writings of

notable Americans, speaking of their reasons for preserving the "House Where

Lincoln Died" (Hosmer, 1965:72-75).

During the late 1800's, the restoration of memorials of the Revolutionary

War became the setting for preservation activity. The Hudson River Valley

contained several Revolution battlefields and a large amount of historic

buildings. Most preservationists in this region "looked upon saving old

buildings as an educational activity which local and state governments should

support" (Hosmer, 1965:101). The Fairmount Park in Philadelphia became the

first significant Revolution preservation effort. Several buildings in the

Manhattan Island area also became an area of interest. These buildings were

used by George Washington and his generals as his headquarters (Hosmer,

1965:76-79).

After the Civil War, the Army recorded the places and events it

encountered during its battles and missions across the heartland of the nation.

During the late 1800's and early 1900's, the Army tended the first federal parks

and reservations before the National Park Service was established. These

included Yellowstone and Yosemite National Parks (Neumann, 1991:5).

Lobbying groups for veterans' organizations pressed Congress to establish parks

and landmarks at major battlefields. After the establishment of Arlingtor

National Cemetery, one of the first battlefield memorials to be founded was the

Vicksburg National Military Park in Mississippi. Other important battlefields

and military cemeteries curated by the Army included: Yorktown, Gettysburg,
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and Antietam. These were all managed by the Army until they were turned over

to the National Park Service in the 1930's (Mackintosh, 1985:1; Neumann,

1991:5).

The restoration of Williamsburg, Virginia, was the haven of scholarly

restoration activities in the early 1900's. The Williamsburg Project was a

collaboration of efforts by such noted people as John D. Rockefeller, Jr., W.A.R.

Goodwin, William G. Perry, and Charles M. Robinson. The first undertaking

completed under the project was the restoration of the Wythe House (Hosmer,

1981:898).

The 1930's saw a number of firsts in the preservation movement. The

city of Charleston, South Carolina, passed the first preservation zoning

ordinance. The first city commission to regulate environmental and aesthetic

qualities was created in New Orleans, Louisiana, and Stratford Hall became one

of the first important historic and architectural landmarks. As city and state

governments played important roles in preservation, the National Park Service,

the U.S. Military, and the Secretary of the Interior all played an importaut part in

the evolution of the preservation movement (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:II-5;

Hosmer, 1981:1065).

Leg tive Actions. In 1949, Congress chartered and appropriated an

organization that is allowed to own and preserve historic sites, buildings, and

objects significant in American history and culture. This organization is the

National Trust for Historic Preservation (National Trust). Prior to the

formulation of the National Trust, Congress passed two federal laws that set the

stage for modem preservation legislation.

The first enactment of legislation occurred with the signing of the

Antiquities Act of 1906. This law "provides for the protection of historic and
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prehistoric ruins and objects of antiquity on federal lands, and authorizes

scientific investigation of antiquities on federal lands" (Dept. USAF, 1987:14).

The Act made it Federal policy to preserve historic and prehistoric sites on

Federal land. It also gave the President the authority to establish national

montiments (Carnett, 1991:2).

Until 1933, preservation had been largely in the field of architecture.

During this year, the National Park Service began employing a number of

historians, architects, engineers, and archaeologists to develop a program which

would begin to educate the public on the history and national culture of the

United States. During the Depression, the policies of the New Deal allowed the

National Park Service to dominate the expansion of the preservation movement.

In spring of 1934, the chief historian for the Park Service began drafting the

outline for the Historic Sites Act (Hosmer, 1981:927-928).

The Historic Sites Act was signed into law in 1935. The Act declared it

Federal policy to preserve historic and prehistoric properties of national

significance. The Historic Sites Act covered all significant properties, whereas

the Antiquities Act focused on Federal lands. The Historic Sites Act of 1935

authorized the designation of national historic sites and landmarks. It also

enabled interagency efforts to preserve historic resources, and established a fine

for violations of the Act (Carnett, 1991:2; Dept. USAF, 1987:14).

Naional Trust for Histo P. World War II brought an

sudden shift away from the preservation movement as the government limited

its historic interests. The National Park Service lost all but its own operating

appropriations. Limited access to tires and ga.s -stioning kept many visitors

from historic sites and landmarks. The limitc" appropriations also caused many

of the historic sites to be neglected. Although there were a few instances of
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valiant preservation efforts by those in the Park Service and private sector,

World War U created a crisis in the preservation movement (Hosmer, 1981:717-

722,813).

Several informed individuals formed the National Council for Historic

Sites and Buildings in 1947. These people were convinced that "a national

preservation organization was the only answer for the many important

properties coming on the market-properties that could not possibly be saved by

local groups" (Hosmer, 1981:861). The National Council for Historic Sites and

Buildings endorsed a request that a "national trust" - -urganized and chartered

by Congress. The intention of the trust rwu to "carry out the preservation

purposes of the Historic Sites Act of 1935 by marshaling the resources of private

historical organizations in the United States under federal auspices" (Hosmer,

1981:861). A select group of the National Council for Historic Sites and

Buildings began drafting the trust bill that would go to Congress. By late 1949.

the bill had passed both the House and the Senate. The National Council was

selected to organize the initial National Trust for Historic Preservation. T"hese

people realized the difficult responsibility the National Trust was delegated with.

There were both uncontrolled and unplanned streams of requests for

preservation (Hosmer, 1981:861,864).

Current cultural resources protection law is most attnibutable to the

massive federal infrastructure building programs of the 1950's and 1960's, and

also the nation's growing environmental awarenos. During the decades

following World War II the federal government funded projects for dams,

highways, urban renewal, and so forth. These projects were often completed

with little regard for cultural resources. The National Historic Preservation Act

of 1966 was passed to address those concerns (ACHP and GSA, 199 1a:Ll-5).
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By the early 1960's federal preservation law rested on four bases:

1. Study and designation of nationally significant sites;
2. reguP-;ion of the taking of archeological resources;
3. acquisition and preservation of privately owred properties and the
preservation of sites on federal lands; and
4. National Park Service assistance and specific legislative directives to
several agencies with the power to adversely affect historic resources.
(CF & NCPL, 1983:193).

Post-National Historic Preservation Act of 1966

National Hisric reservation Act. A study by the United States

Conference of Mayors concluded that the public was steadily becoming more

interested in the preservation of America's heritage. This study and the eventual

report to Congress initiated the drafting of first significant preservation law

(ACH•, 1985:6).

The National Trust for Historic Preservation reminded its newsletter

readers in 1986 that:

The 1966 law set in motion two decades of progress that have brought
expansion of the National Register oftHistoric Places to more than 45,000
listings, creation of historic preservation offices in every state, and
establishment of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation to
monitor thousands of federal and federally assisted projects. (Berke,
1986:4)

The law to which the National Trust speaks of is the National Historic

Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, as amended. This law establishes historic

preservation as a national policy and defines it as the protection, rehabilitation,

restoration, and reconstruction of "districts, sites, building, structures, and

objects significant in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering,

and culture" (ACHP, 1984b:3). This law also established the Advisory Council

on Historic Preservation, the "major policy advisor to the Government in the
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field of historic preservation" (ACHP, 1990). Amendments to the NHPA in

1980 directed the Secretary of the Interior to "establish guidelines for nationally

significant properties; curation of artifacts, documentation of historic properties,

and preservation of federally owned historic sites" (Dept. USAF, 1987:14). The

intent of the guidelines and standards set by the Secretary of the Interior were to

assist the long-term preservation of a property's significance through the

preservation of historic materials and features (NPS, 199 1a:4).

Related Legslation. Along with NHPA, there have been several

legislative actions taken by Congress to further support preservation concerns.

Table 2 shows a list of the numerous laws that affect cultural resources

preservation.

Table 2

Modem Cultural Resource Preservation Laws

Department of Transportation Act of 1966

National Enviromnental Policy Act of 1969

Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974

Public Buildings Cooperative Use Act of 1976

Amrican Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978

Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979

Housing and Community Development Act (et seq)

Legacy Resource Management Program Act of 1990

(S, 1989; ACHP and GSA, 1991b)
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This list is not all encompassing, but includes the major legislation

concerning cultural resources management. Other laws include: the Federal

Records Act, the Historic Shipwrecks Act, the Moss-Bennett Act, and the Native

American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (ACHP and GSA, 1991b:1-1).

SiSeveral Federal regulations have been written to assist in

the supervision and compliance with the legislation. The regulations that apply

directly to federal agencies such as the Air Force are shown in Table 3.

Table 3

Federal Agency Cultural Resource Regulations

36 CFR Part 800: Protection of Historic Properties

36 CFR Part 60: National Register of Historic Places

36 CFR Put 61: Procedures for Approved State and
Local Government Historic Preservation Programs

36 CFR Part 78: Waiver of Federl Agency Responsibilities under
Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act

43 CFR Part 7: Protection of Archeological Resources

(ACHP and GSA, 1991bJ1-1)

Fedeal Histogi Preservation Caseaw. The NHPA represents a general

policy of supporting and encouraging the historic preservation and the

protection of cultural resources. The law accomplishes this through four

mandates (ACHP, 1985:6). First, the act authorizes the Secretary of the Interior

to expand and maintain a National Register of Historic Places. Second, NHPA
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advocates State and local preservation programs. Third, NHPA sanctions a

grant program that provides funds to the States for projects and to individuals

for the preservation of properties listed in the National Register. Fourth, the law

establishes the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation as a Federal agency,

composed of nineteen members, which directly advises the President on

preservation matters (ACHP, 1984b:3-4).

Section 106 of NHPA requires Federal agencies to determine the

magnitude of projects on any eligible sites, structures, or objects of historical

significance. It also requires these agencies to give the Council an opportunity

to comment on the project and its affect on cultural resources (ACHP,

1984b:10). The Council has established regulations to which ensure federal

agencies comply with Section 106. These regulations are contained in 36 CFR

part 800. Section 106 and 36 CFR Part 800 both give direction on determining

the magnitude of projects on any eligible sites, structures, or objects (Ferguson,

1991).

Section 110 of NHPA was amended into the law in 1980 in response to

Executive Order No. 11593, signed in 1973. Both the Congress and the

President acknowledged the need for established plans and procedures that

Federal agencies could follow (ACHIP, 1985:7). Section 110 accomplishes this

and also directs these agencies to carry out their programs and projects in

accordance with the purposes of NHPA. With these two directives, the section

also includes such requirements as using historic buildings, recording of historic

properties prior to demolition, designation of preservation officers, establishes

preservation awards programs, and transferring surplus Federal historic

properties (ACHP, 1984b: 11).
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The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 also requires

Federal agencies to take environmental considerations into account during the

decision-making process. NEPA requires "that federal agencies evaluate the

environmental impacts of their proposed actions and consider alternatives to

proposed actions. This evaluation is to provide federal decision makers with

information on the potential environmental effects of their decisions, to disclose

to the public these potential effects, and to improve the quality of decisions by

consideration of their impact " (CF & NCPL, 1983:215). The courts have held

that when an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is prepared, a thorough

discussion of the cultural resources involved in the project must be included

(ACHP, 1985:17).

Since the passage of NHPA in 1966, there have been well over ninety

separate court cases concerning historic preservation. The last comprehensive

compilation of court cases was completed in 1985. At that time, fifteen cases

involved the Department of Defense. A majority of these cases involved a

plaintiff stating that a Federal agency was not meeting its review responsibilities.

Recently, the "litigation has centered on the adequacy of agency compliance

with the procedural requh-ements imposed by preservation authorities" (ACHP,

1985:22). The only cases that were fouad in favor of the plaintiff were due to

the "arbitrary or capricious" actions by the Federal agency. "To date, there has

been no published opinion addressing the question of agencies' substantive

responsibilities under NHPA" (ACHP, 1985:22).

Air Force Historic reservaion Activities. Air Force Regulation 126-7

provides the "policies, procedures, and responsibilities for protection and

managing historic resources on Air Force installations" (Dept. USAF, 1987:1).
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Within AFR 126-7, the main directives from congressional legislation are

listed and require Air Force agencies to:

Provide leadership in the preservation of the historic resources of
the United States. Direct their policies, plans, ad programs in such a way
that federally-owned sites, structures, and objects of historical,
architectual, or archeological sii are preserved, restored, and
"Mintai for the inspiration and benefit of the people.

Locate, inventory, and nominate to the Secretary of the Interior all
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects under their ownership of
control that appear to qualify for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places (National Register).

Initiate procedures to ensure that good faith consultation with the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and State Historic
Preservation Officers takes place before undertaking any action that
could affect sites, structures, and objects listed on the National Register or
eligsible for listing. (Dept USAF, 1987:2)

The Air Force, as with several Federal agencies, has often felt historic

preservation was "inappropriate for scientific research and development

[activities)" (ACHP, 1991bxc). In February of 1991, the Council reported to

Congress their recommendations for highly technical or scientific facilities

compliance toward NHPA. The central issue discussed in this report is how

organizations, such as the Air Force, can meet their obligations as stewards of

the Nation's historic scientific resources, given their continuous need to modify

or replace historic facilities and equipment. The Council "rejected the

assumption that the NHPA is fine for the majority of federal activities, but

inappropriate for scientific research and development" (ACHP, 199 1bx).

L In 1991, Congress established the "Legacy Program"

and subsequently authorized $35 million for fiscal years 1991 and 1992. The

Legacy Program "offers a way for DOD to re-examine how decisions

[concerning cultural resources] are and should be made at all levels throughout

the services" (Neumann, 1991:1). The DOD began a series of internal reviews
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. of its existing programs and initiated several demonstration projects intended to

investigate new approaches toward the management of cultural resources.

During this same time, the NCSHPO was asked by the DOD to help identify

"strengths and weaknesses ia existing programs and define opportunities for

improvement" (DOD, 1991:1).

The Air Force has made some significant progress toward the

preservation of the cultural resources itcontrols. In the Preliminr Working

Rr t ul-. Resources Progm Deeloment Task Are in December

1991, the NCSHPO states:

The Air Force recently issued guidelines for consultation with Native
American groups, which should go far toward encouraging sensitive
treatment of traditional places of value to Native Americans. (Neumann,
1991:7)

The Air Force has also been an active participant in the Legacy Resource

Management Program. Wright-Patterson's Historic Preservation Office is the

lead in one of the Legacy Program's most significant projects. Huffman Prairie

Flying Field, the "site where the Wright Brothers perfected their understanding

and control of the aerodynamics of flight and operated one of the first schools of

"aviation...," is currently under an enhancement project (DOD, 1991:37).

Huffman Field was designated a National Historic Landmark (NHL) in 1990

(DOD, 1991:37).

The Air Force also owns other substantial cultural resources. Table 4

includes a list, by state, of all known Air Force owned and maintained cultural

resources (Akers, 1992b). Several other properties have been nominated and

are in the process ofbeing evaluated as of I January 1992 (Clark, 1992d).
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Table 4

Air Force National Register of Historic Places

N iof

Abbmia Maxwell AFB Amutin Hall
Commuaity College of fie Air Force
OfficsWs Q-arters Mork Distrt

Aru=m Luke AFB M Cmuino Del Diab Trza

Axkm Eaker AFB Ardceological sis

Calfomra Edw AFB Rogem Dry Lake
Los Angeles AFB 500 Var Square

Americui Tmnz Corporation Building
March AFB Marc Field
Mo-Cllan AFB Sacriunto Air Depot Hisoric District
Vuandenerg AFB Space Launc Compie 10

Archelogical skes

Colorado Lowry AFB Eisenhower Chapel
Geam Quarers
Seleced Facilities

USAF Academy Pineer Cabin
Carkon House

Florida CaeCanvem Lanca Pads 5, 6, 13, 14, 19, 26, 34 and

mimncontrol

Guam Anderson AFB Northwest Field

Hawaii Bellows AFB Bellows Field Arcological Area
Hickun AFB Hickun Field
Wheelr AFB Wheweler Field

KMISS McCounell AFB Air Twninl Building I

Kenl ANStm ANB Arweoloal site
(Akers 1992b)
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Table 4 (continued)

Air Force National Register of Historic Places

Missouri Jefferson ANGS Jefferson Bacaks Historic District
St Louis AFS St Louis AFS

Nebraska Offuit AFB Blackasini Shop
Fort Crook Historic Distrct

New York Plaftsbugh AFB Old Stone Barracks
United States Oval Historic District

North
Carolina Pope AFB Hangas 4 and 5

Historic District

Ohio Wright Wright Brothers Memorit Mound Group
Paturon AFB WPAFB Mound

HuffIMan Flying Fiel4

Texas Brooks AFB Hangar 9
Camwell AFB Buck Oaks Farm
Rdolp AFB dmiston Buing

Chapel
U.S Minor
Isbads Pacific Ocean Wake Island

Utah Wendover AFS Wendover AFS Historic District

Wyoming F.E. Warm AFB Fort David A. Russell
(Akers, 1992b)

BRw Conrekhesive Planing Pnroe . Cultural resources management

is one aspect of the Air Force Base Comprehensive Planning

process that identifies long-term priorities and goals of the installation
and trnmslates those priorities and goals into concrete land use, facility,
and related infttmcture objectives and policies, as well as natural
tesource protection and efficient use of all resources. (Dept. USAF,
1989a:1-5)
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Figure 1 shows how each component plan addresses specific functions or

programs for the base. Air Force cultural resources management planning is

part of the much broader category of natural resources. Natural Resource

components of the BCP are required by Air Force regulations (Dept. USAF,

1989a). The Natural Resources component plan "must be closely coordinated

[with all other component plans) to ensure consistency and compatibility (Dept.

USAF, 1989a:2- 11).

B!.-- Comprehensive Planning i

Natural &Erknmit[ Built Environment Sociocultual Envirnment

Envimromental Quality Land Use Planning Quaty of Life Proguams

Protectione Socioeconomic Aspects

Natural Lesources Systemms
Cutra-esuce aclties

Figure 1. Base Comprehensive Component Plans (Dept. USAF, 1989a)

The National Historic Preservation Act and subsequent legislation has

had a significant impact on the way private and public entities operate. The Air

Force and DOD are no exception.

Complying with legal requirements for historic preservation involves a

consultation process to determine the significance and eligibility of the cultural
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and historic resources in question. The Air Force has numerous holdings which

have already been identified. It is likely that additional resources will be

identified in the future.

Air Force cultural resources management activities are governed by the

same legislation and regulations which govern the activities of other entities.

Additionally, Air Force regulation AFR 126-7, Historic Preservation, and AFR

86-4, Base Comprehensive Planning, are important elements in the Air Force

effort to comply with the legal requirements for sound management of the

nation's cultural resources.

Over the years, this nation's cultural resources have been given increasing

levels of protection under the law. Like other aspects of environmental

protection, the legal requirements for cultural resource protection are not likely

to diminish in the future. If anything, there may be even more stringent

requirements. Several DOD studies have outlined the need for additional

training of staff which are responsible for the sound management and stewarship

of Air Force cultural resources. A cultural resources management primer is one

tool to help Air Force staff meet the challenge.
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II, Methodology

The purpose of this chapter was to outline the methods used in the

development of the Cultural Resources Management Primer. The chapter

includes a summary of the research method, as well as sections on data

collection, content analysis, primer format, and validation of the research

product. The final methodology employed in the research was eclectic in style,

using two separate AFIT theses as a basis. However, the authors attem:t-ted to

improve upon these previously completed thesis methodologies.

Research Metowd

The purpose of this research was to produce a USAF base-level primer to

be used as a guide to requirements, standards, and procedures concerning the

preservation of cultural resources. Two research objectives were identified

during the scoping of this project. Objective One was the identification of

existing sources of cultural resource information. Objective Two was to identify

the appropriate characteristics of a useful primer.

Objective One and its sub-objectives were designed to determine what

requirements the Air Force must meet to comply with cultural resource

legislation and how those requirements meld into the current Air Force

environmental compliance programs. Objective Two and its sub-objectives

were designed to determine the content and format of the primer.

An AFIT thesis by Captain Richard T. Devereaux addressed the problem

of condensing enormous amounts of data into a single source. While this thesis

was did not research cultural resources, it did offer an excellent basis for this
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research. Within the Devereaux thesis, information was gathered and organized

"in a matrix format so that each ... issue could be cross-referenced with the

appropriate source document" (Devereaux, 1988:5 1). Use of this "inatrix

approach" allowed the data collected on cultural resources and historic

preservation issues to be "integrated and synthesized into several topical areas

which provide a useful organizational structure" (Devereaux, 1988:106) for the

primer. The matrix approach not only provided a useful way to categorize the

data, but provided the basis of the table of contents for the primer (Devereaux,

1988:106-107). Figure 2 illustrates the entire research process.

Dfta

l lL I I I L
[ I II

Figure 2. Thiesis Research Diagram, Revised from Devereaux
(Devereautx, 1988:52)
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Similar to the validation method employed by Devereaux, an "expert

panel" process was used to validate the primer. However, this research

validation process occurred in two stages. First, the Expert Panel (Table 5)

reviewed the topical areas proposed for the primer as a result of an analysis of

the collected data. This step was not used in the Devereaux research. In the

final validation step, the Expert Panel reviewed the completed primer document-

The completed primer is contained in Appendix A.

DWat Collection

Information for this research was drawn from several sources, including

an exploratory research (unstructured interviews and literature review).

specialized training, and telephone interviews.

Exmlot&yRsarh. The exploratory research began with unstructured

interviews with experts in the historic preservation field. These interviews

indicated the relevant data sources. Thesc data sources included: DOD

regulations, directives, Congressional law, training courses, Advisory Council

and National Park Service publications, and other sources of preservation

information.
Lierte Review, Literature on the subject area provided the bulk of the

information required. As this is a specialized field, a significant ortion of the

information came from the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, National

Trust for Historic Preservation, State Historic Preservation Officers (SHPOs),

HQ USAF/CEVP (Office of Cultural Resources), HQ USA/CEHSC (Office of

Cultural Resources), MAJCOM historic preservation officers and Base Historic

Preservation Officers (BHPOs'
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Table 5

Expert Panel

NAMtl and LocationM

Akent, Donna Cultuna Resources Program Manager
HQ USAF, Washington DC

Clark, Ludlow Chief Air Force Natural/Cultural Resources
Ph.D. AFCEE, Boiling AFB DC

Cullinane, John Senior Architect
A.LA. The Advisory Council, Washington DC

Engleman, Lynn Cultual Resources Program Director
HQ AFMC, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH

Ferguson, Jan Base Historic Preservation Officer
Ph.D. Wright-Paftteon AFB, OH

Lillie, Tom, Maj, USAF Chief, Natural and Culual Resources
Ph.D. HQ USAF, Washington DC

Metz,-Wiliam Chief Environmental Branch
F.E. Warren AFB, WY

Ramir, Constance Chief Army Historic Preservation Officer
Ph.D. Fort Belvoir, VA

Spanne, LaMy Supervising Archeologist
Vandenberg AFB, CA
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The bibliographies of initially obtained materials provided other sources.

Additionally, a search of computerized data bases such as DIALOG and DTIC

was conducted to identify sources of information.

_Wiied Trinin. IlThe researchers attended a training course

conducted by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. This course was

designed to provide managers of Federal installations much of the information

needed to comply with legal requirements for cultural and historic preservation

of resources (ACHP, 1992).

Content Analysis

The level of coverage or content of the primer was difficult to determine.

Several methods were used to resolve the issues to be covered in the primer

document; however, a certain amount of subjectivity, on the part of the authors,

was required in this stage of the research. In an attempt to reduce this

subjectivity, base-level and MAJCOM personnel working cultural resource

issues were interviewed for input. After the interview phase of the project, the

researchers conducted a literature review and requested input from the Expert

Panel.

Inteiews. MAJCOM and base-level personnel who work cultural

resource issues were interviewed by telephone. The interviews provided

information relating to the level-of-content and format of a base-level primer.

Telephone interviewing offers -everal advantages in the gathering information.

These advantages include a high response rate and rapid completion (Babbit and

Nystrom, 1989:11; Emory, 1991:330-332).

For this project it was desired to gather as many complete ideas as

pos'ble from the interview process. "A structured interview using open-ended
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questions [produces] ... more complete information than a typical questionnaire"

(Babbitt and Nystrom:12). The questions used for the telephone interviews with

Air Force personnel were drawn from a 1992 Advisory Council survey of DOD

installations and the Lavery thesis, which used a survey of base-level personnel

to determine the content of a users guide (ACHP, 1991a; Lavery, 1988). The

interview questions, shown in Appendix B, were pilot tested on AFIT students.

Non probability sampling was used because "such a procedure

satisfactorily [met] the sampling objectives" (Emory, 1991:273) of the research.

The sample of bases to be interviewed was drawn from bases that owned a

property, as of December 1991, which is listed or is eligible to be listed on the

National Register of Historic Places. The person designated as the Base or

MAJCOM Historic Preservation Officer was interviewed. This population was

used because these bases have intuitively acquired a substantial amount of

experience, and hence provided more useful and objective input related to the

research.

To ensure that any concerns which might have been unique were

addressed, several MAJCOM personnel were also interviewed. The limited

objectives of this research required that the authors look only "for a range of

conditions or for examples of dramatic variations" (Emory, 1991:273).

Content Litea. Current literature on the topic of determining the

content of a manual was reviewed. This information covered a -as such as the

definition of the audience, understanding the audience, type of content, and

organizing manuals (Price, 1984:1-131; Lavery, 1988:16).

Drf Ouline Develpment. The exploratory literature review and

telephone interviews provided the information required to develop an

information matrix. The matrix allowed for a method to put the data into a
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useful form. The data source information was organized into a "matrix format

so that each [cultural resource] issue could be cross-referenced with its

appropriate source document [or interview]" (Devereaux, 1988:5 1). This

information was used to develop a draft outline for the primer.

The Expert Panel was given a copy of this draft outline for review,

comments, and recommended revisions. An Expert Panel analysis of the

information was completed to determine if the content and format of the primer

was appropriate. This phase of the research also verified that no significant

areas were overlooked.

Formt Ateratives

The appropriate publication format of the primer was determined by two

methods. First, current examples of manuals and bulletins were reviewed for

their format characteristics. These examples included Air Force environmental

and planning manuals, Advisory Council publications, and National Park

Service publications. Second, information concerning the format of published

documents, desk-top publishing, and general appearance of a manual was

reviewed (Lavery, 1988:21-25). This information was also included in the data

matrix for ease of use.

Primer Va~alidatin

The Expert Panel reviewed the primer for accuracy and subject matter

content. The primer was revised to incorporate the comments of the reviewers.

The members of the Expert Panel were contacted during the developmental

stage of this research project and consented at that time to involvement in the

project.
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As illusrated by the above discussion, several methodologies were

employed to produce a USAF base-level primer to be used as a guide for

requirements, standards, and procedures concerning the preservation of cultural

resources. The Devereaux and Lavery theses were used as a basis for the

methodology, but an additional Expert Panel review was included, in hopes of

improving the content level of the product. The chapters that follow discuss the

results of the methodology, the conclusions, and the recommendations which

evolved from the study.
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A base-level primer for U. & Air Force Cultural Resources Management

was produced by this research effort The authors used the methodology

outlined previously in Chapter Three for development of the fundamental text

book. Application of the methodology was relatively straight forward.

Assimilafing a large volume of information and condensing the most

pertinent data into a user-friendly document was a challenging task. The

researchers collected information from a variety of sources and organized the

data into topical areas. The initial topical outline for the primer was developed

from a matrix of issues and data sources. Given the volume of data, it was not

until after the Expert Panel had reviewed the proposed scope of the primer that

the researchers proceeded, with a large degree of confidence, with the writing of

the primer document.

As a final validation of the project, the members of the Expert Panel

reviewed the UMA CuWW Resource mnt Nimer. All panelists felt

"the researchers had produced an acceptable or even an outstanding document

Data Conection Process

Initial exploratory interviews with historic preservation experts provided

input to what data sources were available. The research relied heavily on the

personal and telephone interviews with these experts to augment the literature

review process to insure all relevant information was collected. Three sources

were used to identify the legal requirements for the protection of cultural

resources (Research Objective la). These sources were The Council, The
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National Park Service, and The Section 106 Training Course. Interviews with

various Air Force and Army personnel assisted in the identification and

determination of Research Objectives lb through id.

The Advisory Council was interviewed to determine what sources of

information published by them would be appropriate as reference material for

the primner. Appendix C (Advisory Council Publications) lists the publications

recommended by The Council (Naber, 1992). The National Park Service was

also interviewed to determine the sources of information in which the Park

Service recommended for this project. Dr. Tun McKeown recommended the

publications listed in Appendix C (NPS PublicationsXMcKeown, 1992). The

Section 106 Training Course also allowed for a first-hand interview session with

The Council instructors. The instructors supplied input to the data source list

(ACHP and GSA, 1992).

Various interviews with Air Force and Army cultural resources

management personnel supplied the information required to answer research

questions lb through Id. Appendix C lists the data sources compiled through

these interviews.

Conte&t Anbalyi

Often manuals can turn out to be "unhelpfil, inaccurate, [and] non

communicative" (Price, 1984:6). There are many reasons for a bad manual.

The four main reasons according to Jonathan Price are the schedule for

completion of the project, lack of audience definition, poor design, and disdain

for the audience (Price, 1984:6). The schedule for this project was already set

during the thesis development stage. The authors certainly did not have any
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disdain for the audience of the primer. However, defining the audience and

designing the primer were not as simplistic.

Idenif the Iaot Audien. Price noted there are five areas in which to

understand the audience. These areas were "get specific, distinguish between

audiences, deepen the focus on their goals, remember they're smart, organize

around what they want, imagine their questions, and conduct research" (Price,

1984:31-34).

In the early stages of the research, the authors intended to identify the

target audience through the results of an Advisory Council survey of DOD

installations and MAJCOMs. The results of the Advisory Council survey,

however, were not completed in time for use by the authors (ACHP, 1991 a).

The researchers initially anticipated that the base-level Historic

Preservation Officer was the most likely natural user of a cultural resources

primer. Base Historic Preservation Officers were interviewed by telephone.

Among the issues that were normally discussed was the subject of who the

primer should be written for. Several of the base staff felt there was a need to

educate upper management, as well as provide information for the Historic

Preservation Officer.

The 1992 Stategic Planning Conference on Natural and Cultural

Resources was held by HQ USAF in March. The objective of the conference

"was to develop a long-range plan for managing natural and cultural resources

on USAF installations world-wide" (Dept. USAF, 1992b:1). One of the sub-

objectives of this conference was to develop a "concept for Air Force Pamphlets

to support the [new USAF] regulations" (Dept. USAF, 1984:1). The Cultural

Resources Working Group concluded that the cultural resources pamphlet or
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instruction "should be written for use by civil engineers and planners as well as

for cultural resource managers" (Dept. USAF, 1984:3).

This HQ USAF policy decision identified the target audience for a

cultural resources primer. There is no formal connection between the primer

that was produced for this iesearch project and the Air Force instructions which

will support the new Air Force regulations or directives. However, the subject

matter of the primer is closely related to the proposed Air Force Cultural

Resource Instruction. The Air Force policy decision also mirrored what the

researchers had been told in some of the interviews with base-level staff.

Namely, information is needed not only for the Historic Preservation Officer,

but management as well.

The target audience was determined to be primarily the base ultural

resources manager and civil engineering managers in all areas of the BCP

process. The authors assumed that the readers of the primer were professionals

in their field, but not necessarily in the field of cultural resources.

Determine Z= ofLnrmation. The organization and content of the

primer was developed through interviews with the base-level and MAJCOM

personnel, and an extensive literature review of information on the topic. The

recommendations of the expert panel which reviewed the draft outline of the

primer and the primer document also significantly shaped the information

content of the primer.

A primer based more on reference versus tutorial was determined to be

the most appropriate. A "tutorial offers step-by-step training focused on a

particular activity," guiding readers through ever step (Price, 1984:53).

However, a reference manual "offers procedures that users can apply in many

different circumstances, giving exceptions, warnings, asides, and extra data"
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(Price, 1984:53). The interviews with base-level staff did not directly reveal the

appropriate format for the primer, although several of the individuals who were

interviewed preferred a topical format for the primer (Appendix B), Reference

materials such as points of contact were located mainly in the appendixes to the

primer.

Duta Som Anaysisa. The interview and data collection process pin-

pointed the primary sources of cultural resource data relevant to the Air Force.

Although a massive amount of information was compiled, none of this data

provided a single condensed source of information needed by novice personnel

charged with satisfying Air Force obligations.

Once the data was compiled, the "matrix approach" (Devereaux,

1988:106) was used to develop a topical outline of the primer subject matter.

The process included categorizing all of the data sources that the experts

considered official reference material. These data sources included, regulations,

directives, preservation law, official publications, training programs, interviews,

and other documents concerning cultural resources management. Six separate

categories evolved after the data sources were grouped. This process involved

numerous subjective decisions on the part of the authors.

The categories of data sources that evolved from this subjective grouping

were:

1. Federal Cultural Resource Law/Executive Order
2. Federal Regulations
3. Implementing Agency Publications
4. Training program
5. DOD Directives/Programs/Regulations/Publications
6. Other sources/Data Bases

Toic Identification. After reviewing all of the data sources, topic areas

were identified. This was also a subjective process on the part of the authors. If
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• the information did not pertain to Air Force cultural resource concerns, it was

not included in the data matrix. Once the topic areas were identified, they were

then grouped into main headings to allow for ease of placement into separate

chapters in the primer. A total of twenty-eight topic areas were originally

identified and were subsequently narrowed or grouped into six main headings.

Appendix D shows the results of the grouping of the data into headings and sub-

headings. These headings were:

I. Introduction
2. Overview of Cultural Resources Management Policy
3. Legislation
4. The Section 106 Process
5. Air Force Cultural Resources Management/Planning Processes
6. How Can You Make This All Work?

The above headings were used for the main headings of the draft topical

outline of the primer. See Appendix E for the draft outline of the primer which

was developed. This draft outline for the primer, which was essentially a

proposed table of contents, was reviewed by the panel of experts.

Determination of the A~umpriate Formt

The literature review focused on several key areas of concern for the

primer format. These areas of concern included: the table of contents, writing

style, illustrations, page layout, and general design. The overall construction of

the primer had its structural beginnings in the development of the Table of

Contents. This structure was used because "people count on your table of

contents as an outline of the material, as an indication of what you consider the

major and minor topics, and as a map leading them to the information they

need" (Price, 1984:65).
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TabIl of Contents. When possible, the headings within chapters of the

primer contained verbs. A series of verb phrases can suggest that the primer

will help readers do real work, not just learn about a series of subjects. This

would be the case if each heading used strictly nouns. Questions were also used

minimally to make the headings more interesting. Finally, headings consisting

only of key words were avoided (Price, 1984:66).

Within the primer itself, several key ideas were used to make the primer

more user-friendly. The literature indicated that our initial page or two should

show the readers how to use the manual. "In this way, you advertise the

different ways to use you manual and the different entry points" (Price,

1984:68). This section was then coupled with a brief introduction to the primer

and explanation on what it can do for the reader.

W.ing ftyk. Several guidelines for writing sentences within the primer

were found. Ritvo and Kearsley state that the "readability of a document that

follows these rules will be much higher than one that doesn't" (Ritvo and

Kearsley, 1987:118). These general principles for writing sentences include the

following:

• Write short sentences.
• Use active voice.
• Use personal pronouns.
* Use action verbs and avoid nouns created from verbs.
* Do not insert excess information into a sentence.
* List conditions separately.
* Avoid multiple negatives.
* Avoid deletion of connecting words.
* Avoid unnecessary and difficult words. (Ritvo and Kearsley,

1987:118)

Research into what was considered a "short sentence" identified a general

rule of thumb. The ideal line length is two times the point size. Sentences
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which contain 50-70 characters are the most readable (Makuta and Lawrence,

1986:124).

R= LAmg. There were several considerations given to the

development of the primer page layout. These considerations inzluded:

typography, page size, use of columns, justification, placement of illustrations,

and placement of page numbers and headers.

Variation in type style and size are valuable for setting headings off from

the rest of the document. There were several type styles to choose from, but the

majority of the cultural resource documents encountered used Times Roman

font. This style or font was selected to be consistent with these other

documents. Type style within illustrations used Gill Sans to denote a separation

between text and illustration. An importance was also indicated concerning the

overuse of highlighting (bold, underlining, italics, capitals) within a document

(Freeman and Bacon, 1990:64; Ritvo and Kearsley, 1987:125). "Too much

highlighting on the same page tends to cancel out and fails to produce the

emphasis intended" (Ritvo and Kearsley, 1987:127).

The page size of the primer was determined by reviewing the data

sources and through the interviews. Several of the interviews (Appendix B)

indicated an 8 1/2" x 11" document would be of most use. This correlated with

the data sources (Appendix C). Most of the cultural resources documents

printed by the Advisory Council and the National Park S&rvice are also 8 1/2" x

11" in size with three-ring binder holes punched in the document to allow

several documents to be stored together. This format was selected to allow for

consistency and better organization with other supplementary material.
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The literature on the -ise of columns indicated the "single most important

element of page layout is space" (Ritvo and Kearsley, 1987:126). Ritvo and

Kearsley stated

One of the most common failings of poody designed documents is
the lack of sufficient white space in margins and between Icolumns or]
sections. Without ample white space, a document becomes too dense and
difficult to read. mlustrations can be used to produce white space as well
as spacing. (Ritvo and Kearsley, 1987:126)

Columns can be used both to improve readability and to create white space. A

narrow column can be read quicker than a full page text (Freeman and Bacon.

1990:63). Line widths of five to ten words were used to produce "optimum

reading speeds" (Ritvo and Kearsley, 19 7:127).

Another decision involved choosing between the use of ragged-right or

justified text. Research conceming which of these two to use indicated that

ragged-right margins are easier to read. Makuta and Lawrence recommend the

use of ragged-right margins. When text is justified on both sides words are often

sp--ed too far apart. This extra space can cause problems with the readers

ability to identify words. They also recommended that unless the publishing

prognan being used can handle micro spacing and hyphenation, full-

justification should not be used (Makuta and Lawrence, 1996:125). Ragged-

right was determined to be the appropriate choice for the primer.

The literature indicated that there are several methods of placing headers

and footers. They are used to help the reader keep the "current topic :n mind

and make it easy to find things when reviewing or browsing" (Ritvo and

Kearsley, 1987:129). Often it was found during the literature review that

chapter titles were placed in the header with the footer containing the document

title and page number. The page numbers/footers and headers are flush right on
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a right-hend page and the reverse on a left-hand page (Freeman and Bacon,

1990:66; Ritvo and Kearsley, 1987:128). Although there were deviations found

in these guidelines, this was the method selected for the primer because At best fit

all of the principles of page layout which were revealed in the literature review.

SIlThe literature indicated that illustrations "should be used to

show results or relationships in the form of graphs or charts to depict the steps in

a procedure, to help explain a concept or process, or to attract attention" (RitN,

and Kearsley, 1987:120). The overall principle of illustration "is to ensure that

the illustration helps, not hinders, the reader" (Ritvo and Kearsley, 1987:121).

Illustrations of Air Force properties eligible and listed on the National Register

were used to show the reader what is considered a eligible property. Other

illustrations were used both to attract attention and to help explain concepts and

processes.

The placement of the illustrations as well and the headers and footers

was a major consideration when the flow of the document was evaluated. The

intention of primer's flow was to lead the reader's eye through the documenL

This was done to alleviate the need for a reader to go back and forth over a page

several times in order to process information (Ritvo and Kearsley, 1987:126). A

large headline or illustration was placed above or to the right of additional text

to be read. Ritvo and Kearsley state that if "the most eye-catching component is

at the bottom of the page, it is likely that the reader will not read any of the copy

above this component" (Ritvo and Kearsley, 1987:127).

General Design. Several existing Air Force planning documents were

reviewed for consistency with the characteristics of format discussed

previously. These documents were the QuliV of ife Planni

ommandeis Guide to Environmental Quity, Land Use Planning ulletin,
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Airman Communitie& and Area Develomznt planina Bulletin. Each of these

documents used some or all of the format characteristics found in the literature

review.

The Q alof Life Planuing Buletin used only a page footer with the

page number on the right-hand side of each page. Reading the page number

with this format was difficult. Plenty of white space was found on the right-

hand side of each page which was used as an area for figures or notes. High-

lighting was also kept to a minimum (Dept USAF, 1989b:1-I to 4-7).

The ders Guide to Environment (UW used both a header

and a footer. The header contained the title of the document as well as the page

number. This page numbering system was not as effective as numbering the

pages within the footer. The authors found when they were searching for

specific pages they used the bottom of the page, which is a natural tendency.

However, since the page number was at the top of the page, the search for a

specific was often tedious. The general layout of the text and illustrations was

well planned and followed the guidelines of format (Dept USAF, 1991 f: 1- 126).

The Land Use lanning and Area Deylgowni "l nning bulletins did not

use a header or a footer. Only a centered page number at the bottom of the page

was used. This made recalling the chapter being reviewed difficult However,

the general layout of the page was well done. Plenty of white space was

available for notes and the illustrations were well placed (Dept. USAF, 1986:1-1

to 7-10; Dept. USAF, 1991e:1-1 to 3-62).

The Ai 'a guide contained many of the characteristics

which the literature review iwdicated a good publication should contain. The

publication had both a header and a footer. The text was placed on the right

hand side of the page leaving lots of white space on the lef. Motivational
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illustrations and attention notes were placed on the left side of the pages. The

overall look of the publication was very professional (Dept. USAF, 1992d).

Each of the documents reviewed were in an 8 1/2" x 11" format. It was

the authors opinion that the Aea Devloment Planning Bullein and the

Airmn Communities guide were the most effective. By emulating part of the

design aspects of these documents and following the principles of format

discussed earlier in this chapter the general design of the primer was developed.

Figure 3 indicates the general design used for the primer including pagination,

header/footer use, and use of columns. The word processing feature referred to

as "facing pages" was also used to allow the page numbers and header/footer

schemes to be easily displayed (Jones, 1992:129).

Chapter Header- Introduction

Mlot~akmal
lllustraflon

General Textw-

Specl Notes-

Footer I

(Wte and pg #)

Figure 3. Example of Selected Primer Page Layout
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DatOutline Reve

The draft outline of the primer (Appendix E) was sent to each member of

the Expert Panel for their review and comments. Written comments were

received from most of the panelists. Comments and recommendations were

solicited by telephone from the others. Each of the panel experts supplied

recommendations for improving the primer outline. Additionally, several of the

experts made overall comments on the content of the draft outline. Following

are the recommendations from the expert panel review of the proposed topical

outline.

Ms. Donna Akers, HQ USAF/CEVP, made a substantial number of

comments and additions to the draft outline. She recommended that a "good"

executive summary be used as the overall theme of the primer, and that the

primer not be too detailed. She also stated that the "outline looked good and

[thought] the project will be'very useful to the Air Force" (Akers, 1992a). Ms.

Akers comments included:

* List the "Penalties for Non-Compliance" section under Chapter 3.0
(Legislation) after the requirements have been given.

* The National Register (The Keeper) should be separate from Chapter
4.0 (The Section 106 Process).

* The Section 106 process should not be covered in the explicit detail in
which the draft outline showed.

* The one DOD directive should be added to Chapter 3.0 (Federal
Regulations and Executive Order).

• Emphasize section 4.4 (Integrating Section 106 with NEPA (EIAP)).
• Emphasize that Air Force base commanders are ultimately responsible

for compliance with the laws and regulations.
* Note the AFCEE and technical assistance roles under section 5.4 (Air

Force Support Agencies).
• Include surveys of cultural resources under section 5.7 (Management

Tools).
• Include Level One compliance status for cultural resources under the

section 5.8 (Funding Issues). (Akers, 1992a)
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Dr. Ludlow Clark made a few minor comments about the draft outline,

but felt it was "a very nice outline [and] the primer will be very useful for the

MAJCOMs and bases" (Clark, 1992c). All of Dr. Clark's comments were

additions to the outline. He also made a correction to the title of the primer. He

stated the actual title should be "Cultural Resources Management Primer"

(Clark, 1992c). The additions suggested by Dr. Clark were:

" Include a brief discussion of some Air Force cultural resources and the
cultural resources program under Chapter 2.0.

"* Add a section under Chapter 2.0 (Overview of Cultural Resources
Management) called "Benefits to the Air Force" which includes:

"• Contributions to base comprehensive planning, architectural
compatibility, quality of living and working environments.

"* Helps the base obtain expert assistance form the SHPOs and the
National Park Service.

"* Proactive participation avoids project delays, etc.
* Include "Interested Parties" under Section 4.1 (Participants).
* Include other roles that the National Park Service plays in the cultural

resources program.
* Mention the Cultural Resources Management Plan in discussion of

Section 4.3 (The Programmatic Agreement).
* Move Sections 5.5 (Legacy Program) and 5.6 (Relationship to the

Base Comprehensive Plan) to the very end of Chapter 5.0 (Air Force
Cultural Resources Management/Planning Processes).

• Emphasize the importance of being proactive and embracing the
program as a helpful part of the BCP in Chapter 6.0 (Hlow Can You
Make This All Work?).

* Refer to AFR 126-7 in Appendix C (Section 106: Step-By-Step
Flowchart). (Clark, 1992c)

Mr. John Cullinane, Senior Architect for The Advisory Council,

submitted a few suggestions to make the primer more comprehensive. These

suggestions included:

* Include reasons for compliance under Section 2.4 (Penalties for Non-
Compliance).
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"* Include "Interested Parties," such as Native Americans under Section
4.1 (Priiats).

"• Include "Land Use Surveys," "Geographical Information Systems,"
and "Computerized Cultural Resources Management Plans" under

Section 5.7 (Management Tools)
"* Discuss the A-106 process and categorization of projects under

Section 5.8 (Funding Issues). (Cullinane, 1992b)

Ms. Lynn Engleman, Chief ofHQ AFMC Cultural Resources, stated that

"overall [the draft outline] was an excellent and comprehensive outline"

(Engleman, 1992b) She made only the following three suggestions to improve

the outline:

"* Insure that it is known that documents can also be considered a
cultural resource and possibly eligible for the National Register.

"* Limit the discussion on legislation to the laws the most directly effect
the day-to-day activities of a cultural resources manager.

"* Include Section 110 responsibilities and its link to Level I compliance
-L (ageman,1992b)

Dr. Jan Ferguson, Base Historic Preservation Officer, Wright-Patterson

AFB, submitted a comprehensive suggestion package with both additions and

overall comments. Her comments were submitted in paragraph form. She

found the draft outline "to be well-organized and comprehensive" (Ferguson,

1992c). Dr. Ferguson submitted three specific suggestions.

First, I strongly urge you to explicitly mention Section 110 of the
National Historic Preservation Act. It is my professional opinion that this
section of the law is just as important as Section 106, and will soon be
getting increased regulatory emphasis. It is therefore important that
cultural resources staff and players in the base comprehensive planning
process be familiar with the term and its requirements. My suggestion
would be to introduce Section 110 in Section 3.1 [Relevant Legislation]
of the primer and also to somehow tie it in with Chapter 5.0 [Air Force
Cultural Resources Management/Planning Processes].

Second, during your explanation of how to assess effects, it will be
important to make a clear distinction between "no effect" and "no adverse
effect." I would encourage you to include the terms "no effect," "no
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ad/erse effect," and "adverse effect" on the outline at Section 4.2(2)
[Assessing Effect], especially if this outline will become the table of
contents for the primer.

Finally, I believe the primer will be more "user-friendly" if
Appendix B and C are switched, so that the Section 106 flowchart is more
immediately accessible. (Ferguon, 1992c)

Major Tom Lillie, Chief of USAF Natural and Cultural Resources

Pograms, made only two suggestion to the primer outline. These included the

addition of "Interested Parti" to Section 4.1 (Participants) and "Appendix F:

List of Air Force Properties on the National Register" (Lillie, 1992b).

Mr. William Metz, FE.E Warren AFB, Chief of Environmental Branch,

made only two general comments about the primer outline. He felt as a

document covering the fundamentals of cultural resources, the outline "pretty

well covered the essential topics" (Metz, 1992c). He also felt that even though

Chapter 4.0 (The Section 106 Process) covered a vast amount of information for

a pzimer, there was really no way of developing a primer on the subject without

that chapter (Metz, 1992c).

Dr. Constance Ramirez, Chief of Army Natural and Ckumral Resources,

submitted four suggestions to improve the primer.

* Use the "Legacy" definition when defining cultural resources.
* Explain the relation between Section 106 and Section 110 of NHPA,

and the relation between NHPA and other cultural resource laws.
• Swap Chapter 5.0 (Air Force Cultural Resources

Management/Planning Processes with Chapter 4.0 (The Section 106
Process).

* Show how to integrate cultural resources management with all of the
issues covered under Air Force Cultural Resources
Management/Planning Processes. (Ramirez, 1992b)

Mr. Larry Spanne, Vandenberg AFB Supervising Archeologist, included

four suggestions that were primarily of an archeological nature. These

suggestions included:
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* Include emergency undertakings and waivers.
• Include contract clauses and construction discovery plans.
* Include Archeological Resources Protection Act [ARPA] permitting

and permit waivers.
• Include quarification, report requirements, and curation of artifactual

materials and records. (Spanne, 1992c)

During this phase of the research it was discovered that one of the

panelists, Donna Akers, was leaving the Air Force for another job. Her draft

outline comments were incorporated into final outline, but she was unable to

review the final product. The authors felt her input was too valuable to discard

even though she was unable to continue as a member of the Expert Pa..

AWrin the Primer

With a few exceptions, each of the expert's suggestions were incorporated

into the primer. Some of the recommendations were somewhat contradictory.

For example, Ms. Akers recommended the primer not be very detailed and

essentially comprise an executive summary. Other reviewers, such as Dr. Clark,

recommended significant amounts of new material to be added to the document.

In addition to changes suggested by the Expert Panel, the draft outline of the

primer was modified to incorporate the concepts learned as part of the literature

review and to achieve a smooth flow of concepts.

Chapter One of the primer introduced the document to the reader and also

provided some historical background information. Chapter Two provided an

overview of the management of cultural resources. This chapter functioned

more or less as an executive summary. The terminology associated with cultural

resource issues is in a state transition. For example, the authors originally

started a thesis project dealing with historic preservation and completed one

dealing with cultural resources management. The Department of Defense uses
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the term "cultural resources", but the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

does not. To minimize the confusion for the reader, Chapter Two examined the

various definitions. As recommended by the Expert Panel, sections covering

active Air Force programs and the overall benefit to the Air Force were also

included.

Chapter Three consolidated the legal requirements associated with

cultural resources management. This included Federal law, as well as Air Force

regulations. Many of the base-level staff interviewed as part of this project felt

that such a section was particularly important for Air Force management. An

attempt was made to keep the listing of Federal law relatively short. The

literature review and interviews with the experts identified the most applicable

Federal legislation. Air Force regulations were in the process of revision at the

time of the writing. The existing regulations and whatever information was

known about the replacement regulations were both covered.

Chapter Four covered Air Force management and planning processes.

The author's originally intended this information to be covered later in the

document, along with a wrap-up chapter which covered working relationships,

training and so forth. However, comment from the expert panel favored

placement of information on Air Force operations prior to details of compliance

with the National Historic Preservation Act. Air Force management tools, such

as the base Cultural Resources Management Plan, were discussed in Chapter

Four. Cultural resource funding issues and the overall relationship of cultural

resources management to the Base Comprehensive Plan were also covered. The

last section of the chapter was wrap-up and reminder of problem areas to be

avoided.
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Chapter Five contained a summary of the processes and requirements for

compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA).

The information in this chapter was drawn largely from training publications

from the Advisory Council on Historic Preservaton. Members of the expert

panel, such as Mr. Metz, recognized that the chapter covering this material was

rather long for a primer, however, all of the information was essential.

Several of the experts felt that Section 110 of NHPA was also very

important, and would become more important in the future. Chapter Six was

added to the primer in an attempt to draw some attention to the issue. The

upcoming issue of curation of materials was also covered in this chapter.

Coverage of the Legacy program was the last section of Chapter Six. This

allowed the document narrative to end with a DOD theme. Legacy could,

however, fit well with the other material included in Chapter Four.

The Appendix to the primer contained an extensive compilation of useful

information, such as: points of contact, available reference documents, and

guidelines for base cultural resources management plans. As recommended by

the Expert Panel, a listing of Air Force properties on the National Register of

Historic Places was among the data provided.

Validation and Revision Process

The authors furnished a copy of the completed primer, USAF Cultural

ResourcesIManagment Primer (see Appendix A), to each of the members of the

Expert Panel (Table 5) for review and comment. This phase of the research

validated the accuracy and usefulness of the primer. All but one of the final

Expert Panel responded with either written or verbal comments. Although the

overall reaction to the primer was favorable, each of the members suggested
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changes to the booklet to so it could be widely disseminated throughout the

USAF. Followiag is a partial compilation of their remarks.

Rmadm Dr. Ludlow Clark, Chief of Cultural and Natural Resources,

Air Force Center for Environmental Excellance, Boiling AFB DC, stated that

"The Primer is real impressive and alot more than I had expected. This

document should be disseminated in the Environmental Planning Course at

AFIT after a few stylistic and readability changes are made" (Clark, 1992a).

However, he did feel that the authors may have spent too much time on the

"cultural resources management" versus "historic preservation" issues than was

probably required (Clark, 1992a).

No specific comments were received from Mr. John Cullinane, Senior

Architect for the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, Washington DC.

For several weeks the researchers made numerous attempts to communicate

with Mr. Cullinane and solicit input Mr. Cullinane was finally contacted, but

was still unable to give the authors any positive or negative feedback (Cullinane,

1992a).

Ms. Lynn Engleman, Chief ofHQ AFMC Cultural Resources, Wright-

Patterson AFB OH, noted that the Primer is "good and readable, has a nice tone,

and is very comprehensive. It is written at a good level. It is very

understandable" (Engleman, 1992a). She noted that the document contained

lots of good work and that the researchers "did a nice job of synthesizing all

aspects of the job, especially for the new person" (Engleman, 1992a). Ms.

Engleman also noted that staff, which are new to the cultural resources

management field, would find the document helpful. She felt the primer would

be a good first document for new staff to read (Engleman, 1992).
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In addition to several minor corrections for the document, Ms. Engleman

noted that the primer should emphasize the point that cultural resources

management is not only the responsibility of the Base Historic Preservation

Officer, but there are others at the typical Air Force installation who need to be

involved in the process also. Some of the other staff include the base historian,

the security police, the Base Civil Engineer, and so foth. Ms. Engleman also

provided some additional information related to funding issues, training of staff,

assistance available, and the curation of artifacts. This information was included

in the primer (Engleman, 1992a).

Dr. Jan Ferguson, Base Historic Preservation Officer, Wright-Patterson

AFB OH, completed an extensive review of the document and responed by

stating that

We [2750 ABW/EMEJ find the primer to be well-written and informative,
and expect the cultural resources progrmm managers and staff will find it
extremely useful. We commend your efforts in creating the primer and
encourage you [the authors] to pursue [in making] the primer available to
all Air Force cultural resource program staff. (Ferguson, 1992a)

She did find a few discrepancies in the document. First, she felt that the

authors did not clarify that the BHPO is delegated the authority to coordinate

with the SHPO. Second, environmental compliance funding priorities had

changed since the primer had been drafted. She requested that those issues be

updated. Finally, a clarification of the authors discussion regarding Cultural

Resources Management Plans (CRMPs) and Programnmantic Agreements was

needed. She stated that "Typically, an installation prepares a CRMP that gets

reviewed and approved by the SHPO and the Advisory Council" (Ferguson,

1992a).
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Major Tom Lillie, Chief of Natural and Cultural Resource Programs, HQ

USAF/CEVP, Washington DC, felt the primer was a "very good document, with

alot of uses from MAJCOM staff, all the way down to the installation user"

(Lillie, 1992a). He also stated that he wanted to use the primer as a hand-out at

the new USAF Natural and Cultural Resource Management Course the Air Staff

had developed. He did request that the authors develop a three to five page

stand-alone executive summary for commanders (Lillie, 1992a). The authors

were unable to develop this product before the completion of the thesis.

Mr. William Metz, Chief Environmental Branch, FE Warren AFB WY,

stated: "In general, I think that-the document will be a good contribution to the

program. It will provide newcomers to the program with a solid understanding

of many of the requirements" (Metz, 1992a). He also supplied several helpful

comments from his personal experience. Mainly, he was concerned that the

authors were down-playing the extensive amount of work that is required of

BHPOs with regard to the new federal curation regulation (Metz, 1992a).

Dr. Constance Ramirez, Army Historic Preservation Officer, Fort Belvoir

VA, stated that the "format was very good and user friendly. I would like to use

it as a model for other Legacy publications of this type" (Ramirez, 1992a). She

did clarify several issues concerning Chapter 1.2 (Historic Perspective). She

also requested that the citations be removed before the document was released

for better readability (Ramirez, 1992a).

Mr. Larry Spanne, Chief Archeologist, Vandenberg AFB CA, like Mr.

Metz, also felt the authors needed to emphasize the new curation regulations (36

CFR Part 79). However, he felt the primer was "very good, and very readable.

It is the first thing people who are charged with cultural resources protection

should read. It will also be good for a commanders guide, because it explains
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the indepthness of the process" (Spanne, 1992a). Hti recommended that "it

would make the primer easier to read if you lauthorsi would add chapter

headings at the beginning of each chapter" (Spanne, 1992a).

Reision Proces. Overall the reviewers provided valid and constructive

criticisms, and insights toward the primer. While it was unfortuna that Mr.

Cullinane's comments were not received, the other Expert Panel members

afforded the authors the opportunity to incorporate the significant revisions.

Mainly the revisions included the additions of general reference material in the

appendices of the primer. Also, the authors corrected several grmmatical errors

mentioned by the reviewers. No revisions were made to the format or table of

contents of the primer, except for the addition of chapter headings, as was

suggested by Mr. Spanne. The bibliography of the primer was removed due to

the eventual extraction of all citations before disseminating the primer, as was

suggested by Dr. Clark and Dr. Ramirez.

While the primer would be useful to cultural resource managers at this

time, the authors have noted the ever evolving issues concerning cultural

resources. The primer must be updated periodically for it to successfully serve

its purnose. The following chapter concludes the research process with a project

summary, findings, application of research, and recommendations for further

study.
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V. Conclusions and RHcoMnndations

The need for the primer was verified in preliminary discussions with high

level Air Force personnel responsible for cultural resource issues. The

development processes essentially consisted of resolving two research

objectives. Those objectives included the identification of the information to be

included in the document and, also determining the characteristics of the

document which was produced.

Information for the primer was obtained from an extensive literature

review, specialized training conducted by the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation, and interviews with those familiar with cultural resource issues,

such as base-level staff and MAJCOM staff. Based on an analysis of the

collected information, a proposed topical outline for the Air Force primer was

developed, and reviewed by the Expert Panel. The completed primer, based

upon the revised outline, was reviewed and validated by the Expert Panel.

The interaction with persons working cultural resource issues was

invaluable in the development of the primer. The processes of identifying,

categorizing and condensing the published information was greatly enhanced by

the input recei- Ad from individuals actually working the issue.

Eindings

Everyone who was contacted as part of this research effort expressed

support for the development of a cultural resources (historic preservation)

primer. Personnel at the base working level, Air Staff, and even those at non-

Air Force agencies felt that the project had merit In addition to providing
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information for personnel working cultural resource issues, many of those

contacted during the course of this research felt the primer could be a valuable

tool to use in educating Air Force base-level leadership on the importance of

cultural resources protection.

The information compiled in the primer is a very small fraction of the

knowledge that is needed to successfully manage a cultural resource program at

an Air Force installation. The primer does, however, provide a starting point

from which new personnel can gather the knowledge and skills to do the job

right. While the primer provides more detail than base leadership may need,

portions of the document can be used to provide an introduction to the issues.

Application of Research

Members of the Expert Panel, which validated the completed document,

included numerous positive comments and recommendations relative to the end

product. It is the opinion of the researchers that the completed primer can be

utilized by the Air Force to increase awareness of cultural resource management

issues. The Air Force should publish the primer and distribute it to all of the

MAJCOMs, who can then distribute it to all USAF installations. The primer can

also be distnlbuted at the new USAF Natural and Cultural Resources

Management Course, developed by Air Staff.

The Air Force Institute of Technology, School of Civil Engineering and

Services should use the primer, in whole or in part, to augment course material.

The primer may have application in courses such as: Comprehensive Planning

and Development, Introduction to Environmental Engineering, Architectural

Planning, and Environmental Law and Policy.
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The primer may also be used by the Air Force to provide the basis for Air

Force Instruction 19-70 (AFT 19-70), Cultural Resources Management. Current

Air Force Regulations pertaining to cultural resources management and historic

preservation are in the process of revision. The new USAF Directive, AFT) 19-7

Cultural Resources, will provide very little detail on what base-level personnel

need to do in order to ensure compliance with the law and regulations. It is

anticipated that a series of Air Force instructions will provide any additional

information needed to supplement the new condensed directives (Dept USAF,

1992a). The primer may be used in whole, or in part, for one the Air Force

instructions which will supplement AFD 19-7, the Air Force Cultural Resources

Directive.

Recommendaions for Further

Early on in the investigation it became evident that there does not api iar

to be a standard way in which Air Force installations deal with cultural resource

management issues. Many base-level staff expressed frustration in dealing with

internal workings of the Civil Engineering organization. There is little

consistency from base to base in the office to which the primary responsibility

for cultural resources management responsibility is assigned. In some cases, the

base may have a full-time archeologist assigned to the task. In other instances,

the responsibility for cultural resources management is delegated as an

additional duty.

This diversity in structure can be explained, in part, by the diversity that

exists in the physical plant of Air Force installations. Some installations are

relatively new, with no apparent need for a program. Other installations have

long histories and numerous obvious cultural resources. The appropriateness of
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where and how the Air Force makes the assignment of cultural resource

management duties at base-level is a topic that merits further study.

The completed primer does not provide base-level staff with all of the

information needed to do a proper job of cultural resources management.

Provision of explicit technical details on cultural resource management issues

was beyond the scope of a primer. However, when an installation is in the

process of managing cultural resources, information on exactly how and what

work can be accomplished on different types of facilities is important. This

information is important not only for Civil Engineering staff, which design

projects or provides maintenance, but also for building occupants which attempt

self-help work. Further research should be done into the development of

historic facility renovation guidelines which are specific to the needs of the Air

Force.
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Introduction

Chapter I
Introduction

1. 1 PURPOSE OF THE PRIMER

This document is intended for anyone who desires information
concerning Air Force cultural resource management programs.
Commanders, managers, supervisors, and individuals who are
responsile for cultural resources will benefit from reading this
documnent.

A pruner cannot tell you everything you need to know about
cultural resources management in the Air Force, but it does cover
the basic elements of the subject. A little knowledge is a
dangerous thing. No knowledge, however, is a much worse

This document is intended to provide an introduction to Air Force
cultural resources iagemen It is a handy reference for
managers who may not have a need to know all the technical
details of the field. Those who work with cultural resource issues
on a regular basis will find this document an addition to the other
available reference material

Included in the primer are sections covering relevant legislation
related to cultural resource issues. Air Force management
processes and suggested methods for facilitating the operations are
reviewed. A listing of useful references, sources of additional
training, and sample documents are also provided. The three-ring
binder format of the primer is designed to allow the addition of
documents from the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
(ACHP), National Park Service (NPS), and others.
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Introduction

1.2 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The War Departmem t was the first federal preservation agency.
This mission began in the 1870's when the War Department was
given the responsibiliky for protecting Yellowstone, which was the
nation's first national park. The Deparlment of Defense has a longnvo in the preservation of this nation's cultural resources
(Metz, undated:3).

Early preservation movements by the public focused on military
events or national public figures. In the 1985&s Congress was
unsuccessfuly petitioned to purchase Mount Vernon, the home of
George Washington. Some of the first structures to be protected
by the goveniment in the mid-1 800's included the home of Thomas
Jefferson, the residences of Abraham Lincoln, and Independence
Hall in Philadelphia (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:11-5).

The 1870's and 1880's saw significant efforts to preserve
battlefields from the Civil War and also the Revolutionary War.
The Casa Grande archeological ruins in Arizona received federal
protection in 1889. The Antiquities Act of 1906 was one of the
first measures designed to protect historic properties located on
federal land. The War Department managed the historically
significamt sites including battlefields, national cemeteries, and
national parks, until the responsibility was turned over to the
National Park Service in the 1930's (Neumann and others,
1991:5).

The Historic Sites Act of 1935 authorized the Department of
Iterior to survey sites and acquire historic properties. This effort
was the first national survey of the Nation's cultural resources. By
the 1960's, however, a large portion of the cutural resources that
had been surveyed no longer existed due to new construction and
other reasons such as neglect. (Ferguson, 1992e: 1).

Cun-et culturl resource protection law is most attrbutable to the
massive federal ifrastrcture building programs of the 50's and
60's, and also the Nation's growing environmental awareness.
During the decades following World War II the federal government
finded project for dams, highways, and housing. These projects
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Introduction

were often completed with little regard for cultural resources. The
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 was passed to address
those concerns (ACHP and GSA, 199! aM-5). The underlying
phiosophy for cultural resources management is that historic
resources are ueplaceable and have value to both the scientific
communiy and the general public

Some of the reasons for managin and preservation of properties
include; knowing wd m our pas, providing inspiration
for fiture generations, recognition and commemoration of past
events or persons, and providing a sense of roots and identity. The
opening section of the National Historic Preservation Act states
that "the historical and cultuml foundations of the Nation should be
preserved as a living part of our community life and development
in order to give a sense of orientation to the American people"
(ACHP and GSA, 1991a:1-6).

FE Warren AFB, Fort David A. Russell National Historic Landmark, Officer Qualms
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Coe. Canaveiui Cowpoex 14 National Historic Landmatk, Atlas Service Tower
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Overview oqf Cultural Resources Management

Chapter 2
Overview of Cultural
Resources Management

2.1 WHAT IS CULTURAL RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT' Cultural Resources Management can mean many things to many

people. The Air Force uses the term to describe a program that
locates, identifies, evaluates, and manages all evidence of human
activity within a given area. Human activity has produced a lot of
material remains over the thousands of years that people have been
in the world. Much of this material can tell us something about the
people that produced it (Metz, undated:3).

In order to recognize those items that are considered significant,
Congress has established the -National Register of Historic Places.
Specific criteria have been established to define what properties are
significant to be placed on the National Register. Cultural
Resource Managers use the eligibility criteria to evaluate the

National significance of particular propeAties. See Chapter 5.4 for
eligibility critierla (Metz, undated:3). It is national policy to

Register preserve properties that are eligible for the National Register
of whenever possible. Archeological sites may be preserved by
Historic avoidance of the site. Historic buildings may be rehabilitated and

ac.... modified for reuse. Structures and objects can often be set aside
tor interpretive purposes (Metz, undated:3).

It - rvoperty is eligible for the National Register, the property is
afforded protection under the law. It is best to avoid modification
of a cultural resource, such as a historic building. This does not
mean, however, that the property can never be altered or even
destroyed. Properties are significant for different reasons. As long
as the elements of the property which make it significant are
protected, there is flexibility in managing the resource (Metz,
undated:3).
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Over•e ?L Cuftwal Resources Mangement

2.2 DEFINING CULTURAL RESOURCES

Cul•tural The draft Air Form Directive 19-7 defivs cultural resourcim as
"a histo structures, sites, objct•s, usologcal sites. distrý.

Ra5ource5 ftdi sites, and folkways on Air Force lands ta are of local
Manaemaeni mrd/or national significaDe" (Dept USAF, 1992a:2).

or Use of the term "cuturW resources managemenr within the

Historic USAF is relatively new. The old (existing) US Air Force

Preservation Reg"atio 4ealing with the ime is titled 1jilo•ric Prms Aiom"
L __ _wThe new replacemet Air Force mgulation dealing with the same

mm is titled "Cultural Resources Management"

The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for the Ezvironment
stated in the September 1991 Legacy Report to Congress: "Cultural
resources are archeological and arhitecturW resources. For
archeology, it includes, but is not limited to, traditions. lifeways,
cultural and religious practic, and other institutions to which a
comnriity, neighborhood, Native Ame tribe, or othe group
ascribes cultural signifikance, together with any artifacts and real
property associated with such elements. For architecture, it
includes, but is not limited to, buildings, sites, districts, structures,
or objects, landscapes, and vistas, In addition, the term
encompasses historic documents and relics" (DOD, 1991:156).

Be aware that the same terms are not universally applied within the
Federal government. Many agencies use the term "historic
resource" or bistoric preservafio "Historic preservatkm" is the
term used in the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966
(NHPA) and encompasses those historic properties that are eligible
for the National Register according to NIPA (Fink. 1992).

DOD Term... "Cultural resources management" is the term of choice currently
used by both the Department of Defense and the Air Force to
encompass all resources in which a federal agency holds public
rust according to all laws such as NHPA, Native American Graves

Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), Archeological
Resources Protection Act (ARPA), aud the NJtional Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA). The resource does not necessarily need to be
eligible for the National Register to be a cultural resource
(Ramih, 1992c).
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0Ore��w o(7 Ctural ResourcesM • eM ....
Cu• •l resources m metand historic preseration am
essantially the same thing. It may be necesswy, however, to watch
the semntics when dealing with Don-DOD agencies.

2.3 IMPLEMENTING AIR FORCE GOALS
AND POLICY

Proper attentim to the =wv nment today will ensure that the Ai
Fom can perform is misso in the future. General Merrll
McPeak Chief of Staff for the US Air Force, expects the Air Force

'~to lead the Department of Defense in enviroanmental protection, and
compliance. The following awe five goals the Air Force has
adopted (McPeak, 1991):

" Restore at least 10% of Air Force hazardous waste sites
annually, with all sites completed by 2000.

"* Ensure present Air Force operations comply with all
federal, state, and local environmental standards.

"* Prevent future pollution by reducing the generation of
hIwdous waste to as near zero as feasible.

"* Use the Environmental Impact Analysis Process to
suppoft decision making and to protect the
environment

" Proted and enhanc owr natural resources, including
wetlands, historic sites, and endangered species through
sound stewardship and manageent.

Several of the above stated goals have a direct application to
of Air Force cultural resources. It is Air Force policy

to comply with federal, state, and local law. This includes cultural
resource protection law. Protecting and enhancing Air Force
hitoric sites is specifically mentioned. Finally, planning for the
protection and enhance met of cultural resources should be a
normal part of the Air Force decision making processes under the
Enviromental Impact and Analysis Process (EIAP).
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Overykw of Cultural Resources M!aMgement

As stated in Air Force regulaious, it is the policy of the Air Force
to inventory, evahim, and prowt culural resources found on Air
Force Ieds ain a mnner whh is constw with the national
polies. The purpo of Air Forme policy is to emwe sound
management practdcs of cultural resources on Air Force lands
(Dept UWA, 1"99&- 1). "

2.4 BENEFITS TO THE AIR FORCE

w Congress and the President have made it clear that they expect
A all federal land managers to be leaders in the stewardship of our

heritage. States and cities ace also enating legislation to protectboth prehistec and hitoi sites (Metz, undated-:2).

The Air Force controls approximately 10.7 million acres of land.
As a lmd-manager, the Air Force makes decisions on road
aligmn , cable trenches, ar othe activities that may alter a
signiicant cultual property. Even on recently established bases,
the Air Force may operate over a legacy of tosands of yeas of
history, in many cases, witbout even knowing it. Prehistoric sites
may lie undistaxbed, next to modem facilities (McDermon, 1992;
Metz, umdated). The Air Force has approximately 800 million
square feet of buildings, and 140,000 family housing units. Some
of these facilities are arctectrally significant Other facilities are
signifcant for their vital roles in the defense of the nation.
development of flight, or space travel (McDemon, 1992).

Co and managers make daily decisions that enhance,
jeoprdize, or destroy cultural resources that are important to the
I -I img• of our history. An active, vigorous cultural

resources management program will help ensure that those
decisions accommodate cultural resource requihements (Metz,
Undated).

Proactive A proactive cultural resources management program will ensure
Program... that mission essential projects a-e not delayed by non-compliance

with legal rts More importantly, a vigorous cultural
resources management program will contirbute to the quality of
life on the Air Force installation.
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2.5 SUCCESSFUL BASE-LEVEL
PROGRAMS

SThe A ir Force has m any successful cultural re ource m anagem ent
programs. The suie and scope of the program vaies from
installation to installation. The following are just a few of the
many Air Force success stories.

F. E. Warren AF8, Wyoming

This base has a very active cultural resources management
progrn. Mhe installation has been given awards from both the Air
Force and non-Air Force agencies, including the National Trust for
Historic Preservatio

Architectural Much of F. E. Warren AFB dates back to fiontier days. In
Compabi/y., addition to the renovation and restoration of historic facilities, the

base has adopted architectural compatibility guidelines which
integrate new construction with the historic facilities (Clark,
1992b).

One project, which is part of the DOD Legacy Resources
Management Program (Legacy), included the stabilization of an
archeological site near a camping area. The Legacy is a
Congressionally directed program developed to enhance the

of DOD natural and cultural resources. The project
also involved the provision of interpretive signs to educate the
public on the significance of the site. Additionally the base is
establishing a prototype regional Air Force curation facility. This
facility will serve as a regional repository for Air Force artifacts
and records (DOD, 1991:45,70).

Wright-Patterson AFP, Ohio

Consideration of cultural resource issues was an important factor in
the design and siting of new facilities for the Aeronautical Systems
Center (ASC) at Wright-Patterson AFB. Initial plans called for the
demolition of numerous old buildings. These old facilities,
how er, were determined to have significant historical
connections with the development of aviation (Ferguson, 1992b).
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The base was able to accommodate both mission requirements: (I)
new facilities and (2) historic preservation of an important part of
our aviation heritage. After of several alternatives,
the revised plan, ASC Tomorrow, calls for building a new complex
of buildings on an inactive portion of the flight line. The new
complex will be compatible with adjacent existing historic

The pluming efforts not only accommoda cultural resource
concerns, it resulted in proposed facilities which met all mission
requirements and were more attractive and functional than the
original proposals. The base received the USAF Tlomas D. White
award for its various historic preservation/cultural resource
programn (Clark, 1992b).

Wright-Patterson AFB is also in the process of completing an
extensive Legacy project to enhance the Huffman Prairie Flying
Field National Historic Landmuk This was the site where the
Wright brothers perfected their understandin and control of flight
aerodynamics. The Wright Brothms also operated one of the irnst
schools of aviation at the Huffiman Flying Field (DOD, 1991:37).

Vandener AB,: CalifMtna

The most recent winner of the Thomas D. White cultural resources
award is Vandenberg AFB. One of the many notable

things at this base is the cooperative relationship that has been
established with Native American groups. This large base has
areas that are traditionally important to Native Amerkans.
Portions of the base also contain Native American burial sites
(Cladc, 1992b).

It is a policy of the Native AmaricanGraves Protection and
Repatriation Act to consult with the tribal rtexesentatives. On
large scale construction projects Air Force contractors are required
to retain a tribal representative on the site. This representation
expedites the recovery process, helps avoid costly consiction
delays, and contributes to the working relationship between the Air
Force and the Ube (Dept USAF, 1992a, Spame, 1992b).
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Chapter 3
Complying With The Law

3.1 FEDERAL LAW

Federal involvement in historic preservation did not start in earnest
until the tum of the centory. The Antiquities Act of 1906 (P.L.
59-209) was one of the firt measures designed to protect historic
properties located on federal lands. The act authori2ed the
President to declare areas of public lands as National Monuments
or accept private land for that purpose. The Antiquities Act also
required permits for the removal of any items of antiquity, referred
to today as cltmural resourcm, from federal land (NPS. 1989:32;
Smith and McManamon, 1988:5).

In 1935 the Historic Sites Act (P.L. 74-292) was passed. This
legislation made it national policy to restore, reconstruct, preserve
and mantain sitlm buildings and ojects of national historical or
arvcllogical sipificance for public use and the benefit of the
people. Subsequently, the National Park Service, as lead agency,
established the Hisoric American Building Survey, the Historic
Sites Survey, the Natal Historic Landmarks Program, and

tlt Historic American Engineering Record (NPS,
1989:2; Grosser, 1991:10).

The legislation that most directly impacts the operations of the Air
Force ws first passed in the 1966. In the last couple of decades,
Congmresa enacted additionW Igislation and amended older
law several dm

NHPA - Ntional Historic Prmervation Act of 1966
Most Sigiflcant as ariondad (PL.s9-665,96-515; 16 USC 470 et sec)

The National Historic Prservation Act (NHPA) is the most
slefi g i slation passed. The National Historic Preservation
Act expreses a general policy of supporting and e the

s of prebutoric and hiuton resources for present and
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fuaure generaions. Congress has subsequently amended the
original legislation to strengthen it (NPS, 1989:5; Smith, 1988:6).

The National Historic Preseration Act directs federal agencies to
asumne msponsibility for considering culbual resources in their
activities. The Act broadens fedeal cul•-al resources preservation
polky by encouraging state and local governments, and also
individuals, to preserve =helogcKal or historic resources of
national staft, or local impoulace (Den, 1988:1-5).

The Act provides for an expanded National Register of Historic
Places and establishes the Advisory Councl on Historic
Preservatiom Federal agency rponsiies are outlined in four
sections of NHPA. Section 106 and Section I 10 are the most
important for the typical Air Force installation.

Although Section 106 comes before 110 within the legislation,
Section 110 is the "proactive" approa•h toward cultural resources

S(CRM ), w hile Section 106 is the "reactive" approach
to CRM. Section 110 lays ot affirmative agency responsibilities
for an ihwvme y ad evahadi of resources. Section 106 requires
consltation with other agencies md consideration of potential
effet• on histoic resources during specifi projects or

dui (Smith, 1988:6).
1The focs of Section 110 is long rnge planning and resource

a Proacti-e A e Federal agencies we directed to provide leadership in
Pr , res g, and m t h and cultur

prack... menvironment of the nation. Agencies awe required to administer the

cubmal properties under their coonml in a spirit of stewardship and
trubeship for fuare generations (Grosser, 1991:12).

Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act requires
federal agencies to develop programs to inventory and evaluate
historic resources. Agencies ame responsible for the preservation of
propetes whih they own or coutroL There is an afimnative
responsility to identify and nominate qualifying properties to the
Natin Register of Historic Pblc. The law also requires that
htoi properties available to the agency be used to the max'ni
Cent , peior o c ne fcilities for carrying out
the mission of the agency (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:.U-8).
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Seclieo 106 Section 106 requires that federal agencies consider the effects of

a Reactive their projects on historic properties and seek comment from the
Approach Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. The Advisory Council

"p"pnmum be given the opportumity to comment on any undertaking of a

federal agency that may affect any district, site, building, suuctire
or object included on the National Register or elgible to be
indalded on the National Register. See Chapter 5.2 for further
informtion (Grosser, 1991:11).

The purpose of Section 106 is to avoid unnecessary harm to
historic properties from federal actions. Two important concepts to
grasp are: (1) take into account effects of undertakings on historic
properties on or eligible for listing on the National Register and (2)
allow Advisory Council comment The Section 106 process is
explored in more detail in Chapter 5.0.

NEPA - National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(P.L. 91-190,42 USC 4321-4327)

This is the legislation that gave us the Environmental Impact
statmient (ETS) and the Envionmental Analysis (EA). The
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) states that the impact
of my federal umdertaking on the historic and cultural environment
must be included in the envionmental impact assessment process.
The National Environmental Policy Act also notes that it is the
responsibility of the Federal Government to preserve important
historic, cutural, and natural aspects of our national heritage (NPS,
1989:56; Grosser, 1991:12).

NEPAINHPA To some extent NEPA and NHPA both address the same
Interation.. conceam Both consider the impact of projects of historic

properties However, the NEPA and the NHPA are separate laws.
Complying with one law does not necessarily mean complimuce
with the other (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:iI-13).

The prepared for NEPA compliance can very often
be ueed for the NHPA coordination process. However, the NHPA
may require coordination on projects which do not require any
action under the NEPA (Ferguson, 1992e:3).
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Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974
(P.L. 93-291, 16 Usc 469-469c)

This legislation requires federal agencies to notify the Secretary of
Mayh require nth erior when they f'id that a construction project or other

Mar. ritiot activity may cause irreparable loss or destruction of significant

addiional scientific, prehistoric, historical, or archeological data. The
COmlianCe Archeological and Historic Preservation Act (ABPA) also allows

beyond NHPA agencies to use roject fumds (i%, or more with special approval)
for data recovery activities. Data recovery activities must meet
specified requirements (NPS, 1989:33; Dept. USAF, 1991d:5-5).

This Act is not designed as a substitute for agency compliance
responsibilities under the NHPA or the NEPA. The NHPA
provides for recovery of data which would otherwise be lost as a
result of agencies' activities. In cases of unexpected late discovery
during the course of a construction project or other operations,
NHPA provides for expedited procedures for notification (Grosser,
1991:1-10).

Public Buidlngp Cooperative Use Act of 1976
(PJ.,. 94-541, 40 TJSC 490,601a,606,611,612a)

This legislation encourges the adaptive reuse of historical
buildings for federal agencies (NPS, 1989:60; Dept. USAF,
1991d.5-5).

AIRFA - American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978
(P.L. 95-341,42 USC 1996)

Na e Am=ericax The Aierc Indian Religious Freedon Act (AIRFA) makes it the
tkts... policy of the Federal Government to protect and preserve for

Native Americans their right to believe, express, and exercise their
baditionl religions. These rights include access to sites, if any,
that may be on Air Force installations (Smith, 1988:7). The Air
Force mnut determine whether or not any Native American groups
have a- interest in the installatim properties. The Native
American community must be conuled if there is potential
dmage to sacred w s, trails, or properties This consultation can
be coordinated with the NIHPA Section 106 process (Grosser,
1991:13).
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ARPA - Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979
(P.L. 96-95, 16 USC 470aa-47011)

"1Th Archeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) was
originally passed to protect sites on federal land that were being
donaged by vandals or others phmdering a site. The Act was
subsequently amended, most recently in 1988. The law makes it
illegal to remove from federal or Indian land any archeological
resources without a permit from the land manager (NPS, 1989:36;
Smith, 1988:8).

Permits may be issued only to educaiomal, scientific institutions, or
individuals, and then only if the resulting activities will increase
knowledge about archeological resources. A primary purpose of
the law is to increase the exchange of information and general
communication between governmental agencies, professional
archeologists, and the public. Note that the coordination required as
part of the N-PA Section 106 process is not the same as ARPA
(Carnett, 1991.3).

Section 14 of ARPA requires that the Secretary of Defense develop
plm foe surveying lands under the control of DOD (and other
federal agencies) to determine the nature and extent of
archeological resources which are present. Agencies are tasked
with preparing a schedWle for surveying those hnds which are most
likely to contain the most scienctfically valuable resources and to
also develop d for reporting suspected violations
(Dept. USAF, 1991d:5-5). Archeological and historic materials
are protected government property. It is illegal to allow anyone to
collect artifacts on the Air Fore installation, unless the Air Force
ismurs a permit through the ARPA process. Air Force contractors.,
winch are performing cultural resource investigations, will
nornally qualify for a waiver of the permitting requirements (Dept.
USAF, 1992a; Spanne, 1992b).

Native American Gruves Protection
& Repatriation Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-601)

"The Native Ameican Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
(NAGPRA) requires federal agencies to inventory human remains,
fumerary objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony
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they own or controL Native Americans must be given the
opportunky to reclaim these cultwal items. NAGPRA also
encourages the avoidance of archeological sites that contain
burialL Consultations and archeological investigatious should be
completed puior to undetaking any activity which will disturb
sites. If a site is discovered during construction, the acivity must
stop (Grosser, 1991:14).

Lewy Program

Congress established the DOD Legacy Resources Management
Program in 1991. Through the Legacy Program, DOD can take a
proactive approach toward planning and management of natural
and cultural resources. The ultimate goal is to develop and
facilitate the implementation of enhancements to DOD's
management of natural and cultural resources through leadership,
partnership and stewardship (DOD, 1991:19,154).

Federal Regulations

Federal law relating to cultural resources management is
implem ted via regulations promulgated by the responsible
federal agency. The federal regulations have the same force as
law. For example, 36 CFR Part E00 is the Advisory Council.
regulation which covers protection of historic properties (ACHP
and GSA, 1991b'.I-1;II-75). The following is a list of some of the
most relevant regulations governing cultural resource issues:

36 CFR Part 800: Protection of Historic Properties
36 CFR Part 60: National Register of Historic Places
36 CFR Part 78: Waiver of Federal Agency Responsibilites
43 CFR Part 7: Protection of Archaeological Resources
36 CFR Part 79- Curation of Federally Owned and
Administered Archeological Collections

The recent regulation, Curafio of Fedely-wn and
A 0 i Arcolo_,gi- CQnctiom (36 CFR Part 79), requires
federal agencies to preserve, collections of prehistoric materials,
historic materials, and records recovered in conjunction with
arho al projects and programs. The materials must be made
available for study and public interpretation (NPS, 1991 c).
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3.2 STATE LAW

SState law relating to the preservation of cultural and historic
resources will vary from location to location. This is a matter that
you need to investigate for your installation. There may be state
guidance on the interaction with local community interests,
curatorship of artifacts, or addressing Native American issues.

The State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) is the state
regulatory agency in charge of cultural resource compliance
matters. There might also be a state archeologist who may give
guidance on archeological matters in each respective state. These
agencies will not always be located in the same office. Chapter 4.0
covers matters concerning the SHPO in more detail.

3.3 DOD DIRECTIVE

DOD Instruction 4710.1 established the policy that all Department
of Defense c4mponents will integrate the application of
archeological and historic preservation laws with the planning and
management of activities under DOD control (Dept. USAF,
1991d:6).

3.4 AIR FORCE REGULATIONS

Air Force regulations are currently in the process of revision.
O J Regulations relating to environmental topics, such as cultural

A., resources management, will be part of the environmental quality
Sregulation fram ew ork and w ill be called A ir Force "directives."

New Air Force directives will be relatively short, compared to
existing documents and will focus on policy. Specific program
procedures will be contained in Air Force "instructions," which
will supplemient the directives (Lillie, 1992a).
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AFR 126-7, Historic Preservation

This regulation, dated 28 August 1987, outlines many of the steps
to be taken to comply with the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA) Section 106 coordination process. The regulation also
assigns responsibilities, explains terms, provides background
infornation, and so forth.

Air Force Per AFR 126-7, Air Force policy for historic preservation is:
Policy...

"* to inventory, evaluate, and protect historic resources
located on lands controlled by the Air Force.

"* to identify and nominate to the National Register all
eligible historic resources on Air Force lands.

"* to cooperate with federal, state, and local agencies;
Indian tribes; and the public in managing culural

" to integrate historic preservation requirements with
planning and of other activities, and to
consider historic resources during the earliest stages of
project planning so as to reduce conflicts with the
military mission and other management objectives.

"* to maintain historic resources and promote adaptive
reuse when feasible.

" to recognize the rights of American Indians to have
access to certain religious sites and objects under Air
Force control within the limits of the military
installation.

AFD 19-7, Cultural Resources Management

This draft directive is the anticipated replacement for AFR 126-7.
Keeping in line with Air Force policy on new directives, the new
Cultural Resources Management directive, AFD 19-7, is
significantly shorter than its predecessor. The required
mplementing procedures for AFD 19-7 will be contained in Air
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Force Instructions (AFT) which supplement the directive. Draft
AFD 19-7, states that it is the policy of the Air Force to inventory,
maintain, and manage the cultural resources found on Air Force
installations in a manner which ir consistent with the national
defense mission (Dept. USAF, 1992a).

The directive requires each Air Force installation to prepare and
adopt a Cultural Resources Management Plan. This plan will
include an inventory of all cultural resources on the installation and
management techniques for protecting and preserving those
resources. The Cultural Resources Management Plan (CRMP) is a
component part of the installation Base Comprehensive Plan (Dept.
USAF, 1992a).

AFR 86-4, Base Comprehensive Planning

This regulation is also currently in the process of revision and
replacement. The Air Force Base Comprehensive Planning
process identifies long-term goals and priorities for the installation.
The planning processes address the natural, physical, and cultural
environments.

The Base Comprehensive Plan (BCP) is both a process and a
product. Visible products of the Base Comprehensive Plan are the
vet of maps and planning narrative documents. The BCP maps and
documents are maintained by the Civil Engineering community
planner. The Base Comprehensive Plan is made up of many
component plans, including the Cultural Resources Managemert
Plan. Historic preservation issues are addressed as part of the
Natural Resources component plan (McDermon, 1992).

AFD 19-2, Planning

Air Force Directive 19-2 will to be the new Air Force planning
directive. Base comprehensive planning will be included in the
planning directive. Air Force Instruction (AFI) 19-24 is will
provide the implementing program procedures for base
comprehensive planning.
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3.5 AVOIDING NON-COMPLIANCE

It is ow Nion's policy to prowec and preseve u olu res.urm.
Federal law, Federal reglabtiom DOD diectives, As Form poliy,
and Air Force directivs all reflect the nation's dew to preserve
ou hre. Som Air Force oanMders Ind managers may feel
that cultural resourc protection i not a sequirement at their
iallatioo because the bse iinbla0oe is relatively new.
However, utnil a sarvey has been co~pleted. sad reviewed/signc
by dxi State Hisric Presrvation Offcer (SRPO). that base m out
ofcompliave. (Akers, 1992a). A reicu study by the Advisory
Council found that many newer, highly technical or scienuc
facilities are equally eligible for listing a the National Register of
Histori Places n older properties (ACHPE 199 1b).

If some Air Force Woma . mana , and staff arm not
sufficiently motivated to protect cuihln resoces by a sense of
history and good conscue , then the nmaudates of the law provide
justification for doing so. While the enforcement proviaws of
some the leglion awe relatively benig, other statues carry
s pea -
For example, violations of the Archeological Resources Protection
Act cn result in fines of up $250,000 and up to five years
Wpronmet (Caraet 1991:2). Non-compliance with the
National Historic Pfesavatio Act is often dealt with

I by respective agency heads (ACHP and GSA.
1992). Non-compliance with cultural resource protection
rqui-r I nnt may also leave the Air Force vulnerable to civil
suits. Long delays of construction projects or other work are
possible due to court injuctions and temporary restr-aming orders.
Failure to meet cultural resource protection requirements will al•o
more than likely result in adverse publicity for the Air Force
(ACHP and GSA, 1992).

Non-compliance can also occur if effects of an undertaking on any
district, site, building, structure, or object that is included or
eligibe for inclusion in the National Register, are not taken into
account The Advisory Council must also be afforded a reasonable
opportunity to comment on the undertaking (NPS, 1989:5).
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Force butictiona (AFI) which supplement the direcove. Draft
AFD 19-7, states that it is the policy of the Air Force to mvcwory.
mainbin aud wmag the cultlur resaouce founi) on Air Force
i latiom i a muat whch is consient with tbe natiOt,.
defewe mission (Dept USAF, l992a).

The directive requires each Air Force insallation to prelpe and
adopt a Cultura Resources Management Plan. This plan will
incude an inventoy of all cultual resources on the insallanon and
manage 1t techniques for protecting and preseving thos
resources. The Cultural Resources Management Plan (CRMP) ib a
component put of the butalbaio Base Comprehensive Plan (Dkpt.
USAF, 1992a).

AFR 86.4, BaSr Comprobeml. Plannng

Ibis regulation is also currently in the process of revision and
replacemen The Air Force Bao. Comprehensive Planning
process identifies kng-term goals and prizie for the insalatim.
The plaming processes address the naal, physical, and cultural
environments,

The Base Comprehensive Plan (BCP) is both a process and a
product Visible products of the Base Comprehensive Plan are the
set of maps and planning narrative documents. The BCP inaps and

documents are maintained by the Civil Engineering community
planner. The Base Comprehensive Plan is made up of many
component plans, including the Cultural Resources Management
Plan. Historic preservation issues are addressed as part of the
Natural Resourcs component plan (McDermon, 1992).

AFD 19-2, Plamning

Air Force Directive 19-2 will to be the new Air Force planning
directive. Base comprehensive planning will be included in the
planning directive. Air Force Instruction (AFI) 19-24 is will
provide the implementing pogram procedures for base
coMmphensive planning.
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Chapter 4
Cultural Resources
ManagementiPlanning
Processes

4.1 BASE-LEVEL STAFF

The Air Force insýta commander is responsible for ensuring
compliance with exining cultural resource management legislatio.

Sregulations, and Air Forc directive& Th Commander is
responsle for coordinatin with the State Historic Pr-rvxiom

SOffic (SH PO ) on all A ir Force projects effecting cultural
resources. Commanders are also responsible for appropriae
fundig, stafrf'g, and compliance requisents of base cultural
resources eanagaet progmms (Dept. USAF, 1992a).

Commanders will normally choose to delegate the coordination
with SHPO to the Base Historic Preservation Officer. AFR 126- 7
and the new AFD 19-7 require Air Force installtion comumanders
appoint a designated Base Historic Preservation Officer (BI IO) to
be the single point of contact for all cultural resources management
actions. This appointment may be either a fuHl-time or additional
duty, depending on the extent of cultural resources at that
installation. Personnel who spend at least 50% of their time
performing cultur resource duties must be permanently assigned
and coded with one of the environmental compliance cost centers
(Dept. USAF, 1992c).

Within the new Civil Engineering Objective Squadron concept. the
Installation BHIPO will normally be placed within the Environmental Flight.

commanders are However, some bases have elected to place this position within the
ultumately Engineering Flight At Air Force Material Command (AFMC)

responssble for bases the BHIPO is part of the Environmental Management (EM)
compluanee. Wancll
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"Cultural Rsources . . Maagew t/Pgix Proc nus
It ias vey imtat to wkwal reource Wimf be cousidere erly
in dhe phmaing amd pin ruaom of istawuion cu1sucuto
a c AF Form 332s and DD Form 1391s sbould be reviewed
for pouaddi- impact Saff-el projeas or west order may
poteaiy came poblem if precuimo fee proper review are to
take.

The BHPO is the single point of cotat for &U culural remo m
actios. However, there ame kAs of players involved

i the management of cuitwal resoures. Cultural resoures
u1r ,otm is wA jug a Cv Engineering program . or only the
BHPO's progran. The boe historian, the Environmental
Protection Committee (EPC), the Facilities Board (FB). the base
architect, and odwr personnel working pbanng sues all have
roles in making cultural resources maaeetdecision. Security
police way be involved in monitoring base archeological sites for
vandalim. Cultural resource mangement volves everyone.
(Engkzmn, 1992a).

4.2 WHERE TO GET TRAINING

in addition to the Base Hismor Preservatim Officer, facildry
designs, maintena e personnel, and legal staff may all need
trainig. While the Air Force has not estblisued formal traiwiwg
standards for the BHPO, a few of the training courses discumsd in
this section have been accepted by the DOD community as a
minimnu basis for a successful program (Englean. I 992a).

Severa orgalnatio exist for the purpose of conducting cultural
resources training. The cost of the training is fiuded by the base.
In some cmes environmentml compliance funding may be used.
Courses are conducted by the Advisory Council and GSA, the
National Park Service, several universities, and numerous other
oraiain. The cour~ses we also both management and

technically based. Several other courses exist for training in
specific aea C•ont the NPS (see Appendix C) for a current
copy of the Dk of Training Oo~mli* in C.
Reso mces m emm a (NPS, 1991a; ACHP and GSA, 1992).
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Manwegemn Tralning

Recomeoided The Introdutctio To Federal Projects &ad HIstoric
Courss ... ?rmrvadoe Law is a 3-day coure offered ftowlee times a year

hroughout te counury. This coure w developed by the
Advisory Council sad te GSA for federal agencies. The coursc
covers the rP.u.e---nt-s of Sectim 106 and I10 of NIIPA. A
workbook and desk reference a" included al he pur of the
course and we valrble assets for cultural resource maagers.
Contact the Advisory Council for more information (Appendix C).

The newly developed AMr Forte Management of Calturl sad
Natural Resoures is a 4-day coue. This course was developed
by the Air Staff for the entire DOD as a part of the Legacy
Program The course will cover case studies, compliance, btuget
procedures, contractors, and areas of program enhancement.
Contact your MAJCOM for further information (See Appendix C).

me Archeoolly For Managers is a 4-day course given twice a
yeaw by the National Park Service and the University of Nevada-
Reno. This course was de-ve d for culural rbsoure managers
who do not necessarily have my background archeology but
who must ý:l manage archeological resources. Leg-al requirements.
policies, guidefines and regulations concerning archelogkcal
pesrvation are covered along with the appropriate methods for
resource mnagement during the come. Field sessions at actual
archeological sites are included in the training. Contact the
National Park Service-Archeological Assistance Division for
further information (see Appendix C).

Technical Training

The Historical Structures: Maintenance and Repair course was
developed by the Seattle District, Corps of Engineers. This co~urse
covet procedures for maintenance design, management and
treatment of historic structures. Design issues include: exterior
finishes, interim, energy cosevtion, egieeng pport
system, site landscaping, and material life-cycle costs. Contact
the Seattle District COE for fturter information (see Appendix C)
(Foxanl, 1992).
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4.3 WHERE TO GET ASSISTANCE

Thr we several atom th we readIy available to give base
evel paeroml• assioance ai cul resource. The fir• source of
infruion is each resp ve MAJCOM. The Air Staff (OQ
USAF/CEVP) is an additional source for policy-type informab- .
Profteiol asd tedhmW kfonnati can be found at the Air
Force Center for niruonenita]l Excellence (AFCEE), Army
Corps of Engineer% and National Park Service The SHPO may
also hve the time wd resources to givw asistance to an
nalatiao (See Appendix C).

Major Commands ()JCOMis)

Ma* Comnmds, s•uc asAr Coalxt Ckwnaid wre
"responsible for monito compliance with regulations.
leglaion, and Air Force directives, and ensuring instabllion
development of Cuftural Resource Plan. MAJCOMs are also
reqpwible for the review of manrgement plans and "r
ootuolidetion orcultbwal resources •udgets" (Dept USAF, 1992a).

The MAJCOM can provide valuable assistance to the Base
Historic Preervaton Officer. The MAJCOM is also the focal
point for funding requ iements, pwioritizing A-106, and compliance
status of cultural resource projects. The BLPO should periodically
contact the MAJCOM counterpt to stay abreast of cotrrent topics
concenn cultural resources.

Air Staff (HQ USAFICEVP)

HQ USAF/CEVP "is responsible for policy guidance, oversight,
and finding advocacy for the Cuhl Resources Management
Program, and will monitor progress toward achieving cultural
resource m t goals- (Dept USAF, 1992a).

Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence

The AFCEE, at Brooks AFB, is "responsible for assistance in
inteaey and intergovernmental coordination, for keeping
MACOMs informed on regional cultural and historic resources
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issues, and for providin legal advice on cultiurA and historic
resource.issues" (Dept. USAF, 1992a). The AFCEE will providc
a BHPO a source for both gm ent and technical infomuation.

Army Corps of Enirrswn

The Army Corps of Engineers (COE) supplies three main sources
of cultural resource assistance. These include the Tri-Services
Cuural Resource Research Center (TSCRRC) at the US. Army
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (USACERI,),
Seattle District Historic Building Preservation Sewvices. See
Appendix C for addresses and telephone numbers.

T-rhK3 CultrlRU urvLRmw-ch5Q lC

One-Stop The TSCRRC, located at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Source... Chapagn is staffed by research professionals representing a

wide rage of disciplines, including: archeologists, architects.
historims, materials scientists, engineers, and computer scientists.
The TSCRRC can assist Air Force installations in completing
cultural resource surveys and developing Cultural Resources
Mnee Plan and computer databases for maint
infomation on cultural resources. These compliace requements
can also be completed by the TSCRRC on a reimbursable basis
and often at a much more affordable cost than contracted services
(Dept. Army, 1992).

Numerous Air Force installations contain large areas of Land that
have not been disturbed for years. The TSCRRC can locate these
sites and complete the sampling, excavating, and cataloging
required by Section 106 and 110 of NHPA. The TSCRRC can
also develop databases on historic properties, including World War
II temporary stuctures and Cold War facilities. Other services
supplied include: baseline inventory, evaluation, condition
assessment, and stabilization (Dept. Army, 1992).

Wright-Patterson AFB utilized the TSCRRC for developing its
Cultural Resources Mamngement Plan and conducting an
archeological and historic architecture study. Included with the
professional support supplied by the TSCRRC are automated
support tools (Ferguson, 1992d). The Geographic Resources
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Analysis Support System (GRASS) geerates a dam set of
environmental atraites; the Cultural Resources normation
System (CRIS), a DOS-bsed system that allows cultmual resource
manaers to input, edit, store, compare, analyze, and output data on
cultural roue

The computer tools supplied with the cost of TSCRRC(s
professional assistance allow Base Historic Preservation Officers
and other cultural resource managers to keep a current resource
invntoy and refine probability models of archeological

$on the installation (Dept Army, 1992).

TSCCRC also maintains the Cultural Resources Bulletin Board
(CRIBB), which is a knowledge-based tool for enhancing

Sam ong D O D personnel and educational
itutions who are concerned with preserving cultural resource,.

The system contains listings of experts, cultural resource pcrsonuicl
at each installation, and mvonmenced training courses; call-mn
information services, and other unpublished documents. The
CRIBB can be accessed by obtaining a log-on through the ETIS
Support Center at 217-333-1369, and using almost any computer
equippe with a telephone and modem. A User's Guide for the
CRIBB may be obtained through the USACERL office (see
Appeadix CXMann and others, 1987).

Sead District Historic ulllle Preat'monv

The Seattle District can provide technical, planning, and
management assistance in the preservation of historic structures.
Included in this assistance, the Seattle District can help in
developing criteria for the design, construction and procurement of
contracts for maintenance and rehabilitation of historic structures.
The Seattle District can also aid in developing maintenance plans
for historic buildings along with several other capabilities.

Assistance can be requested from the Seattle District by sending a
letter to the District Engineer of the Seattle District at the address
shown in Appendix C. The letter should contain a brief description
of the project type, nature, size, and the time requirements of the
problem or need. Also incude a description of the type of service
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or product you would like the Seattle District to provide (Dept.
Army, 1991).

ResNatOE AAC OlsWmJ

The COE or NAVFAC District which acts as the design agent for
an Air Force installaý i may also be contacted for professional
and technical assistance. Each district has different levels of
expertise and capabilities. The local district agencies can also
assist in developing contracts for cultural resource requirements
(Ferusn, 1992d).

The National Park Service (NPS)

The NPS can provide professional and technical assistance for Air
Force installation cultural resources management. planning, and
training, subject to the availability of NPS resources. Included in
this support is the development of comprehensive installation
cultural resource inventory and registration programs, guidelines
for historic preservation planning, and Cultural Resources
Management Plans (CRMP). The NPS can also provide assistance
in the development and adinistration of cultural resource program
contracts, make training available in planning and technical
applications, and provide consultation on technical preservation
problems (Dept USAF and NPS, 1992). All assistance will be
funded by the installation on a reimbursable basis. Requests for
installation-specific project assistance must be made through
MAJCOM coordinators.

4.4 WORKING WITH SHPO

Responsibilitles of the SHPO

The State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) plays an important
role in the development of programs. The SHPO is a key player in
activities relating to Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA).
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The actual placement of the SHPO within the state government will
vary (see Appendix C). The SHPO may be part of the state
historical society, state archives, state park agency, or state natural
resources agency (ACHP and GSA, 199tail-16).

The SHPO performs a variety of duties under the terms of NILPA,
state law, and other authorities. The SHPO serves as the central
information source for preservation activities conducted in the
state. It is responsible for statewide historic preservation planning
and a statewide inventory of historic properties. The SHPO assists
in the nomination of properties to the National Regiater of Historic
Places. The SHPO also administers grants in aid within the state,
and provides public information, education, training and technical
assistance. (ACHP and GSA, 1991 b:IV--49).

Key It is the SHPO's responsibility to ensure the preservation of historic
Regulatory properties in the state. The regulations which govern the NIIPA,
Agency... 36 CFR 800, require the participation of the SHPO in the Section

106 process. For instance, the regulations outline participation by
the SHPO during the identification and evaluation of properties,
determination of any effects, consultations, and Advisory Council
comment (ACHP and GSA, 1991b'IV-52).

There are two functions of the SHPO that are of particular interest
to Air Force installation& First, the SHPO participates in the
review of undertakings (construction projects, maintenance
activities, etc.) that may affect Air Force cultural resources (historic
properties). Additionally, the SHPO provides technical assistance
to federal agencies, such as the Air Force (ACHP and GSA,
1991a1i-17). The SHPO also reviews Cultural Resources
Management Plans, agreement documents, and other activites that
relate to Section 106 and 110 of NHPA.

Philosophical Approaches

Management of Air Force cultural resources will require working
with the SHPO. This working relationship should be a good one.
Taking a proactive approach to the issues at hand can help make
the process smoother, whether working with SHPG, or any
regulatory agency. The proactive approach requires commanders
to allocate sufficient personnel and provide adequate training to
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allow the Air Force to help drive the process, rather than only react
to the regulator (Clark, 1992b; ACHP and GSA, 1992).

Start Early The regulations governing the consultation process do set some
" Ea ." time limits for action by the SHPO. Most actions are allowed a 30

day period. However, there usually is no advantage to waiting
until the last oppotunity or deadline before contacting the SHIPO.

The SHPO should not be viewed as an adversary. It is better to
view the SHPO as a resource. When conducting a consultation or
negotiation with the SHIPO, the situation should be viewed from
the "we are going to solve a problem" perspective, rather than from
the "we are going to defend a position" point of view (ACIUP and
GSA, 1992).

The process of making the determination of whether or not a
property is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places is
an area of potential dispute between Air Force staff and the State
Historic Preservation Officer. Of course, any such dispute can be
resolved by seeking a determination from the Keeper of the
Register, whose decision is final (ACHP and GSA, 1992).

Single Base Point of Contact

Official correspondence with the SHPO will be signed by the
installation commander, unless the authority is delegated to a lower
level or even the BHPO. This processes usually necessitates
coordination through the chain of command, the legal office, and
so forth. However, the responsibility for working the base cultural
resource management program on a day to day basis is the BHPO
(Dept. USAF, 1992a:3).

It is strongly advised that a single base point of contact with the
SHPO be established. The Base Historic Preservation Officer is a
logical choice to serve as that contact. While the involvement of
others such as the base Environmental Protection Committee, the
base historian, unit commanders, or officers wives club is
important, and in fact necessary, the effort needs to be coordinated.
Most SHPOs are understaffed. Receipt of multiple inquiries or
conflicting information from organizations representing the Air
Force installation will only serve to cloud the process. (ACHP and
GSA, 1992).
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4.5 MANAGEMENT TOOLS

The w'e several existing management tools that provide a Base
Historic Preservation Officer or other cultural resources

i management personnel the opportunity to enhance their program.
A few of these tools include: the Cultural Resources Management
Plan (CRMP), Environmental Compliance Assessment
Management Program (ECAMP), Work Information Management
System-Environmental Subsystem (WIMS-ES), land-use condition
surveys, and Geographical Information Systems (GIS).

Cultural Resources Management Plan (CRMP)

Both AFR 126-7 and the new AFR 19-7 (Cultural Resources
Management) require each Air Force installation •,, develop and
maintain a CRMP. The CRMP, if done properly, can help
facilitate Section 106 and 110 requirements of NHPA. A
Programmatic Agreement can also be one of several beneficial
outcomes of the CRMP. See Chapter 5.6 for further information
concerning Programmatic Agreements.

Although no required guidance exists for the format of the CRMP.
two outlines are available for installation use. HQ USAF/CEV
developed a guideline for the preparation of the CRMP i• 1 25
April 1991 letter to all MAJCOMs. Army Regulation 420-40
contains an outline for a CRMP that has been used by Wright-
Patterson AFB with success.

Since no specific requirements exist, great flexibility is afforded to
the development of the CRMP. 1he use of a short Programmatic
Agreement adopting the plan is the simplest way to formalize the
CRMP. Once the CRMP is formalized, it can serve as the
guidance for how the installation accomplishes its Section 106 and
110 responsibilites. As noted earlier, the Corps of Engineers and
the National Park Service can assist in the development of the
CRMP (Dept. USAF 1991c; Ferguson, 1992c; Metz, 1992d).
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Environmontal Complance AM.Mssmw Managenmont
Pr*gsm (ECAMP)

Air Force rcgulxtis requires " an "nvrouiwa C',,upaun•c
= and Maragemet Program b(AM be wWpkmuk-rd

at each Air Force sallatkxL Assessment protocols havw een
developed by HQ USAFICF which s as the prMwy tool in
conducting the environment complianc e ,,twaxi phAsc of thi
ECAMP process.

Two types of ev•.auiocs are used to the ECAMIM prochs,
'eterlal audits conducted annually by mistallaton permnel ankd
exteral! audits couducW every thrre yea•r b) pc-umww oc.t
directly associated with the aistallatwo. If tntemial awdwL% arv
properly conducted and the problems corwced, rcguiA_,y
enforcement acions or primve swor lawsuits cani be rruninitux
(Dept USAF, 1991f:21).

The Natural and Cutural Resromrcs Manageent Pivrani L,
covered by Volume V of the ECAAMP protocol manual lliis
protocol compiles applicable Federal, IXD, and Air Force
environmental regulations with Air Force operatxnxs and activitesý
It also combines environmental regulations, good management
practices, and risk management mue into check lC. l'ee
checklists serve as an outline ard can be modiWir to bet serve c
e-wi specific installation ()epL USAF. 1991d:1.1)

Work Information Managemet: System-Environmental
Subsyatem (WI#S.ES)

The WIMS-ES is intented to improve mission suppt by
providing the base environmental manager a mianaement
information system that contais e-ssential mfonnation. automatem
mandatory reports. and maintains comprhsive data files on
environmental programs (Dept. USAF, 1991ay. "Modides- or
screens were developed for each program area within the
environmental arena to simplify the A-106 process. Eadh WIMS
terminal will eventually have access to the A -106 modules.

The primary purpose of the A-106 Federal Facility Environmental
Needs System is to ensure that federal agencies are planning,
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btaliou. An analysis of the existing ctltural resources during
"tis phmae of the procesis will lead to an undera_.ing of the
physical a• d naaturl vwiatio across the kinallation sod the
imitation they may mpose on a Land-Use Plan.

Bmae Anaysis Drawing (Dept USAF, 1986)

The next step in the Land-Use rOces involves a -functional
zcalysW of the installation. A functional analysis serves to
ilnrae, dtough notes and skedtes, the funional relationships
anoug the vaious activities on the bon. This step as important in
the fc that links between cultural resources and the surrounding
en ent can be modeled on paper for the final development of
the Land-Use Plan. In this way, ftaue adverse effects on historic
ropeuties can be avoided in the planning stage. However, if

effects are unavoidable, the Land-Use Plan will serve as an
effective decision-making tool for the Base Historic Preservation
Oftfer and the SHPO (Dept USAF, 1986).

The 1986 Air Force Land-Use Plnning Bulletin should be referred
to for further information. Contact you MAJCOM for a copy of
this document
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..........

Functional Analysis Drawing and Land-Use Plan
(Dept. USAF, 1986)

Geographcal Information Systmn (GIS)

A GIS is a computer system capable of holding and using data
describing geographical referenced information. The GIS can be
used as an analysis tool which allows the user to identify spatial
relatiomi, compute new infomatio, and display a desired
view, all based on a database of geographic information. Note that
a GIS and a CAD system are not the some thing. At this time, true
GIS systems in the Air Force are limited (Tobin, 1992).

The Corps of Engineers and the Tri-Services Cultural Resources
Research Center (TSCRRC) use the Geographic Resources
Analysis Support System (GRASS) for cultual resources

The TSCRRC ues GRASS when performing the
preliminary analysis for Cultmual Resources Management Plans.
The TSCRRC can be contacted for further information concerning
GRASS (see Appendix C).

HQ USAF/CE implements the official policy concerning
automated information management systems. However, the Air
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Force Civil Engineering and Support Agency (AFCESA) at
Tyndall AFB, FL has been delegated the authority to make policy
in this area. The AFCESA should be contacted for current
information concerning the acquisition of a GIS system for your
base and specific requirements (See Appendix C)(Tobin. 1992).

4.6 FUNDING ISSUES AND THE
A- 106 PROCESS

As with any other funding programs, cultural resource compliance
funding requirements must be inchlded in the DOD Planning,
Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS). Section 110 of
NHPA allows for the inclusion of preservation activities on
eligible properties as project costs. As such, program
requirements should be prioritized into compliance categories. Air
Force Pamphlet 19-10 covers the details of the budgeting process
(Dept USAF, 1991f.-27).

Cultural resources requirements cannot be funded through tbe
Defense Environmental Restoration Account (DERA). The two
main avenues toward funding cultural resources requirements are
Environmental Compliance (EC) Funds and Military Construction
(MILCON) Funding (Dept. USAF, 1991 f:27; Dept. USAF,
1992c:1).

Environmental Compliance (EC) Funds

Cultural Resources EC funds are divided into two main types and
are intended to be used for current environmental activities. These
two types include:

* Recurring Environmental Operations and Services (O&S).

* Non-recuring environmental contract services and facility
projects.

- Level I Fix Noncompliance
- Level II Prevent Noncompliance

- Level M Beyond Compliance
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Environmental Operation and Services include recurrmng "must
pay" requirements necessary for those associated with day-to-day
operations which are needed to "keep the door open."
Environmental compliance manpower, NHPA Section 106
consultations, pennits and fees, and curation of archeological
material make-up these "must pay" requtrements (Dept. USAF,
1992c:1).

Non-ecurring tal contrac services and facility projects
such as the development of the Base Cultural Resources
MPlan (CRMP) and recuring historic facilty
rehabilitation projects make-up the other type of EC funding needs
that must compete with all other programs in the budget process
(Dept. USAF, 1992c:2).

Military Constructlon (MILCON) Funding

Major construction projects, such as building new facilities in a
historic district, are funded under the MILCON program process.
This process can be long and complex, hence requirements should
be anticipated, clearly defined, and well-docunkmted.
Coordination with all of the key players is very important with any
MILCON project; however, a MILCON project involving cultural
resources must also be coordinated with the additional player such
as the SHPO, Advisory Council, and interested parties (Dept.
USAF, 1991ff:29).

A- 106 Priorldtizaon (WINVSES)

The primary tool used to prioritize cultural resources funding
reqturemets is the A-106 (WIMS-ES) process. The Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) has developed the A- 106 process
for reporting and tracking budget requirents for all
enviromnental projects, including cultual resources. The A-I 06
process and report identifies projets which are divided into three
classes based on their priority with respect to environmental
compliance. These classes include levels I, H, and Ill (Dept
USAF, 1991f:19).

Cultural resources compliance requirements will be included as
either Level I, U, or MI. Level I (fix noncompliance) includes non-
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rec projects and services that address requirements needed to
8t into compliance with existig regulatiom (Section i 10
requirement). At this time, only the performance of archeological
and historical resource inventories, development of historic facility
n it , and recurng protection efforts for archeologicaJ

- and resing plans are
considered Level I compliance requirements. Level H compliance
rinclude the inventory of collections or control over
holdings of Native American human remains and associated
fimeral obets, including the identification of geographical and
Cultural affi2ia of such items (Dept USAF, 1992c:2).

Other cultural resources projects which are not tied to imminent
compliance deadlines are considered Level [M (Environmental
Investment) projects. Cultural Resources Management projects
such as inteprtive displays, informational brochures, and public
awarr~ness programs are considered Level IIl projects (Dept.
USAF, 1992c:3).

4.7 RELATIONSHIP TO THE BASE
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (BCP)

S~ The overall objective of the Base Comprehensive Plan (BCP) is to
Provide the commander and other decision makers with
information necessary to:

* Effectively manage limited resources.

• Guide future development of the base.

0 Foster coordination, consistency, compatibility between
Air Force activities and surmmding communities.
(Dept USAF, 1990)
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Ewml En.nw Suit Envif~metSdcIam mrnm

Envirmmnentl Qulty Lan Use Plaving Quality of Uf Program.

NW~fWRe"MSystum.
C~fr Reac Aed~d"

The Cultural Resources Management Plan is an integral part of the
BCP. Tab A of the BCP includes the Natural Resources Plan
which also includes the Cultural Resources Plan. However, all
other components of the BCP such as the Land Use Plan (Tab D),
Facility Development Plans ( Tabs K-N), and Environmental
Quality Protection Plan (Tab B) affect the development of the
Cultural Resources Management Plan (Dept. USAF, 1990).

HQ USAF has developed guidance to stanardize the development
of the BCP and its various components. This guidance includes,
but not limited to the BCP Regulation (AFR 86-4), BCP Bulletin
(AFM 86-6), BCP Master Statement of Work (AFM 86-9), BCP
Digital Mapping Standard, and the new Planning Directive (AHD
19-2) and subsequent Instructions.

The Air Force Standard Specification Manual (SSM) for Digital
Base Comprhensive Plan Mapping contains two volumes:
Volume I (Databases) and Volume H (Symbology). Section 4 of
Voluhme U includes Natural/Cultural Resources Constraints Data
(Dept. USAF, 1990).

The integration of the Cultural Resources Management Plan into
the BCP is a continuing process that allows the base to fulfill its
mission with its physical, sociological, economic and ecological
environment. This integration will also help facilitate the specific
rI ts of the cultural resources legislation and regulations.
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4.8 MINIMIZING PROBLEMS

Know What You Have

i Completing a survey, inventory and evaluation of the installations
cultual resources is the most important step in the management of'
the installation's cultural resources. Section 110 of NHPA outlines
af nmative responsibilities to locate, inventory, and nominate
properties which appear eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places. See Chapter 5.2 for eligibility criteria (ACIiP and
GSA, 1991a:1-9).

Coordinated Position

Historic preservation and cultural resource protection is a topic in
which many people take an interest That is good. However.
when it comes to dealing with the regulatory agencies, the Air
Force installation needs to speak with one voice. Installation
cultural resource protection efforts should be coordinated through
the Base Historic Preservation Officer. A lot of confusion can be
avoided if the base uses a single point of contact when dealing with
outside agencies.

Coordinating Construction

Well-intentioned contract projects for maintenance of existing
facilities, or construction of new facilities may inadvertently cause
harm to cultural resources. For example, replacement of windows
in a historic facility may damage some of the characteristics that
qualified the facility for protection under the National Historic
Preservation Act. A new building may destroy an archeological
site before valuable data can be recovered.

Systems need to be in place to ensure that the effects on cultural
resources are properly considered. AF Form 332, DD Form 1391,
or AF Form 813 may be used to that end. Utilization of the
WIMS-ES will also help direct Air Force efforts. In any event.
planning for the extra time it takes to coordinate work on historic
facilities will do a lot to alleviate problems.
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Mamging Mannanc

Many of the same concerns relating to Air Force construction
activities in applicable to rn-howse u I *' 1 11 ce operations.
Woatkm and planners need to be aware of th special
requirements associated wit historic facilities. If work on the
fac•t is not covered part of a Prowmnaitic Ageemen the
thme delay required for the cousultafion process will need to be
consided. Several courses ae avaigble in the NPS Iknteim.f
TjnLtgn•_ * in CutWWRal= _n for
trini•g specifically designed for araffian and planners (see
Appendix E).

Supervising Sel$4Help

Self-help projects can sometimes result in intresting facility
1ammc .ýIII, poblems. Ckapn education and control of the

self-help work, which is allowed, can reduce future maintenance
headaches. The some is true for avoiding non-compiance with
NHPA as a result of self-help work in a facility. One way to
mm problems with self-help work is by preparing occupant
kochura, which outline the work that is pemited in the fcilty.
However, until a programmatic memonandtan of agreement
covering the facility is executed, the Section 106 consuation
process applie.

Offutt AFB, Fort Crook Historic Distrct, Senior Officer Quarters 13
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Chapter 5
Working With Section 106
of NHPA
The preservation of all historic properties is not the purpose of
federal preservation law. Preservation concerns are weighted along
with other interests. All kinds of properties are considered
including historic structures, historic districts, historic objects,
archeological sites, and traditional cultural properties. The level of
significance might be national, state, or local (AC1IP and GSA,
1991 a:1I-3).

The process of weighing/balancing the needs of the federal agency
and the needs of preservation are done in accordance with clear.
well-defined processes. Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act requires federal agencies to take into account the
effects of their activines and programs on historic properties.
Federal agencies are required to give the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation the opportunity to comment on their
proposed undertaking. Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
regulation "Protection of Historic Properties" (36 CFR Part 00)
delineates the process to be used. The process can take a lot of
time. It is important to provide an early opportunity for commnent
by all interested parties (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:Ll-1 1).

5.1 PARTICIPANTS

The Air Force

The Air Force is the responsible federal agency for actions that
occur on its installations. Coordination with other participants in
the processes will be handled primarily at the Air Force installation
level. MAJCOM, and possibly Air Staff, involvement can
certainly be a port of the process.
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The responsible federal agency (Air Force), ultimately, has the
decision making authority with regard to preservation issues.
Other participants in the process do not grant "approvals" or
"clearances" for Air Force action. However, Air Force decisions
need to be made in consultation with other interested parties.

The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

This 19-member council was established by the National Historic
Preservation Act. Members arm appointed by the President. The
Secretary of Defense has observer status on the Council. The
Council is charged with advising Congress, the President. and
federal agencies on preservation issues, and encouraging private
and public interest in preservation. The day to day business of the
Advisory Council is conducted by an executive director and a
professional staff (Dept. USAF, 1991d:8; Metz. undated:4).

The Advisory Council professional staff operates from two
locations. The office which services the eastern portion of the
country is located in Washington, DC. The western regional office
is located in Golden, Colorado. The following map shows regional
coverage. See Appendix C for further information.

SW Eastern Region

Advisory Council Regional Offices (ACHP and GSA, 1991a)
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The Advisory Council, monitors how well federal agencies comply
with NHPA and comments on federal agency actions under Section
106. The Council also acts as an arbitrator between the State
Historic Preservation Offices (SHPO) and federal agencies during
Section 106 review disputes (Ferguson, 1992e:3).

State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)

The NI•PA required each governor to designate a State Historic
Preservation Officer, who administers the compliance with historic
preservation legislation. The SHPO is supported by federal
funding, and its authority extends over Air Force installations. "lhe
SHPO maintains a list of historic properties in the state (Metz,
undated:4).

Work with Air Force installations must consult with the SI1PO as part of the
SHPO... Section 106 process. Agencies seek the views of the SHIPO while

identifying historic properties and assessing the effects of actions
on those properties. The SHPO is essentially a consultant. The
wishes of the SHPO do not need to be automatically followed.
However, unless the federal agency can provide convincing
evidence, the Advisory Council will side with the determinations
of the SHPO in the event of a dispute with the federal agency
(Metz, undated: 4; ACHIP and GSA, 1992).

National Park Service

The National Park Service is extensively involved in the historic
preservation process. The Park Service establishes standards and
guidelines for all aspects of historic preservation. This includes
standards for any work to be done on a listed or eligible property.
The Park Service (The Keeper) also makes final determinations of
whether a property is eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places. The National Register listing includes districts,
sites, buildings, structures, and objects of national, state, or local
significance (Dept. USAF, 1991d:1 1). See earlier sections on the
technical support services which can be obtained from the NPS.
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Interested Parties

The Air Force must make reasonable efforts to involve local
interested parties in the process. This may be a group, such as a
veteruns organization that has an association with base facilities, or
individuals in the community.

Native Americans

It is especially important to involve Native Americans in the
process. When a project affects properties that are of cultural value
to an Indian tnrbe, the tribe is an interested party whose views need
to be considered. In addition to Itri governmental officials, other
"traditional cultural leaders" need to represented in the process. if
a tribe has its own proceedures for dealing with historic properties,
those proceedures should be integrated into the Section 106
process (ACHP and GSA, 1991afl-20).

The Air Force has been a leader among federal agencies with
regard to consultation wtih Native American groups. The past
work of the now dissolved AFRCE-BMS/DEV, as part of the
Peacekeeper program, is one noteworthy sucess. Air Force
guidelines for consultation with Native Americans are available
irom HQ USAF/CEVP (Dept USAF, 1991b).

5.2 IDENTIFYING and EVALUATING
PROPERTIES

An important point to remember regarding the N-1PA Section 106
process is that historic properties are those that are listed on the
National Register of Historic Places, and also those properties that
are eligible for listing. Thus, the law provides protection not only
to listed properties, but also to properties which have not been
evaluated.

National Register of Historic Places

This is a listing of districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects
of national, state, or local significance in American history,,
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architecture, archeology, or culture. The register is maiutained by
the Keeper of the National Register through the National Park
Service. A property is included on the Register if it has been
formally nominated by the USAF to the National Register and
accepted by the Keeper. Decisions on eligibility by the Keeper are
final. A property is eligible for inclusion in the Register if it meets
the National Register criteria (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:ll-28).

National Register Criteria

Ty•of Prrties. There are five types of properties that are
eligible for listing on the Register (ACHP and GSA, 1991b: 11-23):

"buildings or structures created to shelter any form of
human activity, such as a house, barn, school, hotel, or
similar structure. A building may be a historically
related complex such as a court house and jail, or house
and barn.

"structures made for purposes other than shelter, such as
bridges, highways, and canals. It is often a large scale
engineering project.

" sites mark the location of significant events, a
prehistoric activity, or historic occupation whether
standing ,ruined or vanished, such as archeological
sites, Indian sites, battlefields, or shipwrecks. "!'e
location itself maintains historical or archeological
value.

" objects is a material thing of aesthetic, cultural,
historical, functional, or scientific value. It may be
movable, or small in scale. Examples include
memorials, ships, or machinery.

" districts are geographically definable areas which
possess a historically linked group of buildings,
structures, objects, or sites, such as rural villages or
commercial areas.
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II Ive| of iigriiticiiIc A properit may be t I kyit aid II biv
for the Natioal Register on any of three k-velb (A(1W anid (iSA.
199l a;.1-30):

•nabnal
* state
• local

C "tciA_1"Xivr T here arm four criteria which can quahi.' A
property for listing on the National Register. A property muitr
satisfy one or more of the folowig (ACP anid GSA. I1901blt-
26):

" association with eve'ts t% t have Made a SigPkiraUWt

cbtribution to the broai patterns of Au-rican hisitwr

such as a battlefield or building.

* association with the tties of people stgnificant mr

past. %,wh as the home of (i•exrge Washington.

* distiactive ekaracteristics of a type. period, or method

of construction, or that represent the work of a mster.

or that possess high artisi vaiues, or that represent a
significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction.

* data, have yielded or may be likely to yield inforinuali,
important to prehistory or history, as is the case on

archeological sites.

LtIgtjt. Integrity is critical to application of National Register
criteria for eligibility. Integrity is evaluated in terms of what

Is it makes a property significant. Not all aspects are relevant for each

Historic p,-operty. However, there must be enoigh of a preservable entity
or just to communicate the relative significance of the property. In

old? addition to other items, a property must also have integrity of

(ACHP and GSA, 1991a:1I-30):

- location - design
- setting - materials
- workmanship - feeling

- association
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Exc4_owJ•._Exo,_ns., The applicable regulations list several
categories of properties that are not normally eligible for listing on
the National Register, s-ch as cemeteries. One exclusion that is of
particular interest is thc age limitation.

Properties, which are less than 50 years old, are normally not
eligible for consideration for the National Register of Historic
Places. This quafication may significantly reduce the number of
properties which must be considered at many Air Force
inalo However, the 50 year age exclusion is not absc;ute.
Proprties may still be part of a historic district (ACHP and GSA.
I991b11-29).

50 Year Additionally, there are provisions for listing properties which have
Rule. .achieved significance within the last 50 years. The launch sites

Ru . "associated with the missions to the moon are only a couple of

decades old, yet are listed on the National Register. The SAC alert
facility at Wright-Patterson AFB may be eligible for listing. The
50 year age exclusion is not necessarily automatic (Ferguson,
1992e).

APE Datati.ok-n

N Identlecadon
Anses Into Needs
Good Fih Effosftnrtls
Ev alu at

Hlista4c Proape•es Pie*m t

Determine Effects

Pubic No Advem elifect Revew by ACHP
Adverse Effect?

Consult to Resolve
Adverse Effects

MOA - ACHP Comment

"The Section 106 Process Framework (ACHP and GSA, 1992)
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Undertaking an Undertaking

The term undertaking is used in the Section 106 process to describe
any action that may impact a historic property. (Remember thats
either a listed property, or an eligible property.) An undertaking is
any activity, project, or program which may result in changes in
the character or use of historic properties. Included are
contuction of new facilities, repair projects, maintenance, and, of
c•owse, demolition. Actions that involve disturbing the land are
undertakings due to the potential to impact archeological or other
historic sites (ACHP and GSA, 1991aI.-26).

The undertaking may be a single construction project or
Remember maintenance activity. It may also be the ongoing facility

Risk maintenance performed by the Civil Engineering Squadron. Tbe
Management scope of the undertaking may depend upon whether a

programmatic agreement is being negotiated, or if only a single
Air Force activity is being processed.

Area of Potential Effects

The area of potential effects is that geographical area where the
undertaking.may cause changes in the character or use of historic
properties. The area of potential effects, or APE as is it know in
the vernacular of the business, will always include the actual site of
the historic property. The area of potential effects should be
identified as early as possible in the planning process. T'he APE
neednt be a single area, and does not always have specific
bow -'CHP, 1984a:9).

The Air Force, as the federal agency, makes this determination.
Both direct results, and indirect results need to be considered.
Indirect effects are such things as changes in land use, traffic
patterns, or public access (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:U-28).

Identifying Resources

The Air Force has the responsibility for identifying cultural
resources on Air Force properties. This responsibility rests
squarely with the Air Force, and can not be delegated. It is
possible, and, in fact, advisable and desirable to seek the help of
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other agencies to carry out this work. However, the Air Force has
the ultimate responsibility to see that the work is carried out
properly (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:11-3 1).

Air Force The first step is assessing the need for information. Once it is
Reponsibso... determined what is known, then other steps can be taken to

identify resources. Background information should be reviewed.
Then the assistance of the State Historic Preservation Officer
should be requested on f1uther actions to identify resources that
may be effected (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:fl-33).

Review all information that may help in determining whether there
may be historic properties in the APE. Published information that
describes the history. or prehistory of the base may be available
from the Base Historian, or other sources. The real property
records maintained by the Civil Engineering Squadron.
Engineering Flight (DEE) will provide a wealth of information
relating to base facilities. The real property records contain
information on the age, size, and functional use of base facilities
(Metz, undated:6).

Ask the State Historic Preservation Officer (SIJPO) what is

Old already known about resources on the Air Force installation.
Consult the SHPO to determine who else should be contacted to

surveys find out information. Consult with the SHPO to see what other
may nOt be information you still need to know. Based on the

reliable recommendations of the SHPO, and others consulted, the Air
Force makes the determination of what other actions need to be
taken to identify resources (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:fl-33).

The sure way to identify resources is to have an on-the-ground
survey conducted by professionals qualified in the particular field
of interest, such as; archeology, history, or architecture. Not only
should survey efforts identify visible resources, but also areas
where buried resources are likely to be encountered (Met;4
undated: 6).

The Air Force identification effort needs to be consistent with
national historic preservation policy. It must also be reasonable
with respect to the undertaking and potential effects. The program
should also provide procedures for resolving disputes over
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identification methodology and approachs. The identification
surveys may reveal there are no potentially historic properties.
Resources that are identified need to be evaluated (ACHP and
GSA, 1991a:II-34).

Evaluating Resources

Using the results of installation surveys, an inventory of cultural
resource properties is developed. Cultural resources which have
been identified, are evaluated against the criteria for inchlsion on
the National Register of Historic places. This evaluation process is
carried out in consultation with the SHPO (Metz, undated:6).

Properties, which are not listed on the Register. or previously
determined to be eligible are evaluated against the National Registcr
criteria. If questions arise about the eligibility of a given property.
then it is the responsibility of the Air Force to seek a formal
determination of eligibility from the Keeper of the Register, who
acts on behalf of the Secretary of the Interior. The decision of the
Keeper is final. Be aware that the passage of time and changing

Impoatteat For perceptions of what is significant may justify re-evaluation of

Old Surveys... properties that were previously detemined not to be eligible
Evaluation of archeological sites osually requires a systematic
excavation and analysis of materials recovered, in order to establish
boundaries, characterize the cultural deposit and to obtain samples
useful in dating sites (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:IV-17).

It is possible that no historic properties (cultural resources) may be
found. In that event, the Air Force must provide documentation to
the SHPO and other interested parties that may have been involved
in the consultation process. This essentially completes the Section
106 process for that portion of the installation researched for that
particular project However, any member of the public can request
a review of the Air Force determination that there were no
properties. This review is conducted by the Advisory Council oi
Historic Preservation (ACHP and GSA, 1991a: IV-18).
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5.3 ASSESSING EFFECTS

Once the Air Force has completed an inventory and evaluation of
the cultural resources, the next step is a determination of any

S* impact the proposed action may have. If the properties of interest
are not eligible for the National Register, then you may proceed.
If they are eligible, then an assessment of the effects on the eligible
properties must be made (Metz, undated:6; ACHP, I 984a: 12).

There are three types of effect. "No effectd" is obviously the
situation where the undertaking will not have any impact on
historic properties. "No adverse effect" describes the situation
where the Air Force undertaking will impact a historic property.
but the effect will not be harmful. When an undertaking will harm
a property or has the potential to harm a property, the term
"adverse effect" is used (Metz, undated:6).

Effect is measured against the characteristic or characteristics
which qualified the property for the National Register. The effect
can be beneficial, adverse, long term, temporary, direct, or indircut.
Effects also include alterations to a propertyes location, setting, or
use (ACBP and GSA, 1991a:I1-41).

No Effect

Generally, avoidance of the property is the only situation where
there will be no effect. The Air Force can make a determination of

Take into account no effect if both the Air Force and the SHPO agree that the
effects undertaking will not effect any National Register properties. If the

& SBPO does not agree with the Air Force determination of no
aflow effect, then essentially a determination has been made and further

Council comment consultation is necessary. The MAJCOM should be involved irt

all cases of disagreement. Remember that the USAF is the final
decision maker (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:1l-44).

When SHPO and the Air Force agree on no effect, the project can
proceed. Interested parties must be informed of the decision, and
the documentation made available for public inspection. The Air
Force does not need to notify the Advisory Council of the
determination of no effect. As with other decisions, the public has
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the right to request the Advisory Council to review the Air Force
decision.

No Ader Effect

When the Air Force has determined that there will, indeed, be
effects from the undertaking, the next step is to evaluate whether or
not the effects will be adverse to the cultural resource. This
evaluation is done in consultation with the SHPO. The criteria for
determining adverse effect are similar to those used to determine
whether or not the property was eligible for the National Register.
However, adverse changes to those characteristics are what is
looked for (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:II-44).

An action is adverse when the integrity of the property's location,
design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, or association are
diminished. Some of the criteria of adverse effect include (AC!IHP
and GSA, 1991ai!-45):

9 destruction or alteration of all or part of the property

0 isolation of the property from its environment, or
alteration of the properties environment

* introduction of visual, audible, or atmospheric elements
that are out of character with the property

a neglect of the property, which will result in the
properties deterioration or destruction

If the SHPO and the Air Force agree that there are no adverse
effects, the Air Force notifies the Advisory Council and provides
documention of the process. The documentation must also be
made available for public inspection. The Air Force may also
choose to have the Advisory Council review a no effect
deterination without the concurrence of the SHPO (ACIHP and
GSA, 1991b.IV-21).

If the Comcil does not object to the no adverse effect
determination within 30 days, the Section 106 process for the
uderaking is completed. The Council may also propose
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conditions or changes to Air Force findings of no adverse effect.
Consultations arm required, if the Council does not concur with the
no adverse effect determination (ACHP and GSA, 1991 b:IV-22).

Advere Effect

If an adverse effect is found the Air Force must notify the
Advisory Council and consult with the State Historic Preservation
Offwcer to determine ways to reduce or avoid the adverse effect.
An effect is adverse when: the undertaking meets one of the
criteria, the SHPO conclusions of adverse effect are accepted, the
Council objects to an Air Force determination of no adverse effect,
or Council conditions for determining no adverse effect are not
acceptable to the Air Force (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:11-52).

5.4 CONSULTATION AND COMMENT

When there could be potentially harmful or adverse effects toa
property, the Air Force initiates a formal consultation process with

• the SHPO, Advisory Council, and possibly other interested
parties. An effort is made to find acceptable ways to reduce the
harm to the cultural resource. This consultation process ends in
the signing of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), which
details the actions to be taken in order to allow the project to
proceed (Ferguson, 1992e:7).

The Advisory Council has the option to participate in the
Consultation process, unless the SHPO declines to participate.
Indian Tribes must be invited if the action impacts properties of
historic value to the tribe. The purpose of the process is to avoid,
minmize, reduce, or mitigate the adverse effects of an undertaking.
Ideally, the needs of the Air Force are met and the integrity of the
historic property is not compromised (ACI-P and GSA, 1991 b:IV-
23).

Consultation focuses on finding alternative ways of accomplishing
the purpose of the undertaking without damaging historic
properties. Items to be considered include alternative sites,
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afternative designs, alternative undertakings, or no undertaking at
all (ACHP, 1984a: 19).

There may be some instances in which there are no alternatives to
avoiding or mitigating adverse effects, and the undertaking will
justify the loss of some of the property's characteristics or the
property itself. However, in most instances, a mitigation measure
is developed (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:11-61).

Mitigation

Mitigation is the term for plaming aimed at minimizing the
Creativity damage to cultual resources.. Mitigation measures are intended to

Is the lessen the impact of the undertaking, and make the impact
botton-lime acceptable in relation to the benefits of the undertaking. Some of

with ndtigatio, the mitigation measures that may be used include (ACHP and
GSA, 1991b'IV-23):

* limiting the magnitude of the undertaking

* modifying the project through redesign or reorientation
of the site

0 documentation of buildings or structures that will be
altered or destroyed via the use of drawings,
photographs, and histories

* salvage of archeological or architectural information
and materials

0 relocation of the historic property

Memorandum of Agreement

When all parties agree upon the measumes to be taken a
Memorandun of Agreement (MOA) is developed. The MOA
specifies how the undertaking will be carried out to avoid or
mitigate adverse effects, or documents the acceptance of the
effects. The MOA is a legally binding document (ACHP and
GSA, 1991b:IV-25).
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The MOA serves several purposes. It specifies the mitigation or
alternatives agreed to by the parties. The MOA identifies who is
responsible for carrying out specified measures. Advisory Council
comment is rendered in the MOA. The document also serves as an
ackmowledgment by the signatories that, in their collective view,
the Air Force has taken into account the effects of the undertaking
on historic properties (ACHP and GSA, 1991a-11-64).
If the Advisory Council was a consulting party in the development
of the MOA, the Council signate on the MOA concludes the
Section 106 process. Otherwise, the MOA will need to be
reviewed by the Council, which may require additional changes to
make the MOA acceptable (ACHP and GSA, 1991b:IV-26).

There are no time limits on the consultation leading to a three-party
agreement between the Air Force, the SHPO, and the Council. If
the Council did not participate in the consultation, it has 30 days to
review the MOA. Likewise, there are no time limits on the
consultatio between the SHPO and the Air Force for the
development of a two-party MOA. See Appendix A for a
compiled list of Responsibilities and Time-Limits (ACHP and
GSA, 1991a:II-67).

The regulations provide for any of the three parties to terminate the
counltation process if it is determined that further consultation will
not be productive. However, the Council encourages the use of
consultation to the fullest extent posile (ACTIP and GSA, 1991a:
11-69).

Advlsory Council Comment

Normally, comment of the Advisory Council is provided by the
use ofthe Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). The Council may
be a signatory to the MOA. Alternatively, the Council may accept
an MOA between the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO)
and the Air Force (ACHP and GSA, 1991b:[V-26).

When there is no MOA, the Air Force will need to request the
Coumclls comment on the undertaking. There are specific
requirements for documentation which must accompany such a
request The Council.comment is provided to the head of the Air
Force (ACHP and GSA, 1991ail-70).
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5.5 PROCEEDING

There are two basic requirements of Section 106 of the National
Historc Preservation Act. The Air Force must take into account
the effects of its actions on historic properties. Secondly, the Air
Force must provide the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
the opportunity to comment (ACHP and GSA, 1992).

For undertakings which involve adverse effects to historic
properties, the Council comment will normally occur with the
signing or acceptance of a Memorandum of Agreement. Council
comments can also be requested in the event that a MOA could not
be reached (ACHP and GSA, 1991b:IV-13).

For undertakings which do not involve, have any effect or advcrsc
effect on eligible or historic properties the level of consultation will
be primarily between the Air Force installation and the State
Historic Preservation Officer. This coordination also constitutes
the Councils opportunity to comment on the Air Force undertaking
(ACHP and GSA, 1991b:IY-13).

The ultimate outcome of the Section 106 process is for the Air
For good Force to proceed with a construction project, maintenance activity,
relations: or other missions. The original scope of the Air Force undertakiin

may need to be modified to accommodate historic preservation.
Contact Air Force planning, programming, and budget processes need to

the SHPo allow adequate time for the Section 106 coordination and

before consultation. However, the final authority for decisions on Air

proceedmag Force facilities, historic or not, is the Air Force. Just remember
that the Section 106 process must be completed before expenditure
of funds on federal projects (ACHP and GSA, 1992).

Emergency Conditions

In the event of an emergency, such as declared by the President or
the appropriate governor, other procedures may apply. The agency
head can waiver responsibilities per 36 CFR Part 78. The
MAJCOM, the Advisory Council and the SHPO should be
contacted by phone in this event (ACHP and GSA, 1992).
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Emergency events should be planned for in the Clftural Resources
Management Plan (CRIMP) and/or other emergency operations
plans. For example, the clean up of a toxic spill on historic or
archeological properties should be planned for. Acceptable
courses of action need to be predetermined in the CRMP.

Late Discovery

Create a In some special situations, a historic property may not be

course of discovered until work has begun. This situation is most likely for

action in ground-disatrbing activities, and is usually associated with

the archeological resources. Although, sometimes there may be

Clump unforeseen effects on other properties. Note, this situation is not
simply neglect of the Section 106 procedures (ACHP and GSA.
1991a:II-74).

If the resource is primarily archeological, the Departmental
Consulting Archeologist of the National Park Service must be
contacted. Air Force Regulation 126-7 outlines the requirements.
The base historic preservation plan or the MOA from the Section
106 consultation process may also outline what actions are to be
taken.

A discovery situation will necessitate phone calls to SIIPO, the
Advisory Council, and the National Park Service. Appropriate
provisions for handling the situation can be worked. However,
there will likely be a delay in the construction project and increased
costs. It is important that USAF construction contracts contain
appropriate provisions for stopping construction activities in such
circumstances (Spanne, 1992b).

Foreclosure of Council Comment

Foreclosure is the term used to describe situations where the
Council is not given the opportunity to comment or it is
meaningless for the Council to comment. Neglecting the Section
106 process is foreclosure. Proceeding with a project prior to
completion of the process such that alternatives can no longer be
considered is another situation. Foreclosure will leave the Air
Force vulnerable to litigation (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:U1-72).
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5.6 PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENTS

A programmatic agreement is a special type of memorandum of
agreement that can be used to cover a class of undertakings.
Without a Programmatic Agreement (PA) it is necessary to go
through the Section 106 process for each undertaking on a case by
case basis. The PA can save you from having to "re-invent the
wheel" for each undertaking (ACHP and GSA, 1991a:II-79).

Programmatic Agreements can be used to spell out what firthcr
field survey work will be done, if any, when a predictive model
has been used to identify properties. The agreement can be used to
stipulate the actions that the Air Force needs to take to avoid,
reduce, or mitigate effects (ACIIEP and GSA, 1991b:111-141 ).

The regulations provide for several situations where a PA is
applicable, including routine management activities at federal
installations. The development of a PA requires a conisultation
process involving the SHPO, the Advisory Council, and other
interested parties. Once the PA is developed and executed. the PA
satisfies the Air Force responsibilities for all individual
undertakings carries out in accordance with the agreement. (ACI IP
and GSA, 1991b:IV-74).

The process of developing a PA may typically take a year or more.
However, initially, authority may not be delegated to the base until
there is a proven track record (Section 106 course lecture). Ihe
PA is a very important part of the installation Cultural Resource
Management Plan (CRMP).

The PA becomes the means by which the installation uses the step-
outlined in the CRMP to carry out its Section 106 responsibilities.
The PA and the CR.MP are not the same document. They cover
the same subjects, but a PA is usually 3-5 pages, whereas a CkMP
can be several hundred pages.
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5.7 INTEGRATING SECTION 106
WITH NEPA (EIAP)

The National Environmental. Policy Act (NEPA) and the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) address some of the sane
concenm. NEPA requires the environmental consequences of
federal projects be considered. The NEPA review process may
often necessiate the prepartion of documnmeion such as an
Environmental Assessment (EA) or an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) (ACHP and GSA, 1991b'-35).

CEIEA SECTION 106 EIS

Projuct Deig Ame, lnfemwtio Needs --

I ~Identikiadon, Evskadon

E n uenmeta EIS (draf)
Aniudyi Effect D~ftamnaa papwdon

Review of Effect Reiwo
Detwmin•ation draft EIS

CE EA Cnaudtudon to Resole

Advean Effect

E

MOA or Coundil Comment _

FONSI EIS (Nna)

Coordinating NEPA and Section 106 Review
(ACHP and GSA, 1992)
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The National f Iistoic Preseitoron Act (NHPA) encomwe-i
coordination with the enwiroamentW- review process reqtired b) Ow*
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). ldentification and
evaluation of historic pmperties and determination of an
umdeaking's effects can be aceomplobed at the same tam N E PA
docments are developed. The *raft envuratunnital impact
stement (FJS) or environmental analysis (EA) can be used for thc
Section 106 consultion process. The Menorulndwn of
Agreement (MOA) which is developed from the Sectitm 10N
process cau be used as pan of the final NT-PA doctumentatilo
(ACIIP and GSA, 1991a:9-14).

Wbem using an The Advisory Council also encoumrages coordinatio of NSIAA and
Section 106. Documentation for NIPA vtmupliancc. wtwn it is
rS as used for Section 106 compliace. shotild be Irotd-ef'rt'ri-,i w
the cover letter that is sent with the package. (Couicil and s

documentation,at etach acove, 1991aZ-61). The Air Force cowiter-part to NIM.PA s thc
etta er of Environmental tipact and Analysis Process (HAP) Air ihwrcv

lseteon 10 Forms 813 and 814 are used to initiate the en vironmretal uhapa!
intention, analysis process. At some installatios all the HJAP finus tre

routed through the Base Ilistoric esrvtion Officer

There is not an equivalent of a NE PA categorical exchlsion
(CATEX) or (CE) for the Section 106 process. 'ebe threshold l'ir
action under NHPA may also be lower than that of NM.PA. MwiN
actions that would not trigger a NIPA coordination may si
require NHPA Section 106 review. An example may be the
replacement of windows in a historic facility. While this action .sI
Likely covered by a NEPA CATA., the Section 106 consultatioln
process will still apply (Ferguson, 1992c).

Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NI-PA)
and compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA) are not the same thing. However, it may be possible to
economize on the amount of paperwork, and almo avoid "re-
inventing the wheel" as part of the compliance process.
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Chapter 6
Section 110 and
Other Issues

6.1 SURVEYING YOUR RESOURCES

Identification of cultural resources is a key part of any
tprogram. Without identilication, resources can not be{preserved, rehabilitated, or even be considered in the planning

process. You must first assess your need for information. then
determine the need for further action. "lifs process is (lone in
consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SIIPO).
Based on this review, it may be necessary to undertake field
studies or surveys (ACIP and GSA, 1991a:MI-32).

Reconnaissance or Predctive Surveys

XRelon2Mss~ 14 surveys ae used to make estimates of the need for
furthidentification work. For example, a drive-through look at
facilities or an archeological inspection of a sample tract, together
with background research, might reveal that there is no need for
additional work. In c aer cases, a revonaisance survey will allow
further work to be focused on particular properties or areas. "Ihe
available information may also be used to develop a predictive
model. For example, areas of the installation which need to have
further archeological studies completed prior to development might
be identified (ACHP and GSA. 1991b:Mll-137).

Intensf•e Surveys

The t sof then t a_ d~sns•jade5in sfr
is the basic technical guide for identification of

properties. Contact the NPS (Appendix C or E) for a copy of this
documenm Usually such a survey is necessary and will involve an
inspection of all land and structures in the area. Included is a
background archival research, which usually includes interviews
with people knowledgeable about the historic resources in the area.
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Test excavations for archeological resources may be done.
Detailed inspections of particular structures or buildings may also
be included (ACHP and GSA, 1991 MI-136).

SHPO Surveys

At a minimmn, the SHPO will. need to be consulted about any
survey activities and methodology to be used at Air Force
Wstallatious. In some cases, however, the SHPO way also conduct
the field investigations and surveys necessary to identify resources.
There is no federal requirement for S-POs to perform the on-site
investigations. However, in some states, it is the policy of the
SHPO to be involved in the identification process (ACH1P and
GSA, 1992).

Survey Support

Installation cultural resource surveys may be completed with the
assistance of another federal agency such as the U S Army Corps
of Engineers (COE) or the National Park Service. Some
installations (eg. Kelly AFB) are using the COE to prepare the
Cultural Resources Management Plan (CRMPh Private
conractors are also available and can often provide a faster
response time than the COE or NPS, but at a possibly higher cost.

Other Air Force installations (eg Randolph AFB) are using the
National Park Service to develop a CRMP, programmatic
agreement, and a nomination package. Technical assistance by the
NPS needs to be coordinated through the MAJCOM (Dept. USAJ
and NPS, 1992).

Survey Funding

Performance of archeological and historic facilities inventories
which are part of a Section 106 coordination are considered 0 & S
or "must do" environmental compliance items (See Chapter 4.6).
Development of nomination packages for cultural resources
qualifying for the National Register are zonsidered Level I
compliance items (Dept. USAF, 1992c:2).
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6.2 SECTION I10 OF NHPA

The focus of Section 110 is long range planning and resource
ma et. Section 110 lays out affirmative agency
responsibilities for an inventory and evaluation of resources.
Activities necessary for compliance with Section 110 are
considered Level I compliance in the A-106 process.

Federal agencies are directed to provide leadership in preserving,
restoring, and maintaining the historic and cultural environment of
the nation. Agencies such as the Air Force are also required to
administer the cultural properties under their control in a spirit of
stewardship and trusteeship for future generations (Grosser,
1991:12).

Develop a The Air Force is required to locate and identify the historic
Proactive properties it controls. Care must be exercised to ensure that

properties which might qualify for inclusion on the National
Register 4re not inadvertently demolished, substantially altered. or

allowed to deteriorate signicantly. Preservation of the
properties, consistent with the mission and professional standards.
is also required (ACHP and GSA, 1991aZI-9).

Section 1 0(aX2) directs agencies to nominate all properties which
appear to qualify for inclusion on the National Register. Historic
properties are to be used to the maximum extent possible. Prior to
constructing new facilities, the use of existing historic properties
must be thoroughly evaluated (ACHP and GSA, 1991 a:I-9).

When it may be necessary to alter or destroy a historic property.
action must be taken to ensure that appropriate records are made.
The level and type of recordation that is necessary is determined
through the Section 106 consultation process. Architectural and
engineering records will normally be provided to the Historic
American Building Survey (HABS) or the Historic American
Engineeting Record (HAER) collections in the Library of
Congress. The SHPO may also need copies of the records (ACHP
and GSA, 1991b:m-.36).
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6.3 CURATION OF MATERIALS

SThe preferred treatment of archeological resources is preservation
in place. Do not dig it up unless you have to. In some cases,
however, it will be ncemssary to recover archeological information
prior to completing a construction activity.

Recently adopted federal regulations set specific procedures,
standards and guidelines for federal agencies to follow concerning
the preservation of prehistoric and historic material remains, and
associated records that are recovered. The requirements are
contained in 36 CFR Part 79 (NPS, 1991 c). These new federal
regulations establish extensive paper-work requirements for the
tracking and maintenace of collections. Very few existing
repositories meet the new standards for storing historic artifacts
and records. Contact the NPS (Appendix C) for a copy of 36 CFR
Part 79.

The Air Force is responsible for ensuring that new or existing
archaeological collections are placed in appropriate repositories.
While it is possible for the Air Force installation to establish and
maintain such a facility, the specific requirements for repositories
may make that option impractical in many cases.

University, state, tribal, or regional federal facilities are some of
the other curation options to be considered. The Air Force
installation should work closely with the SHIP) to determine t
appropriate curation facility.

6.4 THE LEGACY PROGRAM

S'The Legacy Resource Management Program is a DOD-widc
program that was developed in response to the Defense
Appropriations Act, which spelled out nine legislative purpoSCS
for the program. The purpose of the egacy is to enhance the
management of natural and cultural resources (DOD, 1991:1-18).

Demonstration projects at more than ninety installations were
initiated for the development of biological, cultural, and
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geophysical components of the Legacy program. Specific to
cultura resources, the task areas were developed as a general
program for improving management of all DOD cultural and
historical resources (DOD, 1991:1-18). Specific task areas have
been developed to organize this management h These
task as are:

SData ,angeen
* Education, Rexeation, Public Awareness
* Decision Frmework
• Survey Cutrent Programs
* Native Americans and Settlers
* Cold War Sites, Artifacts
* Project Management Procedures

The Base Historic Preservation Officer should utilize the Legacy
Program as a data source for making decisions ooncerning cultural
resources. This program provides a unique opportunity for transfer
of technical information as welf as an additional funding avenue for
Level MI and possibly Level I and IU compliance projects. Contact
your MAJCOM for further information concerning the Legacy
Program-

I IL 1

u93w dmu omm e*o IB

Wright-Patterson AITB3, Building 65 (Eligible), 11AE NT'S, Elaine Pierce, 1991.
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NOTES
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A;ppedix A Section 106 Flow-Chart and nme-Limits

Section 106 Responsibilities and Time Umits

Ace RSMnnsible Party Time Limit

Determine if action is undertaking Air Force None
Determine APE Air Force None
Assess information needs Air Force None
Provide views, ie: identificatin SHPO 30 days
Determine identification needs Air Force None
Conduct identification Air Force None
Determine eligjbility Air Force None
Participatn tmit SHPO 30 days
Apply Criteria of Effect Air Force None
Assist in application SHPO 30 days
Determine No Effect Air Force None
Object/do not object to determination SHPO 15 days
Apply Criteria of Adverse Effect Air Force None
Assist in application SHPO 30 days
Determin No Adverse Effect Air Force None
Concur/do not concur SHPO .30 days
Send detetin to Council Air Force None
Concur/object/propse changes Advisory Council 30 days
Determine Adverse Effect Air Force None
Initiate consultation Air Force None
Conduct consultafio Air Force/SHPO/others None
Prepare MOA Air Force/SHPO/others None
Send MOA to Council Air Force None
Concur/object/propose changes Advisory Council 30 days
Respond to proposed changes Air Force/SHPO None
Seek final Council comment Air Force None
Render comment Advisory Council 60 days*/30 days**
Make final decision Air Force None
Implement agreement Air Force None

(ACHP and GSA, 1992)
•When conslation is tenintd and agency so request.

• When agency does not agree to changes proposed in MOA.
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Key Terms and Acronyms Apendix B

TERMNOULOGY

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION

An independent Federal agency, established by the National Historic Preservation
Act (NKPA) of 1966, to advise the President and Congress on historic
preservation matters and to administer the protective process established under
Section 106 of the NHPA.

ADVERSE EFFECT

Changes that diminish those attributes of a property that qualify it for the National
Register of Historic Places.

AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECT (APE)

The geographic area within which the undertaking may cause changes in the
character of or use of historic properties, including: all alternative locations for
elements of the undertaking; all locations where the undertaking may result in
disturbance of the ground, all locations from which elements of the undertaking
(e.g., structures, or land disturbance) may be visible; all locations where the
activity may result in changes in traffic patterns, land use, public access, etc..

BUILDING

A building is a structure created to shelter any form of human activity, such as a
house, barn, church, hotel, or similar structure. Building may refer to a
historically related complex such as a courthouse and jail or a house and barn.

CONSULTATION

A process initiated by the installation commander wherein the commander confters
with the SLIPO to seek ways to reduce or avoid adverse effects on historic
properties. The Advisory Council and certain interested parties may participate as
consulting parties.
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CONTEXT

Contexts or "historic contexts" are those patterns. themes, trends, or cultural
affiliations in history by which a specific occurrence, property, or site is
understood and its meaning (and ultimately its significance) within prehistory or
history is made clear.

CULTURAL RESOURCE

Refers to both archeological and architectural resources. For archeology, it
includes, but is not limited to, traditions, lifeways, cultural and religious practices,
and other institutions to which a community, neighborhood, Native American
tribe, or other group ascribes cultural significance, together with any artifacts and
real property associated with such elements. For architecture, it includes, but is
not limited to, buildings, sites, districts, structures, or objects, landscapes, and
vistas. In addition, the term encompasses historic documents and relics.

DISTRICT

A district is a geographically definable area, urban or nrual, possessing a
significant concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures,
elements, landscapes, or objects united by past or present events or aesthetically
by plan or physical development A district may also comprise individual
elements separated geographically but linked by association or history.

EFFECT

A project, activity, or other undertaking has an effect on a historic property when
the undertaking may alter characteristics of the property that qualify it for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. For the purpose of
determining effect, alteration to features of the property's locations, setting, or use
may be relevant depending on a property's significant characteristics and should
be considered. An effect can be beneficial or adverse.

ENVIRONMENT

Biogeophysical and cultural surroundings and processes.
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Key Terms and Acronyms Appendix B

HISTORIC PROPERTY

Any prehistoric or historic district, site, building, structure, or object included in.
or eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places; such term
includes artifacts, records, and remains which are related to such a district, site,
building, structure, or object.

IIISTORIC PRESERVATION

Identification, evaluation, recordation, documentation, curation. acquisition,
protection, management, rehabilitation, restoration, stabilization, maintenance and
reconstruction, or any combination of the foregoing activities.

INVENTORY

To determine the location of cultural resources that may have national, state, or
local significance.

NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK

Districts, sites, buildings, structures, or objects that have been determfined by the
Secretary of the Interior to be nationally significant in American history. Such
properties are also included on the National Register of Historic Places.

NATIONAL REGISTER OF IIISTORIC PLACES ( or "NATIONAL
REGISTER" or "REGISTER")

An inventory of districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects
significant in American history, architecture, engineering, archeology,
and culture, and evaluated as significant at the national, state, or local
level. Depending on their significant characteristics, properties must
possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship.
feeling, and association.

OBJECT

An object is a material thing of functional, aesthetic, cultural, historical.
or scientific value that may be, by nature or design, movable yet related
to a specific setting or environment.
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REHABILITATION

The process of returning a property to a state of utility, through repair or
alteration, which makes possible an efficient contemporary use while
preserving those portions and features of the property which are
significant to its historic, architectural, and cultural values.

RESTORATION

The act or process of accurately recovering the form and details of
property and its setting as it appeared at a particular period of time by
means of the removal of later work or by the replacement of missing
earlier work.

UNDERTAKING

Any project, activity, or program that can result in changes in the character or uec
of historic properties, if any such historic properties are located in the area of
potential effect. the project, activity, or program must be under the direct or
indirect jurisdiction of a Federal agency (ex. Air Force) or licensed or assisted by
a Federal agency. Undertakings include new and continuing projects, activities,
or programs and any of their elements not previously considered under Section
106 of NHPA.
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ACRONYMS

ACHP Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

AFCEE Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence

AFCESA Air Force Civil Engineering Support Agency

AFMC Air Force Materials Command

AIRFA American Indian Religious Freedom Act

ARPA Archeological Resources Protection Act

BCP Base Comprehensive Planning

BHIPO Base Historic Preservation Officer

CAD Computer Aided Design or Drafting

CATEX (CE) Categorical Exclusion

COE [Army] Corps of Engineers

CRI3B Cultural Resources Information Bulletin Board

CRIS Cultural Resources Information System

CRMP Cultural Resource Management Plan

CRM Cultural Resource Management

DOD Department of Defense

EA Environmental Analysis

ECAMP Environmental Compliance Assessment and Management Program

EIAP Environmental Impact Assessment Process

EIS Environmental Impact Statement
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E Environmental Management

EPC Environmental Protection Comminee

ETIS Environmental' echuica lWiomnation System

FONSI Finding of No Significant Impact

GIs Geographic Information System

GRASS Geographic Resources Analysis Support System

GSA General Services Admmisaý

HABS/I[A-ER Historic American Building Survey and Ilistoric Aittricatn Lntiumcrin.,
Record

MAJCOM Major Command

MOA Memorandum of Agreement

NAGPRA Native American Graves Protection and Repauiatiou Act

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act

NHPA National Historic Preservation Act

NIPS National Park Service

OMB Office of Management and Budget

PPBS Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System

SITO State Historic Preservation Officer

TSCRRC Tri-Services Culbtral Resource Research Center

USACERL US Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory

WIMS-ES Work Information Management System-Environmental Soibsystem
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Points of Contact Appendix C

Wa EteicP mmlim QffiM ArkauSas

State Historic Preservation Officers Adkam Historic Peervation Progam
(SHPO) adiwiniser die natioml historic The Heriae Caer, Suite 200
Fmewvation prow= at am Stae level 225 East Mmkhon Street,
and are the rehors for the Air Force Little Rock, AR 72201
in each respective State. (Comn"i and Tele: (501) 324-9346
GSA, 1991b:IV-13-40) FAX: (501) 324-9345

Alabama Califorla

Albam Historical Commusion Office of Historic Presevation
725 Monoe Street Depamnent of Parks and Reareation
Montgomery, AL 36130 P.O. Box 942896
Tele: (205) 242-3184 Saamento, CA 94296-0001
FAX: (205) 240-3158 Tele: (916) 653-8992

FAX: (916) 322-6377
Alaska

Colorado
Division of Paiks
Off oe of History and Arceol Co1orsd Historical Society
P.O. Box 107001 1300 Broadway
Anchorage, AK 99510-7001 Denver, CO 80203
Tele: (907) 762-2622 Tele: (303) 866-2136
FAX: (907) 762-2535 FAX: (303) 866-5739

Amerka Samoa Covaectcut

Deparuten of Pars and Receation Connecticut Historical Commission
Govermzent of American Samoa 59 South Prospect Street
Pago Pago, American Samoa 96799 Hatford, CT 06106
Tele: (684) 699-9614 Tele: (203) 566-3005
FAX: (684) 699-4427

Ddaware
Arizona

Division of Historical & Cultural Affairs
Arizona State Parks Hall of Records
800 West Wahington, Suite 415 Dover, DE 19903
Phoenix, AZ 85007 Tele: (302) 739-5313
Tele: (602) 542-4009
FAX: (602) 542-4180
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.C POW of Ceuuact
Dbtrt of Cohmibim Bawd

city, I Dept of Lind and Nauzi Resources
SPre e io D ivision P.O . Box 621

614 H Street, NW., Suite 305 Hosohh, HI 96809
Wahington DC 20001 Tele: (808) 548-6550
Telh. (202) 727-7360
FAX: (202) 727-8040 Idaho

pbrida Idaho Hisloirca Society
210 Main Street

Division of Historical Resources Boise, ID 83702
Depetne of State Tele: (208) 334-2682
R.A Gray Builing
500 S. Brna Street bmuis
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250
Tele: (904) 488-1480 Illinois Historic Preservation Agency
FAX: (904) 488-3353 One Old State Capitol Ph=n

Sprge IL 62701-1512
Geouon Tele: (217) 785-1153

FAX: (217) 542-7525
Hlawik Presmvtion Sctn
Floyd Tower EWt, Suite 1462 ludlma
205 Buter Steet, SE.
Adema, GA 30334 e of Natual Resources
Tele: (404) 656-2840 402 West Wahington Street
FAX: (404) 656-2285 ludium Gowmeuieut Center South

Room C-256
Guam I iis, IN 46204

Tele: (317) 232-4020
Guam Histori Preservation Office FAX: (317) 232-8036
n Pp - mnt of Parks and Recreation
490 Naval HospiWal Road Iowa
Agam Heights, Guam 96910
Tele: (671) 477-9620 State Historical Society of Iowa
FAX: (671) 477-2822 Capitol Complex

East Sixth mad Locust Streets
Des Moiues, IA 50319
Tele: (515) 281-8837
FAX: (515) 282-0502
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Poi o,,f Comnact Appendix C
Kamsm siMstlamd

Kamas State Historical Society Histoical and Cultural Programs
120 West Teth DepwtmnW of Housing and Commmmity
Topeka, KS 66612 Denlomet
Tele: (913) 296-3251 100 Commmity Place, 3rd Floor
FAX: (913) 296-1005 Tele: (301) 514-7600

FAX: (301) 987-4071
ge~tW&

Maschbusetts
Kentioky Heritage Counci
121h Floor, Capitol Plaza Tower IHistoricl Commission
Frankfort, KY 40601 80 Boylston Street, Suite 310
Tele: (502) 564-7005 Boston, MA 02116
FAX: (502) 564-5530 Tele: (617) 727-8470

FAX: (617) 727-5128
Louislana

Mikiiga
Ofrice of Cublral Development
Dept of Culture, Reeation & Tourism Bureau of History, Dept of State
P.O. Box 44247 717 W. Allegan Street
Baton Rouge, LA 70804 Laming, MI 49654
Tele: (504) 342-8200 Tele: (517) 373-6362
FAX: (504) 342-3207 FAX: (517) 373-0851

Maine Miromesia, Federated States of

Hitoric Preservation Commission Office of Administrative Services
55 Capitol Street, Station 65 Division of Archives and Historic
Augusta, ME 04333 Preservation
Tele: (207) 289-2132 FSM National Government
FAX: (207) 289-2861 P.O. Box PS 35

Palikir, Pohnpei, FSM 96941
Marsha Islands, Republic of the Tele: (691) 350-2194

FAX: (691) 350-2381
Inteo and Outer Islands Affairs
Alele Museum, Box 18
Majuro, Republic of the Marshall

Islands 96960
Tele: (692) 9-3226
FAX: (692) 9-4012
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eota Nevada

Mbnemot Historical Society Division of Historic Preservation and
690 Cedar Street Arc kology
St. Pauil, MN 55101 123 West Nye Lane, Room 208
Teab: (612) 296-2747 Carson City, NV 89710
FAX: (612) 296-1004 Tele: (702) 687-5138

M mpp New Hampi

DepsUment of Archives and History Division of Historical Resources and
P.O. Box 571 State Historic Preservation Office
Jackson, MS 39205-0571 Walker Building, State Office Park S.
Tele: (601) 359-6940 15 South Fruit Street, P.O Box 2043
FAX: (601) 359-6905 Concord, NH 03301

Tele: (603) 271-3483
Missouri

New Jersey
State Depmtaent of Natural Resources
205 Jefferson, P.O. Box 176 Department of Environmental Protection
Jefferson City, MO 65102 Office of New Jersey Heritage
Tele: (314) 751-4422 401 East State Street

Trenton, NJ 08625
Mostana Tele: (609) 292-2885

FAX: (609) 292-8115
State Historic Presevation Office
Montana Historical Society New Mexico
225 North Roberts
Helena, MT 59620-9990 Historic Preservation Division
Tele: (406) 444-7715 Office of Cultural Affairs
FAX: (406) 444-2696 Villa Rivera, Room 101

228 East Palace Avenue
Nebraska Santa Fe, NM 87503

Tele: (505) 827-6320
Nebrka State Historical Society FAX: (505) 827-7308
P.O. Box 82554
Lincola, NE 68501
Tele: (402) 471-4787
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New York Ohio

Puts, Reeation and Historic Ohio Historic Presenration Ofrfce
P~reservation Ohio Hisoia Center

Agmy Building #1 1982 Vehna Avenue
Fair do State Plaz Cohnmbus, OH 43211
Abiny, NY 12238 Tele: (614) 297-2470
Tole: (518) 474-0443 FAX: (614) 297-2411
FAX: (518) 474-4492

Oklahoma
North Carolina

Oklahoma Historical Society
Division of Archives and History Wiley Pot Historical Building
Departintm of Culural Resources 2100 N. Lincoln
109 East Jones Street Oklahoma City, OK 73105
Raleigh, NC 27601-2807 Tele: (405) 521-2491
Teoe: (919) 733-7305 FAX: (405) 525-3272
FAX: (919) 733-5679

Or"gon
North Dakota

State Parls and Recreation
State Historical Society of North Dakota 525 Trade Stheet, SE.
Heritage Cuter Salem, OR 97310
BiAark, ND 58505 Tele: (503) 378-5019
Tele: (701) 224-2667 FAX: (503) 378-6447

Northern Mariana Islands Palau, Republic of

Dept of Commmity & Cultural Affairs Cultural Affairs, Bureau of Community
Commamwealth of the Nothern Mariana Services, Ministry of Social Services

Islands P.O. Box 100
Saipan, Marma Islands 96950 Koror, Republic of Palau 96940
Tele: (overseas) Saipan (670) 322-9722 Tele: (680) 488-2489
FAX: (670) 322-4058 FAX: (680) 488-1725
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pemuwana South Dakaft

Pu y htmia slc and Mmuemn Office of HiWry
SSoo& D•otHboia Socety

P.O. Box 1026 900 Governrs Drive
Hi ur brgPA 17108 Picm, SD 57501
Tebl: (717) 787-4363 Talb: (605) 713-3458
FAX: (717) 783-1073

hmrt io,• Coumouw.slth of Dfhnhta of Conservation

Office of Hitr Pnewvadm 701 Bradway
Box 82 Nukvflle, TN 37243-0442
La Fo.talem Tele: (615) 742-6758
San Jumn, Puerto Rico 00918 FAX: (615) 742-6594
Tele: (809) 721-2676
FAX: (809) 726-0957 TeOa

Rhode Ishd Texa s Commision
P.O. Box 12276

Rhode Islmad HMiori Preservation Cqik Station
CouisAuu, iTX 78711

Old Stale Houe Tel.: (512) 463-6100
150 BU Street FAX: (512) 463.6095
Providme, RI 02903
Tele: (401) 277-2678 Utah
FAX: (401) 277-2968

Utah State Historkal Society
South Caromb 300 Rio Ganude

Sat L ke City, UT 84101
Delrunnt of Archives and History Tele: (801) 533-5755
P.O. Box 11669 FAX: (801) 364-6436
Cokmhuah, SC 29211
Tela: (803) 734-8592 Vermont
FAX: (803) 734-8820

Divion for Hbtorc Preserraton
Pavwffio Budg
58 East State Street
MonVfpi, VT 05602
Tele: (802) 828-3226
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Point of Cota Appendix C

Dept of Pmmis and NaMI Resours Historic Preservation Division
Smil 231, Nisky Coer, No. 45A State Hisoical Society of Wiscomin
FAME Nisky 816 Stt Street
SL flxue USVI 00602 Madison, WI 53706
Tele: (809) 774-3320 Tel.: (608) 264-6500

FAX: (608) 264- 6404

Wyomiug
DepmlmiM of Hiskc Resources
Comonweahm of Vigmin Wyoming State Historic Prmewrvation
221 Governor Street Office
Richmamd, VA 23219 Departmet of Commerce
Tea: (804) 78-3143 1825 Carey Avenue
FAX: (804) 2254261 Cheyenne, WY 82002

Tel.: (307) 777-6696
Wmbnmgtou FAX: (307) 632-2748

Office of Ardwoog and Historic Nutol Coufm of Stae Hboul
Pgres atio e at OfIeMr

111 West 21st Avemne, KL- 1I
Olyupia, WA 98504 National Conferem"e of State Historic
Tel.: (206) 753-4011 Preservation Officers
FAX: (206) 586-0250 Suite 332, Hall of the States

444 Nouth Capitol Street, NW.
west VfIuibna Washington, DC 20001-1512

Tele: (202) 624-5465
Departnent of Culture and History FAX: (202) 624-5419
Capitol Complex
Charleston, WV 25305
Tele: (304) 348-0220
FAX: (304) 348-2779
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SC Poia of Contact
Advisory Council on HIstoric Westen Office of Project Review

730 Suxm Street, Room 401
Ofm. of the auective Dtrecor Goldm, CO 80401
Old Post Office Buildig TWle: (303) 231-5320
1100 Pawsylvania Avenue NW. FAX: (303) 554-5325
Suite 809, Wahbegon, DC 20004
Tel.: (202) 786-0503 Nadotal Trus for Historic
FAX: (202) 786-1172 mr tn U l ORai L k

Offile of Program Roem & MidAtlanbo Office
Education Cliveden, 6401 Germautown Ave

Old Post Office Buiin Plalphia, PA 19144, (215) 438-2886
Suite 803
Tele: (202) 786-0505 Midwest Office
FAX: (202) 786-1172 Suite 1135, 53 West Jackson Boulevard

Chicago, IL 60604, (312) 939-5547
Mab Air Fo[me Point of Coati

Northast Office
MaryAnn Naber, historic peservation Old City Hail

qmcialis 45 School Street, 4th Floor
Old Post Office Building Boston, MA 02108, (617) 523-0885
Suite 803
Tele: (202) 786-0505 Southern Office
FAX: (202) 786-1172 Will= Aiki Houe, 456 King St

C sn, SC 29403, (803) 722-8552
Eastern O e of fro leB Reiw

Mounains/Plains Office
Old Post Office Building 511 16th St, Suite 700
Suite 803 Denver, CO 80202, (303) 623-1504
Tele: (202) 786-0505
FAX: (202) 786-1172 Texas/New Mexico Office

500 Main St, Suite 606
Nott.m divisin (CT, DE, IA, IL, IN, Fort Worth, TX 76102, (817) 332-4398
MA, ME, MI, MN, NH, NJ, NY, OH,
PA, n VT, WI) Wete Of rffice

_Sudm diy (AL, DC, FL, GA, One Sutter Street, Suite 707
KY, MD, MS, MO, NC, PM, SC, TN, San Frucisco, CA 94104
VL VA, WV) (415) 956-0610
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Point of Contact AppendAb. C

Air Force Cultural Resource Major Commands
Points of Cota

AFDW/DE (1100 CES/DEPV)
q Air Force AiU: Rob McCan

Bldg. Hanger I
HQ USAFACEVP Bofiing AFB, DC 20332-5000
Room 5D381 DSN 297-5443
The Peatsgon, Atten= Maj Lillie 202-767-5443
wmhington, DC 20330-5130

DSN: 227-1235/8937, (703) 695-1235 HQ AFMC/CEV
AUt Lynn Engelman

Air Force Ceater for Enviroumeutal Wright-Paterson AFB, OH 45433-5000
Exedlace (AFCEE) DSN 787-4920

513-257-4920

HQ AFCEE/ESO
Atrm Widliam Metz HQ AFRES/DEPV
Bldg 1160 Atn: Toni Thorn
Brooks AFB; TX 78235-5000 Robins AFB, GA 31098-6001
DSN 240-3516,512-536-3516 DSN 497-1073

912-926-1073
Regima ComplOance Offiem

HQ AFSPACECOM/CEPV
HQ AFCEEIESS Aftn: Ken Nimmer
Attn: Pil Inmmi Petemson AFB, CO 80914-5001
630 Sansome St. Room 1316 DSN 692-5187
Sa Fracico, CA 94111-2278 710-554-5187
(415) 705-1668

HQ ATC/CEEV

HQ AFCEEIESD Attn: Jack Siegel
Artn: Ed Lopez Randolph AFB, TX 78150-5001
525 Griffin St. Suite 5050 DSN 487-6352
Dallas, IX 75242-0216 512-652-6352
(214) 767-4671

HQ AU/DEEV (3800 CES/DEEV)
HQ AFCEFJESA Attn: Hugh Cowsert
Attm: Tom Sinu Maxwell AFB, AL 36112-5001
77 Fomydh St. SW. Suite 291 DSN 493-5260
Atluata, GA 30335-6801 205-293-5664
(404) 331-5313
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Appendb C Points of Contact

HQ AMC/CEV Am Cuural Resure Po 0
Agn Robin Burgesm
Scot AFB, IL 62225-50001
DSN 576-8332 HQ USA/CEHSC-FN
618-2568332 Chief Army Natnral and Cultral

Resourve
National Guard Bureu Ft Belvoire, VA 22060-5516
NGB/CEVP 703-704-1570
Atr: Dick Masse FAX: 703-704-1558
Andrews AFB, MD 20331-6008
DSN 858-8142 Tn-Services Cultural Resorces
301-981-8142 Research Center

USACERL-EN
HQ PACAF/CEP P.O. Box 9005
Attn: Art Budman Chamnpign, IL 61826-9005
Bldg 1102 217-352-6511, ext. 617
"Hkhm AFB, MI 96853-5001 Toll-Free: 800- USA-CERL outside

315-449-9695 Illinois; 800-252-7122 inside.
808-449-9695 FAX: 217-373-7222

HQ ACC/CEVE US Army Corp of Engineers
Altle: Dr. Paul Green Seattle District
Laney AFB, VA 23665-5001 CENPS-EN-DB
DSN 574-3056 Historic Building Preservation
804-764-3056 Services

P.O. Box C-3755
HQ USAFA/CEP Seattle, Washington 98124-2255
Attm Duane Boyle 206 764-3614
Colorado Springs, CO 80840-5546
DSN 259-2407
719-472-2407

AFCESA/SCO
Compuer Servic
Tyndall AFB FL 32403-5000
DSN 523-6410
904-283-6410
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Points of Contct Appendix C

National Park Seice S) National Park Service Regional
Offices

National Park Service
18th and C Stret, N.W. National Capital Regional Off-ce
Wadington, DC 20240 1 8th and C Streets, N.W.
202-343-4621 Washington, DC 20240

202-485-9666
Associate Director for Cultural

Resources Mid Atlantic Region
202-343-7625 143 South Third Street

Philadelphia, PA 19106
Archeological Assismt Division 215-597-0652
202-343-9573

Rocky Mountain Region
Curatorial Services Division P.O. Box 25287
202-343-8138 Denver, CO 80225-0287

303-969-2875

Historic American Buildings Survey and
Historic A ieran Engineering Record Southeast Region
(HABS/IAER) 75 Spring Street, SW

202-343-9600 Atlanta, GA 30303
404-331-2635

National Registr of Historic Places
(The Keeper) Western Region
202-343-9536 450 Golden Gate Avenue

Box 36063
Preservation Planning Branch San Francisco, CA 94102
202-343-9505 415-744-3985

Preservation Assistance Division Alaska Region
202-343-9573 2525 Gambell Street

Ancorage, AK 99503-2892
Technical Preervation Services 907-257-2668
202-343-9584
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S aiuple MOA and PA Appendix D

Memiorandm of Agrement "tw

Submittd to the Advisry Councel an Hisoric Presevaton

Pursmt to 36 CYR Pwit 800.6a)

WHERAS, heU.S. Deparment of Tra1portaiioda, Fedral Highway Admininimtion
(FWA uprop to pvrovd hAnde mimmsc to fte Florida Department of

'ruasmeoPatina (FDOT) fOr the repacemet= Of the Apalchicol Rbve Mrdge. Federal Aid
Projec No. BRF-460-2 (0) and BRP460-3(1) LAbeMM ad Calhou Counties, Stat of
Flocift and

WHERLAS the FRY/A bas determindw tathe proposed projec wil have in eafct wpon
Apulaclcol Rive Bdrid an khIstri FprOpeM eigib for inclusion I. ftheNgwnal Rqir
ofhwlo* Phcmw and bas coite with fth Flotid &tat fitgori Psemou Office
(WEO) perman to 36 CM Part W%0 reguladom WImpmenti SeW=tINo f 0 ftth National
HbW&a Pruemtiom Act (16 US.C 470 (9));and,

wHERAS the Floeid Deparmen of Trasponstaton (FDO1) has partiipwatd in fth
coisadm and bat been izfted to minir in this Memorandum of Agremenz

NOW, 1~RFIFHWA, FDOT and the Florida 5117 agr= that the maudeaking
shal he i~mplMene in accordcan with the folowing sdpulaona in comiderdon of the
effec t ahiuudt -takingwMl have on the hisoric propert.

FHWA will ensure the follwing meamour wre inploementdi

1) Prdor to its dem ~olio or removal and reloction, the Apulachlcola Rive BIdge
wil be subpec to pkotgrphic dwoimentation in accordance with the reqtuirments
oftheHistricAmerican Eng wIneeSgRecrd All docutmentaion mst be
accpted by the U.S& Department of the Interior, National Park Servicet,
HAB&HAER offcea prio to demolition or relocation of the saewre. Copies of
the documentation will he proivided to the Florida Department of State
Photorahi Archim aud to the SIMO for lwusdion in the Florid astzer Site
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2)1In wouasuoo with fte SHPO, the ApelachtIco Riwi &,dV shal be aibjec to
a Mwketin effrt amdendd to idwnof potcual redpiems wgflig to reoagg aNo
Presem the historic elramam of the structre.

3) Prior to the ulecdon aft £w *ewowne, the FHWA SWel reviw a&l reloatio
pramaSz in cswhazio wtth the SHP and shal afford the SWlO 30 days to
inpc and coemm on the proposed sitaL

4) Uf no rsuonable ofte which 11 -Mf6oI . to tbe rqiewso eoain
rehabiitation, ad maaimmmmc IS recedved. fth FHWA nwy peruti wa~anr of anl
or part at the prope"t. without premtion= govenants upon fth coo=m== of
the SmP.

5) Ifppliable. an interim couuuct committg the =w owme to smgpt the
preserVatio covnats and to Wviplesa their requirement shall be sAped at the
ame um. the bill of tranafer is cumze between the PIDCT and theg new owne.
Such contrac sh" be recorded in the ree aaze rewnh at Laerry ad Calhoun
Cowunies State OfoRwida and the COWNY 10 w"ic th budge is to be reocated.
7Ue Wrm of the CovOManno arIchaded, as Appeadlt A.

6) Mf daning design of the replacme. mpucare, drwwamme ow, b ic prevmn
the desinated recpietw &rM Wspie ening the apvved koctio pLan then a new
marketing effort will be inititd that foamw the proceadrs employed origialy.

7) W~ithin 90 days followin the relocaton of the kidle, the SMP s"s r-evalat
fth bridge on its new site and make a recmmendatioc to the Seaesay of the
Intrinor as to its continued eligiblity for inclusion on the Nationa p.egister.

8) Uf a new owner aunot be found to relocate the bridge, it "hl rmain the property
of MDOT and may be dms~ed of or demotiheod bued upon project requirmemens
provided the requiremn of stpuation I above have been completed.
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Exuaas o~f bfismumandum of Agmsau by ?HWA. FDOT ad ft k.wids SM.O its

of ift tmin .14ena thet FHWA hu afftxdd doe Casxf an oprammity
to o.nm Projec No. BRF-460.2(06) and WR-460-3(1) ad Its offaa m hiumi
proprtie Ud ha ssth9d thsmpem= ro4 uOt Secrdos 106 of the Nadioal HlWdc Act (16
U..C. 470(f).

Dr. U arMn,-

Acinpwa: Ad k > wa~dom 3ismeta Pnsr~U

Thxw"ir Dlncutr Dati
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Advb=y
Coumdl On
Historic

PAO•hMKT1C AGWM~aT

ANDG Tax D2PAWUm aT 01 tM AmD,
TU ADVZSORY VCX0oL Of XISTORI€C P.SIrAT• OI,

Ano ?a On w STAYo IS¶Ot.iC l SPuinvATuOm orzc~l
FOR TUE PRA ici.ZON MANAZMNU ARD D3VU.0PN=T Of

Tag UEIUZ STATES MILZTAW ACADDMY
AT VE=T P01ST. JMW YOR

VENSAS, the Department of the Army (Army) has determined
that the proposed addition to and vindow replaement at
Washington NIll (Building 745) and continued operation,
maintesance and development act•ltties at the united sates
Nilitary Academy at West Point. Sav York (Vest Point). which is a
vational MstorLc Landmark, and other properties under Its
jimisdiotion, will have an af fect apon properties included in cc
eligible for the National Register of Eistole Places. and has
repeeted the comments of the Advisory Council on Ristoric
Preservation (Council) pursuant to Section 106 and Section 110(f)
of the National Nisteaic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. 470f and
470•-2(f)) and its xl@eamitIzng regulations. l6roteatin• of
Ulstoric Properties (36 CFP Part 800),

]O'4, TUE •O1. the Army, the New York State Bistoric
Preservtion Officer (Sar), and the Council agree that these
activities at Vest Point shall be implemented in accordance with
the following stipulations in order to take into accunt the
effect on Vest Point.

Stipualations

The Army will ensfre that the following measures are carried oat.

1. A plan for the management of historic, architectural and
archeological resources (termed an Ristoric Preservation Plan I.,%
Army Regulation A1 420-401 borein termed "PlanT ) will be
developed and implemented for West Point. Work carried out in
accordance with the Plan approved in accordance with paragraph
2.6 of Al 420-40 will require no further review by the New York
SHP or the Council.
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The Plan will include, but not be limited to the following.

A. OVIRZWIW: This will include a summary of the historic use
and development of Wast Point; an analysis of its architectural
evolution in the context of its role as a national military
academy: a projection of the types and likely locations of
archeological properties that are expected to be found4 a summary
of past surveys on which these projections are based: end other
Investigation strategies for the identification and evaluation of
historic. architectural and archeological properties.

B. ZDXMTXFICATZON, INYZZITORY and ZVAW&TIOIs This will
include a procedure to be used at West point for determining
whether historic, architectural and archeological Imopertios mest
the eligibility criteria of the National Register of Historic
Places (national Register) which will provide for consultation
with West Point's Historic Preservation Committee (RPC) and the
New York SHPO and, if necessary, the Secretary of the Interior,
as set forth in 36 CYI Part 800.4. The procedure should include,
but not be limited to the followings

1. identification and evaluation of all historical,
architectural, and archeological resources (known or discovered
during activities covered by this Agreement) located within West
Point to determine their level of contribution to the area and to
the development of West Point as a national military academy.
(in addition to structures of historic, architectural and
cultural significance, the evaluation should include significant
interior spaces, landscaping, open spaces, and archeological
resources).

2. use of the Historic Structures Inventory, United States
Military Academy, West Point, new York (stor2.c JAmerican
Nu3l3dings Survey, national Park Service; 1984) as a basis for the
identification, inventory, and evaluation procedures stipulated
in this Agreement.

3. identification and evaluation of rosources under the
jurisdiction of West Point to determine if they contribute to
West Point, or if they mest the criteria for inclusion in the
National Register. Those that meet the criteria will be
subam•itted to the Secretary of the Interior for inclusion on the
Register.

4. a process whereby the existing National Historic
Landmark boundaries of West Point are reevaluated based on the
findings of the identification process and, if appropriate,
resubmitted to the Secretary of the Interior foe modification.

Based upon an inventory and evaluation, buildings and structures
will be categorized in accordance with Army Technical manual
TNS-801-1 and further designated as buildings to be rehabilitated
or demolished as required by the West Point Master Plan.
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C. TRtATNEIM s getablishment of standards and procedures for
the treatment of all identified resources under the jurisdiction
of West Point developed in consultation with the New York 8EPO,
These .standard and procedures should include, but not be limited
to the followings

I. protecting, preserving, and maintaining historic,
architectural, and archeological resources in place as.part of
the ongoing management of west Pointt

2. rehabilitation in accordance with Army Technical Manual
TNS-S01-2 and the Secretary of the £nterior's Standards for
Rehabilitation and guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Bui ldings (hereafter OstandardaO)s

3. stabilixation and continued zaintenance:

4. documentation to the standards of the Xistoric American
Buildings Survey for those structures which will be substantially
altered or demolished.

S. archeological data recovery and provisions for permanent
suration of all specimens, field notes, photographs, negatives,
and processed data at an appropriately equipped institution that
"eets the standards set forth in Archeology and Mstoric
Preservations Secretary of the Interior's Standards and
Guidelines (48 R 44716 et. ae) and that makes this data
available to other partife r research or other
appropriate purposes.

6. a process for selecting an appropriate alternative to
undortakings that would have an adverse effect on resources,
which includes consultation with West Point's 3PC, the Mew York
SHPO and, if necessary, the Council.

7. a procedure to be followed, if, after meeting all the
responsibilities for identification of properties, the Army
finds, .or is notified after an undertaking has begun, that the
undertaking will affect a previously unidentified Ibtional
Register listed or eligible property. This procedure may require
further consultation with the Secretary of the interior and
compliance with Section 800.11 of the Council's regulations.

D. 8CM•KDLs The Plan will be developed in consultation with
the New York SHPO and the Council in the following orders

1. Within 120 days of the ratification of th~s Agreemeah.
the Army will concurrently provide for review a draft scope of
work for the Plan to the Council and the New York 11PO. The oew
York S5PO and the Council will provide the Army with couments
within 45 days of receipt of the draft scope of work. The Army
will take those comments into consideration in developing the
final scope of work.
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2. Within 24 months of eXpiration Of the review period on
the draft *cope of work, the Army will concurrently provide a
draft Plan for review and comsmnt to the Council and the Now York
5Sa0. The New York SNPO and the COncil will provide the Army
with comments within 45 days of receipt of the draft Plan. The
Army will take these comnents into account in developing the
final Plan.

3. Within 6 months of expiration of the comment period on
the draft Plan, or within a tine period mutually agreed upon by
West Point, the Now York 531O and the Council, the Army will
issue a final Plan, with copies to the Council and the New 1brk
51PO.

4. Should the Army desire to modify the Plan. the Council
and the New York 5PO will be afforded 30 days in which to review
and comnent upon proposed modifications. The Army will take
these comments into consideration in modification of the Plan.

5. The Army will consult with the New York SEPO and the
Council in an effort to resolve any objections or respond to any
comments received on the scope of work or the Plan.

6. Within 30 days of issuance of the final plan, the Army
will initiate implementation of the Plan at West Point.

X. PLAN SAMd•XS The Army wt l ens11 re that the Plan is
consistent with and responsive to the values of iont Point as a
national military academy, those other properties identified as
eligible for the National Meister, and pertinent sections of the
following guidelines and standards.

*The Archeolosical Survets methods and uses (DOZ 19781
GPO Stock so. 024-Ql6-090-1).

*Preservation Planning in Context (ACKP).

"Archooloqry and Historic Preservationy Secretary of the
Interior-s Standards a04 Guidelines, 45 YR 44710 t.L s!L'
Soptemor 29, 1953.

MTe Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Reni"bitatng Hi storic
Buildings (Revised 1963).

*The National Park Service's Preservation Briefs series,
(ptesently numbers 1-14) (National Park Service).

*The standards of the Historic American Buildings Survey
(MSAS) for recording architectural, historical, and engineering
properties, as determined in consultation with BARS, National
Park Service, Department of the Interior.

*- Historic Preservation Administrative Procedures,"
Technical manual THS-60l-1, Department of the Army, 1975.
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*Ri storti Preservation Haintemanae Procedures,*
Technical Manual TNS-801-2, Departmeot of the Army, 1977.

*2Iertocic Preservation• a AR 420-40, Department of the
Army. May IS, 1964.

*The Plan will be prepared by or under the supervision of
a person who meeot the proessiiOn41 standards set forth in the AR
420-40. F'inal selection of the person will be done in
Consultation with the new York M31O.

X1.- Prior to colptetion and implementation of the Plan all
projects that may affect properties identified in stipulation I
will be handled in accordance with Council regulations 34 Cra
Part 000, with the following anoeptions. These undertakings will
have no effect on significant properties and will require no
review by the Mew York 8NP1 or the Council so long as they
conform to the Standards. (Por the purpeses of stipulation 11,"significant" refers to all c*ategory 1 and category 2 resources,
and to the exteriors of category 3 resources within zones 1 and
2, and to all nodifications or additions which are fifty years
old or older within these resources.)

a. Minor, in kind repair or replacement of building or
site features, elements, or naterials smah that original/
significant historic fabric is matched in material, size,
dimension, color, textur, finish, construction details, and ill
other visual qualities. Complete or. major replacement of a
building system or component. such as a roof or windows, Is
excluded.

b. All interior and exterior painting, wallpapering,
staining provided that traditional, removable material. are used,
appropriate preaation techniques are employed, and the
original/significant texture It matched.

c. Modifications to RVAC, plumbing or electrical
systems provided that no changes are visible on the exterior or
on the interior with the exception of basement, attic, and other
concealed duct, plenum, at shbaft spaces or the modifications are
since in nature and do not alter or detract freo the historic or
architectural significance of the resource.

d. insulation in floors and ceilings provided that the
original/significant finish material and surface are not
impacted, an appropriate vapor barrier Is achieved on the wars
side of the cavity, and adequate ventilation is provided on the
cold side of the cavity.

e. The installation of interior or exterior storm
window provided that the storm unit completely fills, the
existing opening (no filler panel. to be used), the method of
operation and meeting rail of the storm unit align with that of
original/significant window or, on the interior a fixed piece of
glazing with no intermediate meabers be installed; the color of
the stors units match that of original/significant adjacent
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members; the installation of the stars unit does Dot damage any
historic fabrics the installation and the prime window are
properlry prepared so that infiltration is eliminated.

f. Caulking and weatherstripping with comparable
materials such that the color of the caulking is consistent with
the appearance of the building.

g. Replacement or modification of non-original/
significant lighting fixtures or systems that do not alter or
detract from the significance of toe resource.

IIZ. Rehabilitation work, including window, door, and stars door
retrofitting and replacement in-kind (where retrofitting is not
proved feaseile in consultation with the Now York Sio, who sall
have 30 days to respond to the initial notification of intent),
that is carried out in accordance with the Army Technical Manuael
T14S"01-2 and the Standards will have no adverse effect and will
require no review by the Council. Plans and specifications for
rehabilitation work will be provided to the New York SR1O prior
to the initiatiou of the work.

IV. Rehabilitation work that cannot meet the Standards, window
and storm door replacement projects (where in-kind replacement is
not feasible), and all new construction activities at West Point
will be msbmitted to the few York 5310 and the ouncil in
accordance with Section 800.5(c) of the. Council's regulations.

V. All demolition work within or adjacent to resource areas
that will affect historic resources will be submitted to the Sew
York S3O0 and the Council in accordance with Section 900.5(c) of
the council•s regulations.

V1. prior to any alteration or demolition of any identified
category 1, 2, or 3 resources, those properties will be recorded
so that there is a permanent record of their history and
appearance. The Army will first contact the listoric merican
Buildings Survey, (National Park Service, Department of the
Interior, Washington, DC) which will determine what documentation
is required. All documentation must be accepted by HISS, and the
New York 5310 notified of its acceptance, prior to the alteration
or demolition. Copies of this documentation will be lpovided to
the lew York 5H10.

VIZ. The Army will actively ensure compliance with the
Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (AREA) and will
advise all contract and Army personnel and resident dependents
against Illegal collection of cultural materials and of the
penalties for such collection imposed by the Act. Appropciate
measures will be developed for the protection of historic and
archeological reeources froe looting and vandalism and for
protection under ARIA.
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VIZ. copies of reports, plans, or otheor products generated
undeg this Agreement and in the impleetto agth Plan will
be provIded to the 3ev York 8210O for review and comment. The Sew
yock 8210 will also be provided with copies of all site survey
forms, photographs, U.S.G.S. topographic sap indicating areas
actually surveyed and prcaise ilocatimi.l information of a11
recoarded resources and any other relevant maps cc documents.

IX. Copies of amy final technical reports will be furnished to
the Nev 12rk 8210 and to the Defgms* Technical 30aformation Center.
Locat tonal, information for archeo logical resources may be
withheld from final technical reports that are likely to be
available to the public where release of such information night
increase Vandalism or misuse of a Cultural property.

X. This Agreement will be reviewed bV the consulting parties 12
months from Its ratification data to determine it any of the
terms of the Agreement cannot be met or if a Change is 4ecessary.
1f at any time any of the signatories to this Agreement
determines that its terms cannot be met, that signatory will
immediately reqaest the consulting parties to consider an
amendment or addandmin to the Agreement. Such an amendment or
addendus will be executed In the same manner as the original
Agreement.

xxoeaut ion of this Memorandum of Agreement evidences that the
Army has afforded the Council an opportunity to comment on the
continued operation, maintenance and. development of West Point
and the effects of these activities on West foist and other
properties Included In or eligible for inclusion in the national
Register.

ervate)
restrvaoiont
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The National Pat Service (NPS), the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and
several other or o publish and distribute technical infonnrati including: books,
handbools, technical leaflets, micifiche, microfilm, slide/tape shows and data bases
which wre available through sales from several outlets. Council information is available at
no charg and some NPS information is available at no charge.

Both the NPS and the Advisory Council publish a condensed listing or catalog of their
respectrve information sources. Thse documents are:

COUNCIL PUBLICATIONS
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 809
Whington, DC 20004
(202) 786-505

8 pp. February 1990. Single copies available from the Council at no charge.

CATALOG OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION PUBLICATIONS
National Park Service
Intemragcy Resources Division
P.O. Box 37127
Washington, DC 20013-7127
(202) 343-9500

35 pp. 1990-1992. Single copies availabe from the NPS at no charge

The following is a non-comprehenive list of a few of the available documents from each

of these sources:

ADVISOR COUNCIL PUBLIATONS

Where to Look: A Guide to Preservation Information
A reference guide to information sources in preservation, the book is a selective gathering
of information on available materials in preservation and related fields.

88 pp. July 1982. Single copies available from the Council at no charge.

Protection of Historic roperties 136 CFR Part M001
A typeset, esy-to-read copy of the regulations for Federal agency compliance with
Section 106 of NHPA. Based on revised regulations, which were published in the
Fedeal Regsi- "VoL 51, No. 169, on September 2, 1986.

19 pp. October 1985. Single copies available from the Council at no charge.
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Section 106, Step-by-Step
A detailed document that walks the reader through each step of Section 106 review
process established under 36 CFR Part 800

63 pp. Octoe 1986. Single copies available from the Council at no charge.

Preparing Agreement Documents
This guidance document is designed for use in preparation of Memoranda of Agreement,
Pr. Agreements, and conditioned detetminations of "no adverse effect." This
revised publication contains a new section with complete sample documents.

88 pp. September 1989. Single copies available from the Council at no charge.

The Section 110 Guidelines: Annotated Guidekines for Federal Agency
Responsiblltlusb under Secion 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act.
This document, jointly issued by the Council and the NPS, includes annotations to
Section 110, which states that all Federal agencies must carry out their programs in
accordance with national historic preservation policy, designate historic preservation
officers, identify and prwv historic properties under their ownership or conutrol, and
make efforts to mnunbiz u marm to National Historic Landmarks.

56 pp. November 1989. Single copies available from the Council at no charge.

Fire Safety Retrofitting In Historic Buidntgs
This publication gives speific examples of methods for retrofitting fire safety systems
into hitoirk buildings, which will ensue public safety and protection of property, as well
as avoid damage to distinctive historic features.

24 pp. August 1989. Single copies available from the Council at no charge.

Tretmenat of Archeoftlea Properties: A Handbook
The hmndbook is designed to assist the parties consulting uwder the Council's regulations
and explains how archeological programs and projects should be conducted.

39 pp. February 1981. Single copies available from the Council at no charge.
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NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS

General Informmato:

National Register Bulletus: The bulletins provide guidance on a variety of topics
related to the Air Force and the survey, evaluation, registation, and listing of historic
properties in the National Register. The following publications are currently available
free upon request by writing:

Interagency Resources Division
P.O. Box 37127
Washington, DC 20013-7127

Bulletin 2: Nomination of Deteriorated Buildings to the National Register.
Describes instances in which the National Register will list vacant, abandoned, and
deteriorated buildings. 1 pp.

Bulletin 4: Contribulton of Moved Buildings to Historic Districts. Guidelines for
detrm.ningi when a moved building can contribute to National Register or certified local
district. 6pp.

Bulletin 6: Nomination of Properties Signifliant for Assocation with Living
Persons. Discusses when it is appropriate to nominate properties of potential historical
signifiumcan whose assocations ae with living persons. 4 pp.

Bulletf 12: Definition of National Register Boundaries for Archeological
Properties. Using case studies, reocmmends approaches for delineating boundaries for
commonly encountered archeological properties. 26 pp.

Bulletin 14: Guidelines for Counting Contributing and Noncontributing Resources
for National Register Documentation. Provides guidance for distinguishing and
counting coitributing and noncontributing resources conprising and documented
property, regardless of size or complexity. 7 pp.

Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation. Explains
how the National Park Service applies the criteria used to determine the eligibility of
properties for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. 90pp.

Bulletin 16: Guilelines for Completing National Register of Historic Places Forms.
For use in completing National Register forms. 133 pp.
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Bulletin 18: How to Evaluate and Nominate Desined Historic Lauscapes. Explains
the process by which designed historic landscapes are documented, evaluated, and
nominated to the National Register. 13 pp.

Bulletin 19: Polies tand Procedures for Processing National Register Nominations.
Explains procedues for processing nomnatiots that have been adopted to address the
changing fnction of the National Register list and describes common documentation
problems and how they are addressed. 19 pp.

Bulletin 21: How to Establish Boundaries for National Register Properties.
Guidelincs, also uses hypothetical examples to explain how to determine National
Register boundaries. 4 pp.

Bulletin 22: Guidelines for Evaluating and Nominating Properties That Have
Achieved Siguificance Within the Last Fifty Years, Guidance for individuals and
organsmhons in evahating and justifying the "exceptional importance" required for listing
properties that have achieved significance within the last 50 years. I 1 pp.

Bulletin 23: How to Improve the Quality of Photos for National Register
Nominations. Offers suggestis to help photographers achieve better quality in their
photographic docuenation of buildings and architectural details. 7 pp.

Bulletin 24: Guidelines for Local Surveys: A Basis for Preservation Planning.
Guidance for the Air Force and other Federal agencies undertaking surveys of historic
resources. 112 pp.

Bulleai 28: Using the UTM Grid System to Record Historic Site&. Introduces the
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Grid System and its application to mapping
historic and archeological sites. Uniform procedures for recording site locations are
provided. 42 pp.

Bulletin 29: Guidelines for Restricting Information About Historic and Prehistoric
Resources. Guidance on determining which resources should be protected by restricting
information on their location and character from general distribution. 7 pp.

Balletdn 30: Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Rural Landscapes.
Guidelines, including definition of rural lanscape, description of its characteristics,
practical methods for survey and research, application of National Register criteria, and
National registration s. 35 pp.
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BuDletln 33: National Register Information System Manual for State and Federal
Users. Designed for State and Federal users of the National Register Information System
(NRIS). The NRIS is a database of properties listed in, determined eligible for, or
pending listing in the National Register. 31 pp.

Bulletin 34: Guidelines for Evaluating and Nominating Historic Aids to Navigation.
Provides guidance on evaluating the significance and integrity of historic aids to
navigation (lighthouses, daymarks, sound signals) as well as preparing documentation for
preservation planning, including National Register monimation. 22pp.

Bulletin 35: National Register Casebook: Examples of Documentation. Examples
of multiple property case studies, maritime nominations, and concise nominations. Index.

Bulletin 38: Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Traditional Cultural
Properties. Assists in determining whether properties thought or alleged to have
traditional cultural significance are eligible for inclusion in the National Register. Gives
special attention to properties of significance to Native American groups, and to
discussing the place of religion in the attribution of such significance. 22 pp.

Bulletin 39: Researching a Historic Building. Provides basic information on methods
of researching an individual building for listing in the National Register. 20 pp.

CRM, Volume 15 No. 2: Discovering Our Aviation Heritage. Provides general
information on several culural resources management projects involving flight. 33pp.

The Cultural Resourr.es Iformatlott Management Series disseminates information
about information management technologies in cultural resources management. The
series includes reports on Geographic Information Systems (GIS), developments in
cultural resource data standards, and information management projects at the local, state
and national levels. The reports are also free through *e Interagency Resource Division.

Information Mangemeut Report No. 1: Computer Use in State Historic
Preservalon Offlces. A detailed directory and index of computerized cultural resources
databases that are operational or under development in 53 State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO) offices. Information on whom to contact and the future plans for
automation in each State is included. 80 pp.

Information Management Report No. 2: Geographical Information Systems Use in
State Government Agences. A survey of the principal G*S operations in each State
governemtn and a brief summary of the nature of the system, contacts, and state GIS
coordination efforts. 54pp.
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Appe li E A vailableRfeec Docaments
T l CA I In II IIl I

Arcb*A0m Assga,, ee

lbw Archeological Asjistance, Dvision de-veloped a publication program that includies the
dit r ion of a quarterly newsleer, the Federal Archeology Report, and a series of
technical biefs that we published four to six times a yew. Boh am avai'lable free. Write:

- * atons Specialist
Archeological Assistance Division
National Park Service P.O. Box 37127
Washington DC 20013-7127

Federal Archeology REPORT. Available upon requet

Technical Brief No. 1: Filter Fabric: A Technique for Site SabilizatiocL

Technical Brief No. 2: Arizon Archeology Week: Promoting the Past to the Public,

Technical Brief No. 3: Archeology in the National Park Landmarks Program.

Technical Brief No. 4: Archeology in the Clasmroom: A Case Study form Arbxoa

Technical Brief No. 5: Intentional Site Burial: A Technique ro Protect Against Natudal
or Mechanical Loss.

Technical Brief No. 6: The Kentucky Archeological Registry: Landowner Participation
in Site Preservation.

Technical Brief No. 7: Federal Archeological Contracting. Utilizing the Competitive
Pc ent Process.

Technical Brief No. 8: Revegetation: The Soft Approach to Archeological Site
Stabilization.

Technical Brief No. 9: The National Historic Landmarks Program Theme Study as a
Preservation Planning Tool.

Technical Brief No. 10: The Archaeological Resources Protection Act.

Technical Brief No. 11: Voluteers in Arc&'ology.
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Available Reference Documents Append E
T~ehigia AMW~muce In the Prse~rvattnu of BZJWBZLm. S•r•_qQAbJMUt

The Secretary of the lteriors Standards for Ftebabibtatiom with Gsidelines for
Rehabtatns mHistoric Buidn g
Used to determine whether the historic chsrater of a building is preserved in the process
of rehabiiftation. The accompmyng guidelines, intended to assist in applying the
Standards, recommend reponsible methods and approaches and also list those treatments
that should be avoided, Usually available through the SHPO frie of charge.

59 pp. 1990. GPO stock number 024-005"01061-1. $2.00 per copy.

The US. Department of Commiere National Tech nical Information Service
publishes the Preservation Tech Notes and Technical Reports which provide innovative
solutions to specific problems in preserving cultural resources. Tech Notes are intended
for pnwttoners in the preservation field, inculing architects, engineers, contractors, and
maintenance personneL This information is available free. Write:

U.S. Department of Commerce
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161
(703) 487-4650

NTIS Products & Services Catalog, PR-827/360
Subjects include: Access to Historic Buildings for the Disabled, Cyclical Maintenance for
Historic Buildings, Epoxies for Wood ReMirs, etc..

The Superintendent of Documents, Government Prnting Offi.e publishes Preservation
Briefs and other documents which also give technical assistance in the preservation of
historic buildings. Documents are available at $1.00 per copy. Write:

Superint nt of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washingto, ()C 20402-9325
(202) 783-z,238

Preservation Briefs 1: The Cleaning and Waterproof Coating of Masonry Buildings.

Preservation Briefs 2: Repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Brick Buildings.
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4pedlxE AvYailbl ReeCe Decwnenu
Presev n Brefs 3: Coeeing Energy m Histoic Buildings.

Pre=Yvatin Briefs 4: Roofing for Histrc Build

Pie=ervation Briefs 5: The Preervation of Histoic Adobe Buildings

Pre=rvation Briefs 6: Dange of Abrmive Clewing to Histric Buildings.

Pnservation Briefs 7: The Preseraion of Historic Gland Ardiitectuwa Terna-Cotta.

Preservation Briefs 8: Alwnkam and Vinyl Siding on Historic Buildings: the
Sof Subso m e M aterials for Resurfacing Historkc W ood Frma Buildings.

Presevation Briefs 9: The Repair of Histric Wooden Windows.

Preservation Briefs 10: Exterior Paint Problems on Hiftric WoodwodL

Preservation Briefs 12: The Preservation of Historic Pigmeted Structural Glass (Vitrolite
mad Crar Glasm).

Peevaton Briefs 13: The Repak and Thenmal Upgrading of Historic Steel Windows.

Presavadion Briefs 14: New Exterior Additiom to Hitoric Buildings: Presevaton
Coacems

Preervation Briefs #1-14 (set) available under GPO stock umber 024-005-01026-2 for
$9.00.

Presevation Briefs 15: Preservation of Histric Concaete: Problems and General
Approawhes GPO # 024-005-01027-1

Preservation Briefs 16: The Use of Substitute Materials on HiMoric Building Exteriors.
GPO # 024-005-01037-8

Presevation Briefs 17: ArclitectumI Chanacter-Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historc
Sas a Aid to Preserving Their Character. GPO #024-005-01039-4

Prevation Briefs 18: Rehabilitating Interioa in Historic Buildings-Ideatfying
Clmacter-Defhaing ElementLs GPO # 024-005-01041-6
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Available Reference Documents Appendix E

Preservation Briefs 19: The Repair and Replacement of Historic Wooden Shingle Roofs.
GPO # 024-005-01053-0

Preservation Briefs 21: Repairing Historic Flat Pliaster-Walls and Ceilings.
GPO # 024-005-01055-6

Prtservation Briefs 22: The Preservation and Repair of Historic Stucco.
GPO # 024-005-01066-1

Prervation Briefs 23: Preserving Historic Ornamental Plaster. GPO # 024-005-01067-0

Technical Reiporta

A Glossary of Historic Masomy Deteriorati Problems and Preservation Treatments.
68 pp. GPO # 024-00-00870-5

Keeping it Clean: Removing Dirt, Paint, Stains, and Graffin from Historic Exterior
Masonry. 45 pp. GPO # 024-0-5-01035-1

Moisture Problems i Historic Maonry Walk: Diagnosis and Treatmeni 48 pp.
GPO # 024-005-00872-I
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4~pndxE AvailableRfeec Documents

AdndAfoimum
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Listed Air Force Mstoric ProI erties. Append F

The following is a list, by state, of Air Force properties listed on the National Regiser of
Historic Plaes, as of December 1991. An updated version can be obtained through the
National Park Service, National Register of Historic Places. Properties are listed by:
state, property nuame, and address/boundary. Sevena of the properties are also National
Historic Landumadk (NHL). Severa listed propeties are on land held by the Deparment
of dhe Air Force, but not neccessarily on an active Air Force installation.

ALABAMA

Maxwell Ar Force
Senior Ofliceis Quarters Historic District
Austin Hail
Community College of USAF

ARIZONA

Lake Air Force Bs

El Camino Del Diablo Trail

CALIFORNIA

Edmink Ai Fore Ba
Rogm Dry Lake (NUL)

Los Angolas Air Force D=s

500 Vrs Square
American Tron Corporation Budding

Marh Air Force Base

Math Field

M9ckt•- Air Force E

Saimoneo Air Depot Historic District

wag A i Form Ba
Space Lunach Complex 10 (NHL)
A id•okial sites
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ApeaixF Listed Air Force Mistork Iroprtis
COLORADO

GumtaN Quw
Seleced Fac~ifies

Calon Howue

Laum& Pads 5, 6, 13, 14, 19,26, 34 and Mission Control Center (NUL)

GUAM

Nardnwest Field

HAWAIDI

BaRQ= AirEvm BtB

Hiecomn Field (NHL)

Wheeler Field (NIHL)

KANSAS

Air Teumim Bufildsi I
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* ~~~Listd Air Force Hi soric Popertiks A edrF

KENTrUCKY

Jeffeins Bwracks Historic DWOrWc

S& oIms Air Forc Staio
St Louis AnS Historic District

N'EBRASKA

Black Smith Shop

Fort Crook Historic Distric

NEW YORK

OUdStoneBanuck
Oval Hisori Distrct

NORTH CAROLINA

HE*=3 4 & 5
Pope AFB Historic District

WrigWt-PutaOM AFB Mounad
Huff~ Plank Fly"o FMel (NUIL)
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ApenLwAF LLited Air Force Historic rprtes
TIXAS

Budk OAk Farm

R~Ak E=Bm
ABiuIatOn Buili

Ran"gAr 9 a a

U-& hMIOR ISLANDS

Wabha udkim E& O
WAke Il~ad (MML)

UTFAH

WmQ A.. Fa *~

Wendove AnS HitWic Dirict

WYOWMNG

EE.Wum Ak Fam Bm

Fort David A. Rumei MMH)
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Guidelines For Developing The CeP Appendf G

HQ USAFICEV Guidelhne For Cultural Resources Management Plans

The se of the guideline is optonal, and it may be modified as neededL CRMPs must be
provided to the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) for review. The SHPO
siould be contacted early and should be involved throughout the planning process. The
SHPO can provide valuable assistance, and close coordination will improve cooperation
on fthme actions affecting cultural resources (Dept. USAF, 1991 c).

I. Geneal Infonmation

a. Mission Statementb. Hi t ri a P er p e cti v
c. Orai• a Listing and Roles
d. Goals and Objectives
e. Program Responsiblities

U. Cultural Resource Inventory

a. Prebisori Resources
1. Prehistoric Framework (summarize known prehistory of the area)
2. Literaftre Review (what literature is available on the area)
3. Inventory (summuarz archeological data in tabular and textual format)
4. Areas of Commc ( identify areas of high potential for resources)

b. Historic Resources
1. Historic Overview (suniarize history of build environment)
2. Literatm Review (what literature is available on the installation)
3. Resource Inventory (smumrize historic property data)
4. Areas of Concern (identify areas of possible eligibility)

InL Complianc Procdures-

a. Is-es (unique cotul resource issues; ex. Native American concerns)
b. Preservation and hitigation Stategies

1. Ardeological Reources
2. Historic Resources
3. Coulti Procedures
4. Sanded Operating Procedures

IV. SWummY

Aa (mitigation plam, inveotmy foram, programmatic agreements, etc)
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Apped&x G Guidelines For Deklopiqn The CRMP

Army Regulaion 420-40 Outine: Wright-Pattermon AFS CRMP Outline

This outline was developed with the assistance of the Tre-Services Cultural Resources
Research Center and AR 420-40. Wright-Paterson AFB has found the CRMP to help
with budget justification and the overall management of the program (Ferguson, 1992c).

1. Executive Summary (1 page)
Il. Introduction

a. Goals
b. Policies
C. Priorities
d. Budget and Staff

i. overview
a. Types of Undertakings
b. Types of Cultural Properties
c. Summary of Prehistory
d. Summary of History
e. Evalution of Existing Data

IV. Significmt Cultural Reources
a. Current Inventory
b. Predictions
c. Standards of Significance
d. Schedule for Completion of Inventory

V. Standard Oper.,ion Procedures
a. Section 106 Compliance for Undertakings not covered in the CRMP
b. Section 110 Compliance (Nominations to the National Register)
c. ARPA Compliance

L penms
ii. curation
iii. ste files

L Inventory Projects
e. aitace, Repair, Alterations, and Demolitions of Historic Buildings
f. Doumenation Standards (ILABS/HAER, archeology)
g. Periodic Reporting of Review Effects
h. Reporting on Damage to Preservation Districts
L Data Recovery Projects
j. Public and Interested Person Involvement
IL Awmsl Report

Appendices (Referenced materials and supporting documentation)
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Apendix B: Telephone Interview Sheet and Interview Results

The purpose of these interview questions was to assist in the
determination of the content and format of information that was needed in the
primer. The questions were unstructured and open-ended in style and were
intended only to help generate more in-depth answers. A sample of BHPOs,
both MAJCOM and base-level, were interviewed to clarify issues and provide
any additional guidance relating to the published information.

Base: Name: Title:
Squadron/Organizational structure: Status of program:

1. What are your duties as Historic Preserv.tion Officer?.

2. What publications, regulations, computerized data bases, manuals, or
guidance do you find helpful?

3. Is there a reference that is particularly helpful?

4. Would information on the background of historic preservation/cultural

resources management be helpful?

5. Would an overview of the USAF cultural resources program be useful?

6. Would a checklist be useful for any certain task?

7. Who do you ask if you have questions?

8. What type of training programs do you feel would be helpful?

9. What needs to be in the primer to ensure proper coordination with the
State Historic Preservation Officer and the Advisory Council?

10. What needs to be in the primer to ensure proper coordination through Air
Force channels?

11. What else would you like to see covered in a primer?

12. What format should the primer be in (question/answer, topical, etc.)?
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Edwards AED. CA

Rick Norwood
3 APR92
DSN 527-5876

He is a full-time archeologist working in the EM directorate. They also

have some contractor support. The base has everything from A to Z, including

pro-historic sites to items related to the space shuttle. The efforts of the office

are directed toward specific projects and meeting the compliance requirements

of Section 106. They have also done national register evaluations.

The manual from the 3-day course is very useful. Working with Section

106QStB-St, by the Advisory Council, is a very well-written booklet that

should be used. Use of flow charts rather than check lists would be helpful in

the primer.

It is going to be hard to generalize information in the primer, and have it

applicable to allbases. The only thing in common is the Federal law. Otherwise

things very a lot from location to location. Some of the factors include: size of

the base, level of Native American concern, any local powerful historic

preservation interest group, the approach of the State Historic Preservation

Office, and weather or not the position on the Air Force base is a full-time job or

an additional duty.

The source they use for help will vary with the issue: for environmental

documentation, use the chain of command or the Legacy program; for section

106, deal with SH-PO; for policy issues, talk to everybody; for archeological

ittm rely on the network of contacts developed as a professional.

Many good training programs are available from the University of

Nevada. At one time the Air Force also had a program at Tyndall AFB.
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No effect findings need to be coordinated with the SHPO. A lot of people

overlook this requirement.

It is very important for the bact. to have only one contact with the SHPO.

There should be direct contact with SHPO and preservation officer.

It is necessary to get the JAG involved. A relationship also needs to be

established with the base commander. On base coordination will depend on

local base policies. The coordination process they use includes: a report from

their contractor, routing to his boss, to JAG, to XR, to PA, to hospital, to Base

Commander, and to the SHPO. Sometimes getting the documentation off the

base is often a bigger battle than dealing with the SHPO.

The Primer should be geared to the non-specialist. They have a continual

problem of educating people on the process. He suggested the primer should be

approximately 12 pages long, or so, with lots of pictures. It should also include

a flow chart of the requirements. The Primer needs to include a strong section

on the penalties for noncompliance. We should include information explaining

that there is more than one law that needs to be followed.
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Lake AFi. A

Natasha Kline
10 April 92
DSN 853-3621

She is the Natural Resource Program Manager working in the Civil

Engineerng Environmental shop. The niouty of her titm is spent on natural

resource issues associated with the range, for example endangered species

issues. The installation has a historic trail out on the range that is listed. They

have not had the manpower to have as robust a historic preservation as she

would like.

They have used the existing Air Force regulation, but not much else. A

step-by-step guide would be helpful. Any overview of cultural resource

protection should highlight the concerns. Checklists for tasks are useful, but

they should be kept simple.

They turn to the SHPO when they have questions. The Primer should

make the point that Air Force personnel should see the agencies as an ally, and

not only as a regulator.

It is important to get information out to the rest of Civil Engineering. It is

also a good idea to have a working group on the Environmental Protection

Committee (EPC).

In summary, the Primer should contain the following: a chapter on

regulations, specific responsibilities of base historic preservation officers, and a

trouble-shooting guide.
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KlyAFB, 1"X

Charles LAughlin
3 April92
DSN 945-3100 ext. 233

He has responsibility for EIAP and also historic preservation. It is a on-

person shop. The historic preservation responsibility is almost a full-time job.

His position is part of the EM directorate. The base is in the process of getting a

preservation plan prepared by the COE. They previously had some work done

on both archeological sites (pretty good) and also a historic preservation survey

(which is being redone). They have a historic district and also separate

facilities. They will also develop a brochure for housing occupants use.

They live by 36 CFR. It should be noted that the process has changed in

recent years. The advisory council does nwt need to be involved in all cases

(only the SHPO is necessay).

However, they send a letter to both, just to keep the SHPO motivated to

give a timely review, and to start the clock running if the advisory council does

need to resolve any issms. Bottom line - you can shortcut the system.

They are not putting a lot of stuff on the register at this point. Hc is not so

sure that it is smart in the long run.

No checklists are needed.

They alert the MAJCOM on issues. The Corps of Engineers is who they

turn to for information.

Most of the work comes from the housing area. They coordinate with

SHPO on the 106 process. Base historic preservation officers need to establish

contacts with the SHPO.
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With regard to coordinating through Air Force channels, the base

historians will like to get involved in historic preservation ismus. However, it

can cause problems in that they may want to run things, and go overboard.

They use the AF from 813 to monitor projects. They review over 2000 of

them a year. They also review requests for proposals (RFP), plans and specs,

and submittals on construction projects for compliance.

The primer needs to educate the Base Commander and also the DE. Tbe

primer needs to cover highlights for the commander. It should note the legal

aspects and possibility of anybody filing a lawsuit for non-compliance.

All bases should do a survey. This can be updated every 2 to 5 years. It

is advisable to have the COE do the contracting for any survey work.

Environmental compliance funding can be used for this work.
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ac~nne AMB KS

Mike Crouse
22 April 92
DSN 743-3887

He is not the official BHPO. That responsibility is technically assigned to

the real estate branch. He works in the environmental branch of the Civil

Engineering Squadron. They have one building on the national register. and a

couple of others pending on the state or national list. He is in the process of

drafting a base preservation plan.

They do not use any particular reference. An overview of the program

might be helpful in the Primer. It could contain a checklist on the overall

process. They have been learning by doing. They rely on Bill Metz at F. E.

Warren AFB for information.

They are interested in getting guidance on the preparation of a historic

preservation plan. There is no urgent need for a primer.

They do any on-base coordination needed through the base Facilities

Board. He suggested that the Primer outline the procedures that need to be

followed and also provide a hands on example or case study.
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Scott hepard
3 April 92
DSN 487-4788

He works in the Environmental Planning section of the Civil Engirmering

Squadron. His position is 20% community planner and 80% historic

preservation. They are currently working with the National Park Service to

develop a preservation plan, a maintenance plan, a programmatic agreement and

finally, a nomination package. The Park Service is handling all the contract

arrangements. The cost of the effort will be approximately $120,000. The

installation has 120 buildings and 350 housing units that am potentially eligible.

For references they use AFR 126-7 and the Act itself. The University of

Nevada offers good training programs. He has a 2" thick handbook and a 2"

thick reference book that he uses a lot.

The Primer should explain the National Historic Preservation Act. It

should note and explain that this Act is not just another Air Force regulation.

The Federal aspect should be emphasized. Note that this is a mandatory

program, not an optional undertaking.

Old Buildings need to be treated as though they are listed until a

determination is made that they are not.

Section 106 coordination needs to be completed prior to doing a project.

Base personnel need to plan for the time it takes for the coordination process.

The Primer could use a checklist of the 106 process. Effect, no effect, no

adverse, and adverse effect need to be covered.

Base personnel need to talk to the SHPO. It is important not to get to

many people involved. Lots of USAF people want the face time in the process.

Not having a single point of contact with the SHPO will cause problems.
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Having a single point of contact from the base is very important. You get

a letter from the Secretart of Defense if you screw up. You need a base historic

preservation committee. Coordination with JAG and HQ is also necessary.

They had to fight with the MAJCOM to get the money for the survey.

You need to coordinate with SHPO on each prcject if no programmatic

agreement.

Interest in the process has to flow downhill from the base leadership.

People need to understand that delays are possible. They need to understand it

is federal law. You need a good relationship with the SHPO.

The Primer should give a basic outline of the program. Then use a

question and answer format.
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Airman Keith Strom
20 April 92
DSN 781-4601

He works in the DEV section under the 2nd Support Group. The job is

getting to be full time. The base has 150 facilities in the process of being

evaluated. They anticipate that they will have a historic district and also several

other facilities. The SHPO did the survey.

He put his own collection of information together. Working with 106, 36

CFR part 800 provides most of the information that is needed.

The Primer could include checklists. Information on the 106 process is

needed. The Primer should also contain guidance on how to inventory the

facilities you have. For example, how to research the dates of the facilities and

how to Lack the inventory of facilities on base.

They talk to the SHPO and also the Advisory Council Western Office.

Bill Metz at F.E. Warren AFB is also used frequently as a source of information.

It is important to stay in contact with the agencies. They are in the process

of reviewin the standard Programmatic Agreement, which they received form

the Council.

It is important to educate those on the base. It needs to be known that the

requirements for doing this is the law, not just the wish of some local

preservation group. Base staff need to know that the program will not progress.

They are still in the process of setting up a system on base t o ensure

coordination and compliance.

Staff should plan ahead for the facilities that may one day become

eligible. Their SHPO says that military facilities generally get on the register.
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S•niQfd Field ANG. KY

Capt. Philip Howard
3 April 92
DSN 989-4602

He is a resources officer working in DEM of the unit. Historic

presemation is an additional duty. The installation has one 6000 yr old Native

America burial mound, which has been identified on the register. They also

have a 1800's farm site which is in the process of getting on the register.

They have no guidance, and that is the problem. He relies on the SHPO

for information. Yes, we should provide some information on the background

of historic preservation. People need to know why the program exists or why

they have to do what they do.

Flow charts are the most helpful. The outline of the Primer should be

kept simple. Include a flow chart of the overall process. This should be kept

simple. The Primer should also include a list of what training is available.

They rely on the SHPO to answer any questions. It is important to make

initial contact with the SHPO. The SHPO should be in the loop at all times.

Any important information should be put in a letter.

The historic preservation official may need to go over the head of

somebody that is impeding the process.
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HO MAC. Scott AFB. IL

Dr. Robin Burgess
3 April 92
DSN 576-5764

HQ MAC/LEVP is in the process of reorganizing. Dr. Burgess deals with

cultural resources only.

Guidance that is used includes: AFR 126-7, CFR, Section 106 manuals,

Sec. of Interior standards, federal newsletters, and tracking systems.

The Primer could contain a small section on cultural resource goals and

ideas. Checklists for tasks could be included.

Applicable training programs include: Section 106 from the Advisory

Council, site protection from the National Park Service, and a course on

maintaining structures.

The Primer should cover who interested parties may be in the

coordination process. Air Force reorganization should be addressed. 4nclude

information on HABSHAER. The Cold War and potential issues should also be

covered.

A topical outline is preferred. A list of references is al., o a good idea.
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HQ AFLC. Wright-Patterson AFB. OH

Lynn Engelman
2 April 92
DSN 787-4920

Information that is helpful to the historic preservation officer includes:

the 3 day section 106 course by the Advisory Council, the programmatic

agreement course from the University of Reno, the WIMS management screen,

and other Advisory Council courses. The desk reference is most helpful.

The Primer should contain the same historical highlights used in the

Council course. Checklists on the following would be useful: statements of

work, programmatic agreements, historic structures, and archeology.

Programmatic agreements should be reviewed by the MAJCOM.

A loose-leaf 3-ring binder format would be most applicable for the

Primer. This will allow personnel to update and add information.
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Dover AFBI

Joe Puturmo
22 April 92
DSN 445-6816

He works as the base Community Planner in the Planning and

Programming branch (DEEP) in the base civil engineering squadron. The base

is working the status of one World War H hanger with the SHPO. They have an

archeological survey of the installation stalled at the moment. The survey is part

of a $39,000 agreement with the Park Service. They also have a potential

archeological site on an IRP site.

The ECAMP inspection was helpful. They rely on the SHPO and HQ

MAC for gridance on issues. He has attended the DOD historic preservation

course.

The Primer should cover archeology laws and when surveys are needed.

We need information on how to protect sites. Staff need to know that they need

to keep quiet on the existence of sites. Information on the need for

archeological surveys is needed. For instance, do surveys need to be done as

part of each MILCON project. How does the checklist for compliance which is

attached to the DD Form 1391 relate. Training programs on how to develop a

Programmatic Agreement would be helpful. They have a good relationship with

the SHPO. The base should be in contact w-ith the SHPO.

There is a need for the engineering community to take cultural resources

seriously. The issue of dealing w;th an unplanned discovery needs to be

addressed. Where should the money to deal with such an event come from?

The following items might be included: possible funding sources (e.g. in

design package), the basic legal steps required, explanations of section 106 and

110, a fist of definitions, a reference list, and a case study.
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Appendix C: Sources for Data Matrix

Federal Law / Executive Order

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA)
Antiquities Act of 1906
Historic Sites Act of 1935
Land and Water Conservation Act of 1974
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA)
Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960
Archeological and Historical Preservation Act of 1974
Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA)
Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment, Executive Order

of 1971
Public Buildings Cooperative Use Act of 1976
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990
Department of Defense Appropriations Act of 1991 (Legacy Program)

Federal Reguatons

36 CFR 800 Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties
43 CFR 3 Antiquities Act of 1906
36 CFR 60 National Register of Historic Places
36 CFR 63 Determinations of Eligibility for Inclusion in the National Register

of Historic Places
36 CFR 65 National Historic Landmarks
36 CFR 65 Proposed Guidelines for Recovery of Scientific, Prehistoric,

Historic, and Archeological Data
36 CFR 68 Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Historic Preservation

Projects
36 CFR 78 Waiver of Federal Agency Responsibilities Under Section 110 of

NHPA
36 CFR 79 Curation of Federally-Owned and Administrated Archeological

Collections
32 CFR 229 Protection of Archeological Resources: Uniform Regulations
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Traiging Progamws/Wgrkshp3

Introduction to Federal Projects and Historic Preservation Law Courm
Department of Defense Cultural Resources Workshop 1992
NPS Directory of Training Opportunities ia Cultural Resources Management
Army/COE Historic Stmctures Maintenance and Repair Course liutlctn

Advisory Council/Senior Architect Interview
Advisory Council/Air Force Historic Preservation Specialist Interview (Nabcr)
Fact Sheet: Council Publications
Participant's Course Book: Introduction to Federal Projects & ttimonic

Preservation Law
Participant's Desk Reference
Balancing Historic Preservation Needs with the Operation of Highly fechnfcal

or Scientific Facilities
Working with Section 106: Guidelines for the Review Process Fstablished

by 36 CFR 800
Public Participation in Section 106 Review: A Guide for Agency Officials
Treatmo of Archeological Properties: A Handbook
Consulting About Archeology Under Section 106

nlPA*k S&is i/u

National Park Service/Archeclogy Division Interview (McKeown)
Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic

Buildings
Guidelines for Local Surveys: A Basis for Preservation Planning
Catalog of Historic Preservation Publications
Guide to Cultural resource Management Bulletin Articles 1978-1988
A National Strategy for Federal Archeology
What are the National Register Criteria?
Questions and Answers About Historic Properties Survey
Is There Archeology in Your Community?
Questions and Answers About the "SHPO"
Interpreting the Secretary of the InLmerior's Standards for Rehabilitation
How to Complete National Register Forms
The National Historic Landmarks Program Common Questions and Answers
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Choosing an Archeological Consultant
Archeology and the Federal Government (CRM Bulletin)
Legal Background of Archeological Resources Protection
What is the National Historic Preservation Act
Historic Preservation and Historic Properties
A History of the Historical Sites Survey and National Historic Landmarks

Program
Preservation Brief Series: Technical Preservation Services
Guidelines for Federal Agency Responsibilities Under Section 110

Defending Our Heritage Report to the Cultural Resources Program
Legacy Resource Management Program: Report to Congress 1991
AFR 125-7
AFR 19-7 (Draft)
Army Regulation 420-40
HQ USAF/CC letter
HQ USAF/CE Strategic Goals
HQ USAF/CEV Historic Preservation Plan Guidelines
USAF Commander's Guide to Air Force Historic Preservation (Unpublished)
USAF Commander's Guide to Environmental Quality
Army/COE Historical and Archeological Survey Reports
USAF Environmental Compliance Assessment and Management Program

(ECAMP)
Army/COE Historic Building Preservation Services Bulletin
USAF Land Use Planning Bulletin
USAF Comprehensive Planning Approach and Process Bulletin
USAF Master Statement of Work for Preparation of Base Comprehensive Plans
USAF Small-Area Development Planning Bulletin
HQ USAF/LE Base Comprehensive Planning Slide Show
HQ USAF/CEVP Interview
HQ USA/CEHSC-FN Interview
HQ AFMC/CEVP Interview
USAF 2750 ABW/EM Interview
USAF 90 CSG/DEV Interview
USAF Natural/Cultural Resource Conference Proceedings
HQ USAFILEE WIMS-ES Program Management Directive
HQ USAF/CE WIMS-ES Research Analyist Interview
HQ USAF/CEV Programming and Budgeting Message
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Other Source&/Dm" Bases

Colorado SHPO Guidelines
ETIS/ITS subsystem Daft Base (CELDS), University of filinois-Urbana
WIMS-ES Cultual Resources Module (Daft)
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Appendix D: Interview Topic and Sub-Topic Issues for Data Maix

Purpose of the Primer
Who Should Read the Primer

Overview of Cultural Resources Management Policy

Goals
Historical Perspective: A Development of the U.S. Conscience
Penalties for Non-Compliance
What is Most Important? (Section 106)

Legsation

Relevant Legislation, Regulations, and Executive Orders
Cultural Resource Protection Law and the Players
Key Non-Air Force Players

The Section 106 Process

Participants
Undertaking and Area of Potential Effect
The Five-Step Process
The Programmatic Agreement & CRMP

Air Force Cultural Resource Mmnmument/Plannina Processes

Governing USAF Regulations (Current and Future)
Base-Level Staff
MAJCOM and Air Staff
Air Force Support Agencies
Legacy Program
Integrating EIAP (NEPA) and Section 106
Relationship to the Base Comprehensive Plan
Management Tools
Funding Issues
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How Can You Make this All Work?

Relationship With the SHPO and Interested Parties
Identifying Your Resources
Minimizing Problems
Getting an Inventory Done and a CRMP Prepared
Training Programs
Where to Get Information
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A12pendix E: Draft and Revised Outlines

1.0 Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the Primer
1.2 Who Should Read the Primer
1.3 Defining Cultural Resources

2.0 Overview of Cultural Resources Management

2.1 Air Force Goals
2.2 Historical Perspective: A Development of the US Conscience
2.3 What is Cultural Resource Management? (A summary of the

players/process)
2.4 Penalties for Non-Compliance

3.0 Legislation

3.1 Relevant Legislation
3.2 Federal Regulations and Executive Order

4.0 The Section 106 Process

4.1 Participants
Air Force (The Federal Agency)
SHPO
Local Community
The Advisory Council
The National Park Service (The Keeper)

4.2 The Five Step Process
(1) Identification and Evaluation of Historic Properties

Undertaking and Area of Potential Effect
The National Register
The Criteria, Exceptions, Integrity
The Evaluation Process

(2) Assessing Effects
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(3) Consultation (Resolving Adverse Effects)
Consulting Parties
Mitigation
Reaching an Agreement (MOA)

(4) Council Comment
(5) Proceeding

4.3 The Programmatic Agreement
4.4 Integrating Section 106 with NEPA (EIAP)

5.0 Air Force Cultural Resources Management/Planning Processes

5.1 Governing USAF Regulations (Current and Future)
5.2 Base Level Staff

Historic Preservation Officer
Organization Within Objective Squadron
Need for Coordination with Others
Single Base Point of Contact

5.3 MAJCOM and Air Staff
5.4 Air Force Support Agencies
5.5 Legacy Program
5.6 Relationship to the Base Comprehensive Plan
5.7 Management Tools

Hlistoric Preservation Plans
ECAMP
WIMS-ES

5.8 Funding Issues

6.0 How Can You Make This All Work?

6.1 Relationship With the SHPO and Interested Parties
6.2 Identifying Your Resources and Planning
6.3 Minimizing Problems on Base
6.4 Training Programs
6.5 Where to Get Information

APPENDIX A Terminology and Acronyms
APPENDIX B List of SHPOs
APPENDIX C Section 106: Step-By-Step Flowchart
APPENDIX D Sample MOA and PA
APPENDIX E Available Reference Documents
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Revised Outline,

1.0 Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the Primer
1.2 Historical Perspective

2.0 Overview of Cultural Resources Management

2.1 What is Cultural Resource Management?
2.2 Defining Cultural Resources
2.3 Implementing Air Force Goals and Policy
2.4 Benefits to the Air Force
2.5 Successful Base-Level Programs

3.0 Complying With The Law

3.1 Federal Law
3.2 State Law
3.3 DOD Directive
3.4 Air Force Regulations
3.4 Avoiding Non-Compliance

4.0 Cultural Resource Management/Planning Processes

4.1 Base Level Staff
4.2 Where to Get Training
4.3 Where To Get Assistance
4.4 Working With SHPO
4.5 Management Tools
4.6 Funding Issues and the A-106 Process
4.7 Relationship to the Base Comprehensive Plan
4.8 Minimizing Problems

5.0 Working With Section 106 of NHPA

5.1 Participants
5.2 Identifying and Evaluating Properties
5.3 Assessing Effects
5.4 Consultation and Comment
5.5 Proceeding
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5.6 Programmatic Agreements

5.7 Integrating Section 106 With NEPA (EIAP)

6.0 Section 110 and Other Issues

6.1 Surveying Your Resources
6.2 Section 110 of NHPA
6.3 Curation of Materials
6.4 The Legacy Program

APPENDIX A Section 106 Flow Chart and Time-Limits
APPENDIX B Key Terms and Acronyms
APPENDIX C Points of Contact
APPENDIX D Sample MOA and PA
APPENDIX E Available Reference Documents
APPENDIX F List of Air Force Properties
APPENDIX G Guidelines for Cultural Resource Management Plans
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